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In this Issue

The demand for new measurement and test capabilities often comes from
the same source that gives us solutions-advanced technology. The two
instruments whose designs are presented in this issue are advanced-tech-
nology solutions to advanced-technology problems. One is an analyzer that
measures rapidly varying frequencies such as those found, for example, in
spread-spectrum radar, communications, and navigation systems. The other
is a signal synthesizer that generates the complex modulation formats used
in many products and systems.

Chirp modulation, stepped frequency, and other spread-spectrum tech-
niques make radar, communications, and navigation systems more immune to noise and more

secure, but severely challenge measurement technology. The HP 5371A Frequency and Time

Analyzer (pages 6 to 41) can measure the time-varying instantaneous frequency of such signals
by a method known as continuous measurement technology. Most frequency counters measure
for a time and then must stop while their data is read and processed. In the HP 5371A, zero-dead-
time counters implemented with high-speed integrated circuits make one measurement after
another without stopping. The counters are read on the fly and their data is stored to be processed

later, say after 1000 measurements. The analyzer records the precise times at which the input

signal crosses zero, a procedure known as phase progression digitizing (page 28), and from this

data computes estimates of the instantaneous frequency. The technology is effective lor dozens
of frequency and timing measurements that were formerly difficult or impossible.

Applications for the HP 8904A Multifunction Synthesizer (pages 52 to 80) are found in navigation,

commercial electronics, audio testing, communications, and other areas. For example, with the
HP 8904A modulating a high-frequency signal generator, it's easy to generate the VOR (VHF

omnirange) and ILS (instrument landing system) signals used by aircraft lor navigation. Other
examples, including FM stereo testing and telephone tone sequence generation, are described
in the articles on pages 52 and 73. The complex modulation formats and signal combinations
needed for these applications, which formerly required custom, one-of-a-kind generators, are

created by the HP 8904A from six fundamental waveforms: sine, square, triangle, ramp, white

noise, and dc. Low cost and high performance are achieved by calculating the waveforms digitally

in real time. Doing all the math is a very large-scale integrated circuit, the digital waveform

synthesis lC (pages 57 and 62), which is fabricated in HP's proprietary high-speed, high-density
NMOS-Il l process. The 12-bit binary numbers generated by the synthesis lC are turned into the

desired analog signals by an output system designed for excellent frequency response and low

distortion (page 66).
The research report on page 42 is on a voice and data communications network architecture

developed at HP Laboratories. Most networking technology in use today is based on ideas

developed nearly twenty years ago, the authors tell us, while significant changes have occurred
in recent years both in users' requirements and in the technology available for building networks.
The architecture they describe is an attempt to address these changes. The architecture's main

contributions are the true integration of voice and data (voice is transmitted as data), a single

architecture for local, metropolitan, and wide area networks, high throughput with low overhead,

very good cosVperformance ratio, and compatibility with existing standards. The architecture
project has been completed, and this report summarizes its results.
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Cover
Sculpted in plastic is the circuit diagram of a zero-dead{ime counter, a key component of the

HP 5371A Frequency and Time Interval Analyzer. See Fig. 1 on page 33 for a more conventional
diaoram.

What's Ahead
Featured in the April issue wil l be several articles on the design of the Hp 345gA Digital

Multimeter, a state-of-the art instrument that's equally at home in high-speed automatic test
applications or ultrahigh-resolution metrology laboratory applications. The VXlbus, a new industry
standard interface for modular instrumentation, and an HP "starter kit" for VXlbus instrumeni
designers wil l be described. There wil l also be several papers on software design from the 19gg
HP Software Engineering Productivity Conference.
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Charactertzalion of Time VarYing
Frequency Behavior Using Gontinuous
Measurement Technology
The HP 5371A Frequency and Time lnterval Analyzer

imalemenfs fhe continuous measurement technique to
provide advanced capabilities for measuilng frequency

and time interval variations.

by Mark Wechsler

jn HARACTERIZATION OF voltage-control led osci l-

f lators and other signal sources with time varying

V f."o.tuncies is a difficult measurement problem that

shows up i . ,  *urly seemingly disioint appl icat ions. Spread-

spectrum communication systems tax current measure-

ment techniques. Digital devices are operating at increas-

ingly higher data rates, making bit error rate measurements

important for determining the quali ty of a digital system'

Designers of information storage devices are pursuing ways

to store more information in less physical space and access

this information at higher rates. Digital communication sys-

tems are being developed that interact over many thousands

of miles, causing str ingent synchronization problems' In

al l  these cases, the old model of a stable clock or a constant

carr ier frequency is oversimpli f ied. Designers clearly need

an improved model, one that includes wanted or unwanted

frequency variat ions, and a method to measure this im-

proved model accurately.
The continuous measurement technique promises to pro-

vide the needed capabil i t ies for frequency and t iming mea-

surements. The technique is especial ly well-suited to the

measurement of modulated or i i t tered signals. A t ime-do-

main trace of the modulat ion or i i t ter can be viewed di-

rect ly. Measurement of continuous-wave, steady-state sig-

nals is not compromised by the technique.

The HP 5371A Frequency and Time Interval Analyzer,

Fig. 1, implements the continuous measurement technique,

giving users great flexibility and high performance in fre-

quency and t iming measurements. Proprietary HP ICs give

the analyzer a frequency range of dc to 500 MHz. Single-

shot t ime interval resolut ion is 200 ps. Continuous sam-

pl ing is possible at rates up to 10 MHz' Up to 1000 consecu-
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Fig.1. The HP 5371 A FrequencY
and Time lnterval Analvzer Pro-
vides new capabilities lor charac-
terizing the frequency behavior of
agile and other time varYtng
sources. lts frequencv range ts dc
to 500 MHz, but its ca7abilities
can be applied to signals in the
21o-18-GHz range using the HP
5364 A Mi crow av e M ixe r I Detector.
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t ive measurements can be acquired.
The input signal condit ioning and arming capabil i t ies

exceed those of previousiy avai lable counter products.
Buil t- in analysis functions provide al l  of the features com-
mon to universal counters, along with graphical results,
which are displayed on the bui l t- in CRT.

The measurement and analysis capabil i t ies of the Hp
537"1A can be applied to microwave and mil l imeter-wave
signals, for example by down-convert ing these signals
using the HP 5364,t Microwave Mixer/Detector fsee box.
page B). Designed as a companion instrument to the Hp
537"1A, the HP 5364A uses a mix-down technique that re-
tains the phase and t iming information of the original signal.

Continuous Measurement Capability
To i l lustrate the advantages of the continuous measure-

ment technique, we can compare a tradit ional reciprocal
counter with a continuous counter using a simple input
signal, a steady-state sine wave (see Fig. 2).

A  rec ip roca l  counter  (e .g . ,  the  HP 53354 or  Hp S345A)
opens the measurement gate (start sample), records event
and t ime counts, and then closes the measurement gate
after a predefined gate t ime (stop sample), again recording
event and t ime counts (Fig. 2a). The measurement is com-
plete at this point, and the frequency is computed using
the frequency estimate:

v(t)

Conventional
Arming
Gate

Conventional
Measurement
Gate

Cont inuous
Count
Arming
Sample

Cont inuous
Count
Measurement
Sample

(a)

Fig.2. (a) A comparison of recrprocal counter operation and
the continuous count technique. ln continuous counting, the
stop sample of one measurement is the start sample of the
next. Measurements are made in blocks, and there is no oeao
time within a block. (b) The reciprocal counter esttmates fre-
quency as the derivative of phase, that is, the slope of a
straight line connecting the start and stop sample values.

t
' c s l

e(stop sample) - e(start sample)
t(stop sample) - tfstart sample)

This estimate can be understood using the definit ion of
hertz, or cycles per second. We simply measure how many
cycles occur in a specif ied t ime. The measurement gate is
a version of the arming gate, synchronized to the posit ive
transit ion of the input signal to be measured. This al lows
the event count to be an integral number, and the measure-
ment error is entirely caused by the error in quantizing the
time count. l

A more formal just i f icat ion of the estimate is providecl
by a phase-versus-t ime graph of the signal. In Fig. Zb, the
argument of sin[t-rt+ t l) ,  art+ e:6(1|| , is plotted as a functiou
of t ime. For the simple case of a steady-state sinusoid, thc
plot is a l ine with slope <,.r.  In general,  d(d(t) l /dt :  or. A
tradit ional counter computes the slope of this phase as the
estimate of frequency (derivative of phasel. The estimate
is simply the slope of the straight l ine connecting the two
sample values.

This frequency result is presented to the user numerl-
cal ly, and another measurement starts. I t  is clear that this
technique has inherent dead t ime, during which changes
in the input signal are not included in the mean-value
result.  The dead t ime is labeled in Fig. 2a. When the pro-
cessing is occurring, a measurement is not permitted. Also,
in principle (and usually in practice), the errors for different
measurements are not correlated with one another.

Dead t imes not only interrupt signal measurements, but
also destroy the t iming relat ionship between gates. One
approach to deal ing with dead t ime is to measure i t ,  ei ther
in the next pass,2 or by using another counter operating in
syncopation. However, wlth either method, the t ime scale
generated is not truly continuous, being composed of small
fragments whose systematic error may cumulate to a large
value.

Again referr ing to Fig. 2a, we see that a continuous
counter measures in a similar but more general fashion.
Instead of interleaving measurement and processing cycles,
measurements are performed back to back and are pro-
cessed only after the last measurement. These back-to-back
measurements are the essence of the continuous measure-
ment technique. A series of continuous measurements is

Fig. 3. A voltage controlled oscittator with a linear tuninq
ramp, and the HP 5371A sampling points.

v(t) = sin(ot + 0) =sin(O(t))

e1(Start) e1(Stop)
t1(Start) t1(Stop)

v(t) = sin ((a-mt)t + o)
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Analyzing Microwave and Millimeter-Wave Signals

Microwave and mil l imeter-wave radar'  communication, and

navigation systems use spread-spectrum modulat ion to enhance

system performance. Radars use chirp (linear FM pulse), stepped
(pulse to pulse), and Barker (phase modulated pulse) modula-

t ion, and pulse repeti t ion frequency (PRF) i i t ter or stagger. Ran-

dom or pseudorandom lrequency agi l i ty of the carr ier is often

implemented. Communication and navigatton systems use FSK,

PSK, or QAM modulat ion. Security is provided by pseudorandom

coding or frequency hopping or both.
The measurement of these signals requires a wide bandwidth

for frequency agi l i ty or hopping, an abi l i ty to capture the non-

repetl t ive random or pseudorandom modulat ion, and signal pro-

cessing f idel i ty to preserve the modulat ion. The HP 5371A Fre-
quency and Time Interval Analyzer has the wide-bandwidth
baseband measurement capabil i ty to capture the nonrepeti t ive

modulat ion.
Microwave and mil l imeter-wave signals can be measured by

the HP 5371A if  they are f irst brought within rts frequency range

of dc to 500 MHz by down-conversion, detection, or prescaling

The HP 5364A Microwave Mixer/Detector is designed for funda-

mental mixing, detection, and condit ioning of microwave slgnals

from 2 to 1B GHz lor the HP 5371A's input For mil l imeter-wave

signals f  rom 1 B to 1 .10 GHz a harmonic mixer (HP 1 1970 sertes)
is used and the lF is ampli f ied and f i l tered by the HP 53644

The HP 53644 mixer requires an input from a suitable local

osci l lator (LO) at +B dBm. The HP 11970 mil l imeter-wave har-

monic mixers require a +16-dBm signal from 3.0 to 6.1 GHz

depending on the band. Fundamental mrxing is lmplemented in

the HP 53644 so that a user's system LO can be used for mea-

surements that require a very low-phase-noise signal, such as

Doppler radar. For frequency hopping communication systems

the hopping LO can be used to prepare the signal for modulat ion

analysis. The HP 86718 synthesized CW signal generator is an

economical choice Jor use as an LO for the HP 5364A or HP

11970 mixers. (An HP 1 1975A ampli f ier is required to obtain the

+ 16 dBm drive level.)
Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the HP 5364A and its relation-

ship to the LO and external mixer. To provide simultaneous lF

and detected signals, the input signal is f i rst adjusted for l inear

dynamic range by a 1O-dB step attenuator. The signal is then

resrstively divlded into the mixer and detector channels. The local

osci l lator drive is connected by semirigid coax to the f ront-panel

input connector. Semirigid coax is used throughout the instru-

ment to minimize phase or ampli tude variat ions result ing from

vibration or shock. A 10-dB fixed attenuator provides additional
mixer padding and isolates the detector irom LO leakage through

the L-R path of the mixer. Broadband lF ampli f icat ion from 10 to

500 MHz compensates for the power divider, pad, and mixer

conversion losses and provides a nominal gain. Low-pass f i l ter-

ing is provided to ensure that the LO signal leakage (L-l)  is

suppressed by greater than 40 dB in the lF output to preserve

measurement accuracy. The R-l path leakage is also suppressed

by greater than 40 dB. lF group delay r ipple is typical ly less than
.l  .0 ns from 20 to 500 MHz. The mixer noise f igure is typical ly
8.5 dB but the power divrder and pad add 16 dB of loss to the
input port for a system noise figure of 24.5 dB.

Tunnel Diode
Detector OP AmP

HP 1-1970A

Fig. 1. fhe HP 5364A Microwave MixeilDetectorls usedwith
an external localoscillator to down-convert microwave signals
for analysis by the HP 5371A Frequency and Time lnterval

Analyzer. For millimeter-wave signals, an external mixer is

also required.

Comoared to lF detection, microwave detection provides arm-
ing and pulse measurement capabil i ty with minimum noncoher-
ent t iming j i t ter. A tunnel-diode detector has square-law response

and less than 5 ns r ise t ime. A wideband op amp condit ions the

signal to typical ly 80 mV with a - 1 2 dBm input (<10 GHz). This

direct coupled video signal can be used to measure jittered or

staggered PRF or PRI signals, pulse width and variat ions, pulse

rise and fal l  t imes, and pulse posit ion coding
The microwave sensitivity of the lF channel is -25 dBm and

the maximum input (attenuator set at 50 dB) is +48 dBm peak
pulse power. Video sensit ivi ty is -12 dBm and the maximum
input is +48 dBm peak Pulse Power.

The mil l imeter-wave sensit ivi ty of the lF channel is typical ly
-20 dBm at Q Band (measured aI 44 GHz). The sensitivity for

other bands is proportional to the millimeter-wave mixer conver-
sion loss for the part icular band.

Richard Schneider
Project Manager

Santa Clara Division

10 to 500 MHz

HP 5364A Rear Panel

Millimeter-

3.0 to 6.1 GHz

ca l led  a  b lock .  Ins ide  a  b lock ,  there  is  no  poss ib i l i t y  o f  iden t ica l to thes topsampleof  the( i -1 ) th .Asaresu l t , the

missing information. For every measurement except the errors for different measurements are correlated, which im-

first and last, the start sample of the ith measurement is proves the averaging performance. Between blocks of mea-
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surements the continuous counter has dead time during
which these measurements are processed.

A continuous frequency estimate, actually a series of esti-
mates, is calculated similarlv to the conventional calcula-
t ion:

f.",(i) : :lll 
-:il-,11

t ( i )  -  t ( i - 1 )

Any frequency instabi l i ty of the signal is included in the
continuous frequency estimate data. Also, for a steady-state
signal, a continuous frequency estimate can be more accu-
rate than a tradit ional est imate, given equivalent measure-
ment t imes, because of the absence of dead t ime. The con-
t inuous measurement technique can average more mea-
surements and thereby provide more frequency resolution
(digits) per unit  t ime, an important parameter in mosr sys-
tems.

Characterization of a voltage-control led osci l lator (VCO)
provides insight into the benefi ts of continuous measure-
ment in measurements on agi le signals. In Fig. 3, the t ime-
domain waveform of a VCO is shown. A voltage ramp
applied to the tuning voitage input changes the frequency
of the VCO l inearly with t ime. The dynamic nature of this
kind of signal makes VCO characterization using tradit ional
techniques dif f icult .  With a tradit ional counter, valuable
information is lost during the measurement dead t ime.
While it is possible to make the measurement using a
sophist icated test setup and recording mult iple passes of
the data, the complete information is available directly
using the continuous method. Additionally, all information
is accumulated in a single pass. What we get is a straight-
forward result in a format that is easy to understand.

Fig. 4 shows how the HP 5371A measures the frequencv
of a frequency modulated signal.

Index
Pulse

Fig. 5. /n a disc drive, a time or event holdoff can be used
to delay measurements from the index pulse into the data
portton of the sector.

Arming and Gating
Modern communications signals use complex coding

and multiplexing schemes to pack more information into
less bandwidth. For example, in disc drives, information
is stored in sectors, and each sector has a number of f ields,
such as header, data, and error-correction fields. In digital
communications links, information belonging to many
users is time-multiplexed onto a single channel, so header
information is required to identify the users. In both these
applications, it is advantageous to have the ability to mea-
sure only part of the entire waveform. This requires sophis-
ticated arming and gating capability.

The HP 537LA provides this capability as a standard
feature. There are four classes of capability: sampling, hold-
off, holdoff/sampling, and holdoff/holdoff.
Sampling. Sampling provides a way to tune the measure-
ment process to match the input waveform's frequency
variations. The frequency resolution of the result is in-
versely proportional to the sampling interval. Thus, select-
ing the sampling interval is a trade-off between measure-
ment rate and measurement resolution.

Sampling controls the interval during which distinct fre-
quency or timing measurements are made. The HP b3Z1A
is very efficient in this respect, with sampling intervals
selectable from 600 nanoseconds to 4 seconds. Three modes

o
6

o
o
ct
o
lt

Fig.4. (a) The HP 5371A measures frequency by precisely measuring the times at which
integer numbers of signal cycles have occurred. A phase progression plot of the measured
data points reveals the instantaneous and average frequencies. (b) The number of cycles in
each time interval divided by the length of the inteNal gives the instantaneous f requency estimate

f , for that interval.

t t  t o  f ,  1 . .

(a)
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of sampling are supported. First, an internal signal is pro-

vided at a user-selectable, fixed interval from 600 ns to 4

s. Second, an edge on the input channels (A,B) or the exter-

nal arming channel can be used. Third, sampling can occur
at the maximum rate, which is either every 100 ns or con-

trolled by the period of the input signal.
Holdoff. To measure a specific part of the input signal,

holdoff arming is provided. Holdoff arming controls when

a block of measurements begins. For a disc drive, the jitter

on the data sequence can be measured without including

the jitter in the header field, as shown in Fig. 5. In many
cases the jitter is worse for certain known data patterns,

so we don't want to include the information in the header

field, which will not be equal to (in general) the worst-case

data pattern.
As shown in Fig. 5, an edge is provided to identify the

beginning of the data field. Two modes of delay arming
are provided. If the edge is coincident with the data field,

the edge can be used directly. If the data field occurs after

the edge, a time delay can be used to synchronize the mea-

surement with the correct area of the signal. Similarly, a

delay of a specified number of events can be used to ac-

complish this synchronization. If holdoff arming is

selected, the measurement block will be held off until the

appropriate conditions are met. Each block will be held

off in the same manner. Within the block, the continuous
measurements are accumulated at the fastest rate possible,

which is every input transition or every 100 ns, whichever

is longer.
Holdoff/Sampling. The third type of arming provided is a

combination of the first two. In many cases, holdoff is

required and a slower sampling rate is desirable for in-

creased frequency resolut ion. In this case, HP 5371A oper-

ation is shown in Fig. 6. This is the most general type of

arming.
Holdoff/Holdoff. The fourth type of arming is used when

two holdoffs are required. In this case the block size is, by

definition, equal to one, and the HP 5371A functions much

like a conventional counter (with arming). Time and event

holdoffs are both supported, but cannot be mixed. HP

5371.A operation in this mode is shown in Fig. 7. This class

of sampling is useful for picking out a particular interval

in a data pattern.

Hardware Design
An HP 5371.A signal flow block diagram is presented in

Fig. B. Many of the sections are covered in detail in the

accompanying articles.
Input Section. Two measurement channel inputs (A,B) and

one external arming channel input are supplied. These

External n
A r m - J +

channer 
JUt

[* Specirieo*l l*rr *l * rz - l* rs -l --1'f rr ooo *l
Holdofi Time | |l.-t**"tl?i*.?t 

o# 
f-l

Fig. 6. Ihe time holdoff arming mode can be used to delay
blocks of measurements bv a specified time.
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Channel
A r l l

I Start: I I
l.-;;[;*l I Measured
I s E".rir" Time

l-Stop: Delay 11 Events-

Fig.7. The start and end of a single measurement can both
be defined by time or event holdoffs.

input channels convert arbitrary-level input signals into

fixed-level digital signals. The dynamic range of the mea-
surement channels is t45 mV p-p to t2V p-p. These inputs
are dc coupled and have 500-MHz bandwidth. The

dynamic range of the arming channel is 140 mV p-p to 5V
p-p. This input is dc coupled and has 100-MHz bandwidth.
The measurement channels (A, B) can also be used as 500-

MHz arming inputs.
Time Base Subsystem. The HP 53714 uses an HP 108114
1O-MHz precision ovenized crystal oscillator for its funda-

mental time reference. This signal is multiplied up to 500
MHz for use in the time sampling subsystem and the inter-
polator subsystem.
Arming. This system provides the capabilities described
earlier. It is implemented using custom bipolar ICs de-
veloped in conjunction with HP's Santa Clara Technology
Center. Some amount of discrete ECL logic is required to
control the LSI custom circuits. The arming section basi-
cally determines when the latching system takes samples.
Latching and Memory System. Precision timing is ac-
complished in this section. Data from two interpolators
and time and event registers is stored sequentially in mem-

ory to form blocks of measurements.
HP-IB System. A hierarchical command language was
adopted to simplify programming. Three formats of output
data are supported. In order of increasing throughput, they
are ASCII, floating-point, and binary. In the binary mode,
data can be transfered at a maximum rate of 20,000 mea-

surements per second.
Microprocessor. A 68000 microprocessor system controls
the functions of the HP 53714. It includes 625K bytes of
EPROM for program storage (550K bytes are used) and 256K
bytes of system RAM (200K bytes are used). All processing

and analysis tasks are performed in firmware.
Keyboard/Graphics Display. A 7-inch CRT displays both
numeric and graphic results. It also supports the softkey

Fig. 8. Slgna/ flow block diagram of the HP 53714. There
are two measurement channel inputs and an external arming
channel input.



labels. A keypad provides 17 hard keys and 6 softkeys. A
rotary pulse generator (knob) is provided to ease numeric
entry and control display cursors and scrolling. Four up-
down arrow keys are provided.
Power Supply. This module supplies + 5V dc, - 5.2V dc,
- 3.25V dc, i15V dc, and - 25V dc to the other hardware
systems. The maximum ac power used by the instrument
is 500 VA.

Data Analysis
The increased measurement capabil i ty of continuous

count is complemented by an extensive set of analysis fea-
tures. Graphic representation of information is especial ly
important because a large number of measurements can be
accumulated within blocks. A sequential l ist of measure-
ments is avai lable, but most often this is a t ime-consuming
way of looking at the data. Graphics processing and display
capabil i ty helps the user visual ize the information con-
tained in the l ist.
Statistics. Statistical computations offered in the HP 537LA
include minimum value, maximum value, mean value,
mean squared, root mean squared, Al lan variance, and
square root of the Allan variance. These features can be
used for l imit test ing, pass-fai l  test ing, and increasing
resolut ion by averagi ng.
Histogram. A histogram analysis function is provided,
which gives a graphical representation of the data, sorted
according to measured result. An example is illustrated in
Fig. 9.

Multiple distributions often occur and are difficult to
characterize because several means and standard devia-
tions may be required. The histogram display gives the
user the ability to acquire several different results and com-
pute the statistics of each distribution separately (Fig. 10).

A statistical representation of the results is often useful
when determining margin on serial data links. Errors occur
very infrequently, typically one error in 10,000,000 bit

HISTOGRRI ' l  :  T ime In te rua l  f f  - r  B
Y Ax is  I ' l ax  Count=  2349 msmt
Stat I ' l  i  n= 71 6. 3 nsec, I lax= 869. I  nsec

X  A x i s  =
S td  0eu=

698 .  I  nsec  to  2 .  71  82  usec
22 .  7  nsec ,  l ' l ean=  798 .  6  nsec

Fig. 10. Histogram of compact-disc pulse width measure-
ments with eight-ofJourteen modulation.

transfers. A histogram effectively provides the user with a
probability density function for the random process. Mean
value is important, but perhaps more important is the
evaluation of the standard deviation and minimum and
maximum values, and how these relate to timing margin
(i .e.,  qual i ty).

An important characteristic of the histogram display is
that it can be used over a large number of blocks. Con-
sequently, statistical information can be accumulated over
a very large number of samples.
Time Variation. The time variation display can be used to
represent an input signal's instantaneous frequency or tim-

HI5T06RRI ' |  :  T ime  In te rua l  f l  +  B
' i  f ix is  l ' lax Count= 188 msmt
Stat  I ' l i  n= 636.  4 nsec.  I ' lax= 554.  I  nsec

x
X f f x i s  =
S td  0eu=
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6 3 4 . 8  n s e c  t o
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Fig. 9. Hlstograms can be displayed
and zoom features are available.
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Fig. 11. Ihe
variation plot.
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ing behavior. This display is simply a graphical represen-
tation of the measurement result over time. The sample
rate of the measurement must agree with the rate of change
of the input signal characteristic. The step response of a
voltage controlled oscillator shows the power of this capa-
bi l i ty (Fig. 11).
Event Timing, Another way of representing the instantane-
ous behavior of signals is the event timing graph. Transi-
tions of the input signal are displayed in a manner very
similar to a logic analyzer. This format is useful when the
sequence of the input pulse stream or the relative location
of two input pulse streams is desired. Fig. 12 demonstrates
this capability for a pulsed signal.
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Firmware System Design for a Frequency
and Time lnterval Analyzer
Built-in control and analysis firmware tailors the continuous
measurement technology of the HP 5371A to dynamic
frequency and time interval applications.

by Terrance K. Nimori and Lisa B. Stambaugh

REQUENCY COUNTERS offer the high resolution
and measurement flexibil i ty essential for examining
frequency or t iming stabil ity. Traditional counters,

however, lack measurement control and analysis capabil i -
t ies for prof i l ing changes in frequency or t iming parameters.
Although external processing is often used to reveal mod-
ulat ion or j i t ter components, software complexity and non-
continuous sampling l imit the effect iveness of this technique.

Based on continuous measurement technology, the HP
5371,A Frequency and Time Interval Analyzer represents
a signif icant contr ibution to dynamic signal analysis. Pow-
erful analysis and graphics f irmware provide enhanced per-
formance capabil i t ies for such applications as frequency
modulat ion and t iming j i t ter measurements.

This art icle examines the major f i rmware components
of the HP 5371A, and focuses on their design and applica-
t ion to the continuous measurement concent.

Design Objectives
The design objectives of the f irmware were strongly in-

f luenced by the potential of the continuous measurement
technology. These objectives included:
r Support ing continuous measurement processing and

stat ist ical and graphical analysis functions

r Providing an enhanced user interface through a menu-
driven front panel and a descriptive HP-IB programming
language

r Partitioning the firmware system into functional mod-
ules that can be combined for extended capabilities

I Leveraging technologies from other HP products.
We concluded early in the design of the HP 5371A that

while existing designs offered basic features, performance
improvements and additional capabilities were often
needed to address these objectives. An example that i l lus-
trates this contrast is the microprocessor system. While a
conventional counter might use an B-bit processor and typ-
ical ly 16K bytes of ROM, the HP 5371,{ uses a 32-bit  68000
microprocessor for overal l  control.  A total of 550K bytes
of ROM and 200K bytes of RAM are used. Unlike many
existing designs, which were written in assembly language,
most of the HP 5371,A firmware (approximately B0%J was
written in Pascal for maximum flexibility and development
efficiency. Only time-critical functions, such as interrupt
handlers and hardware interfaces, were written in assembly
language.

System Architecture
The firmware system for the HP 53714 consists of five

@=5m
Display Manager

Display
Primitives

Binary Data

Measurement
Hardware

Control Data

Fig. 1. Firmware architecture of the HP 5371A Frequency and Time lnterval Analyzer.

Measurement Manager
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major modules (Fig. 1):
r Command Translator
r Measurement Manager
r Display Manager
r HP-IB
I Central Data Base.

These modules are synchronized by a real-time operating

system.
The command translator parses keyboard operations or

HP-IB commands into instrument settings, which are saved

in the central data base. These settings are used by the

measurement manager to program the measurement

hardware. The measurement manager is also responsible

for retrieving and processing measurement results. Menu

screens and graphics displays are controlled by the display

manager. The HP-IB module builds input command strings

and provides a variety of output data formats and status

reporting capabilities for the automated test system envi-

ronmenl.

Operating System
The HP 537LA operating system is divided into two sec-

tions: scheduling executive and command interpretation.
The scheduler is responsible for scheduling tasks and for
passing messages between these tasks. The command in-
terpretation section includes the command translator and
the action-taking tasks that carry out the commands re-
quested.

Messages are used to communicate between tasks. One
task creates a message and sends it to another task. The
second task reacts to this message by performing some
action and/or sending another message. Messages are used
to send information from task to task, and to synchronize
their operations. Messages are created by tasks and left at
exchange points to be picked up or received by some other
task. Tasks may wait at exchange points for messages for
a specified or unspecified length of time. If a default return
time is not specified, a task may wait indefinitely for a
message. This ensures that the task will not continue execu-
tion without receiving the proper message.

Interrupts are also handled through this message struc-
ture. When an interrupt occurs, the appropriate message
is sent to the task that handles that interrupt. Examples of
typical interrupts include HP-IB, measurement hardware,
and real-time clock interrupts. In some cases, the message
is only a signal that an event has happened, such as the
completion of a measurement or the occurrence of another
clock cycle. In other cases the message contains additional
information, such as the data byte sent via the HP-IB.

The message handler is responsible for all message pro-

cessing procedures. To minimize complexity, especial ly in
the area of garbage collection, we use fixed block sizes to
create messages. These fixed-length blocks are joined in
linked lists to obtain variable-length messages. The mes-
sage handler takes care of allocating blocks of free space
for messages and later returning blocks to free space when
they are no longer needed.

All tasks have an assigned priority, and are queued for
execution in order of priority. When one task must halt
while waiting for a message, the scheduler can determine
the next task to run based on this prioritv queue. Two
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queues take care of waiting and ready tasks, and a pointer

to the running task indicates which task is currently run-

ning. When a message is being processed, the running task

is inserted into the ready queue. Ifthe action resultingfrom

the latest message causes another task to move from the

waiting state to the ready state, that task is also inserted

into the ready queue. After the message has been processed,

the task at the front of the ready queue becomes the new

running task. If the running task goes to the waiting state,

it is placed into the waiting queue and the first task in the

ready queue becomes the running task (Fig. 2). The previ-

ous running task will run to completion when it again

becomes the highest-priority task.

Conventional frequency counters are designed using an

in-line executive scheme, that is, a single process flow

defines the instrument's operation. The measurement pro-

cess is typical ly organized as: measure, process data, dis-

play, and repeat. When interrupts occur (e.g., keyboard or

HP-IB), the executive is suspended, an interrupt processing

procedure handles the interrupt, and the executive is re-

started. Since these counters have very few types of inter-

rupts, this is not very complicated; there are usually only

two or three separate interrupt processing routines.

In the HP 5371A, the executive is one task and the inter-

rupt processing procedures are the other tasks in the sys-

tem. In most conventional counters, the system is not

sophisticated enough to resume operation in the middle

of the executive after interrupt processing is complete. The

interrupt always forces restarting of the executive, and

therefore, possible loss of results. In the HP 5371,\ this is

not a problem. Interrupt processing always takes prece-

dence over the executive as the running task, and when

the interrupt handling procedures are complete, the execu-

tive always becomes the running task again.

Command Translator
The command translator interprets all incoming com-

mands to the instrument. The command translator task

works together with the command translator sequencer task

to interpret these commands and send messages to the tasks

that act upon them. The command translator sequencer

allows the command translator to process incoming com-

mands as quickly as possible, leaving the communication

details to the command translator sequencer.

The main body of the command translator is the parser,

which examines a string of tokens (the keywords and data

items in the incoming command) and generates a list of

operands. This list of operands is passed to whatever task

needs to act on the command. Some error checking is done

within the command translator for invalid keyword se-

quences or syntactically incorrect commands such as mis-

spelled keywords. Validity checking based on the instru-

ment configuration is left to the action tasks. The command

translator sends the operand list to a specified task. That

task converts the operands into parameters, which may be

passed to separate procedures, depending on the function.

Front-panel keypresses are converted to equivalent to-

kens in preparation for calling processing procedures that

handle specific commands. When these procedures are

called, there is no indication whether the command comes

from the front panel or the bus; both cases are handled



identically. This allowed us great flexibility in implement-
ing command actions. Once the command translator was
running, it was a simple matter to add an HP-IB command
to the grammar and test the functionality of a feature with-
out implementing the menu processing necessary to choose
that function or option via the front panel.

Conventional counters use state tables to process key-
strokes and eventually arrive at a procedure call based on
the current key. HP-IB commands are parsed separately,
and eventual ly lead to the same f inal procedure cal l .  Pre-
vious design teams tradit ional ly coded al l  front-panel in-
teraction f irst,  leaving the HP-IB to the end of the im-
plementation schedule. One major phi losophical dif fer-
ence between our project and these earlier ones involved
coding the HP-IB interface early enough to take advantage
of the command input while st i l l  designing the instrument.
Since al l  of the action processing routines were developed
only once, we were certain that the HP-IB commands be-
haved exactly l ike the front-panel commands.

Data Base
The HP 5371A uses a central data base for global param-

eter storage. In this data base all variables that define the
instrument configuration are declared in a contiguous
block of memory. These global declarat ions take place in
a separate f i le, which does not contain program code. These

variables require about 350 bytes of RAM, and are stored
in groups: all measurement variables together, all math
processing variables together, and so on. Many of these
variables are accessed by more than one module or f i le,
and i t  would be dif f icult  to determine which f i le owns that
variable, or should r ightful ly declare i t  globatly. By declar-
ing al l  of them in a separate f i le in a contiguous section of
memory, many of these problems are avoided. In develop-
ment, when variables needed to be added to that group,
only one f i le had to be recompiled.

This implici t  order is used in several ways. When the
instrument is powered down, a backup battery al lows the
recovery of the previous instrument state. Since these vari-
ables are already stored in order and we know the size of
the block, we know exactly which ones are recal led, and
which ones are to be reinit ial ized on power-up.

Nine saved configurations allow the user to set up the
instrument for a particular application and store it for later
recall. By using the same set of variables for saved config-
urations and to define the instrument state, we are able to
use a duplicate buffer patterned after the original memory
configuration. Using pointers, it is simple to copy the cur-
rent configuration to a saved one without knowing the
order or number of bytes to be stored (a constant contains
the memory block size). When the configuration is recalled,
a pointer is again used to index through the copied buffer,

Linking Tasks and Messages at Exchanges

xl

ffim4'"='@n
Xl has m messages wailing.
xl.Mnexr points to first message at Xl.
Msg.next-msg points to next message at Xl.

X2 has n tasks waiting.
X2.Tnext points to lirst task at X2.
Task.xch_prr points to X2.
Task.nexLtask points to next task at X2.

Linking Tasks in Queues
t t

Y I

tr8trTask 2 is running.
Tasks 1 and 3 are ready.
Tasks 4,5, and 6 are waiting.

/--7* Links ready tasks.
r Links waiting tasks.
- Links tasks on exchange 1.
*** Links lasks on exchange 2.

Fig.2, Operating systern data structures.

uit
s;:ll l l

Waiting
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I
I
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copying it back into the original memory configuration.

When the front-panel PRESET key is pressed, the current

configuration is automatically copied into register 0, allow-

ing later recovery. Again, a pointer makes the indexing and

copying simple. By keeping all of these parameter subsets

the same, we achieve consistency easily.

Measurement Conf iguration
The measurement manager directs measurement acquisi-

tion and processing. It initiates a measurement cycle by
programming the input amplifiers and the counting

hardware to perform the selected measurement. Atthe com-

pletion of the measurement cycle, it extracts the values of

the counters, derives a frequency or time interval, and saves

the results in measurement arrays. The measurement man-

ager also performs postprocessing, such as statistics and

l imit test ing.
Continuous Count Architecture. The HP 537LA is based

on a continuous measurement architecture. The concept

is straightforward: sample the value of a binary counter

without disrupting the counting process. Until recently,

this was difficult to achieve at high input frequencies and

sample rates while maintaining useful resolution. In the

HP 5371A, custom sequencer and zero-dead-time (ZDT)

counter ICs provide this capability (see article, page 35).

In a typical measurement, input events (trigger edges of

signals applied to channel A or B) and edges of a 2-ns

reference clock are accumulated in ZDT counters. A ZDT

counter contains a 16-bit presettable counter and dual t6-

bit latches, all of which have 500-MHz bandwidth.

There are three ZDT counting chains, each consisting of

two cascaded ZDT counters. Two ZDT chains can be di-

rected to count events simultaneously on both input chan-

nels while the third chain counts the reference clock signal.

Thus, simultaneous frequency measurements can be per-

formed on two input channels.
Instantaneous values of these counters are latched in

high-speed memory as often as every 100 ns without inter-

rupting the counting process. Latch signals are provided

by the sequencer IC, which routes the various clock and

event signals to the appropriate ZDT counters.

Supporting this system are digital interpolators and the

gate timer. Digital interpolation increases the effective res-

olution of the system by measuring the phase relationship

between the reference clock and the start and stop input

events. The time difference between the first or last input

event and the following clock edge is quantized to 200 ps.

The gate timer generates sampling intervals and arming

delays. It is analogous to the gate time control of a conven-

tional counter. For continuous sampling, however, the

timer does not necessarily close the measurement gate.

Instead, it defines when the current values of the ZDT

counters are to be sampled.

Programming the Sequencer. The sequencer multiplexes

latch signals to the ZDT counters. It routes selected arming

signals to internal gate flip-flops and implements two-stage

sequential arming for precise control of the sampling rate.

In general, a measurement cycle may be armed automati-

cally, or by an edge of an input channel, or following a

time delay or a number of events referenced to an input

channel edge.
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Eight 7-bit control registers are configured by the micro-
processor to perform the selected measurement. These reg-
isters control two similar functional blocks consisting of
arming and counting circuits. The arming block selects the

sources of latch signals for the ZDT counters. The counting
block selects the sources to be counted, such as an input
channel or the reference clock, by routing these signals to

the appropriate ZDT counters.
Most of the programming data is extracted from a table

of control information. An element of this table corre-
sponds to a particular combination of measurement func-

tion and arming mode. These settings are retrieved from
the data base when the instrument configuration is changed

or when a measurement cycle is restarted by the user. Con-
trol bits that correspond to specific channel qualifiers are
appended.
Programming the ZDT Counters. The ZDT counters ac-

cumulate input events or reference clock pulses and output
instantaneous or latched values to the microprocessor or

DMA-configured measurement memory. They can be pro-

grammed to generate an interrupt signal when one or more
predetermined conditions have been satisfied. Each ZDT

counter interfaces to the microprocessor with a 13-bit con-

trol register that contains the latch control bits, interrupt
mask, and binary divider ratio.

Three latch modes can be programmed. In the normal

operating mode, a ZDT counter is configured to accept
latch signals from the sequencer. After a latch signal is

received. the value of the counter is latched on the next

edge of the input signal or reference clock. If synchroniza-

tion is unnecessary, the microprocessor can set a control

bit that causes the current value of the counters to be

Iatched asynchronously. This is referred to as a forced latch.

Finally, the latch signal may propagate from another count-

er chain.
An interrupt mask defines when a ZDT counter should

send an interrupt signal to the sequencer or measurement

memory. For example, a ZDT counter can be preset to a

value and count incoming events until it rolls over from

its maximum value to an all-zero state, when it generates

an interrupt signal. This condition is referred to as terminal

count. It is primarily used as a qualifier in two-stage arming,

such as an event holdoff. To hold off a measurement by a

number of events, a pair of cascaded ZDT counters is pro-

grammed to its maximum value (ztt - 1) reduced by the

number of events. After that number of holdoff events, the

next event will cause the ZDT counters to roll over to zero

and generate the terminal count signal, indicating to the

sequencer that the number of events has been counted.

Precise time delays can also be generated with this

technique. By counting a number of reference clock edges

with a ZDT counter, a time holdoff between 2 ns and B

seconds can be generated with 2-ns resolution.

A special case arises when fewer than 65,536 events are

specified. Since the higher-order ZDT counter is not

needed, it is preset with a value of zero, and the micropro-

cessor sets a control bit to specify a cascaded latch signal.

As events are received by the lower-order counter, they

will be counted until a rollover occurs.

Alternatively, a ZDT counter can be programmed as a

binary divider. Interrupts are generated whenever specific



multiples of the reference clock or an input signal are
counted. In the HP 537't A, the user can select divide rat ios
of 2a, zB, ztt ,  . . . ,228. While these rat ios are more restr ict ive
than the number of holdoff events that can be specified for
the event arming mode, this cycle arming mode permits
continuous measurement acquisition. A primary applica-
tion of this feature is a constant-event frequency or period
measurement.

The ZDT counters must be programmed before a block
of measurements is acquired (unless the binary output
mode is selected) or before every measurement if they are
used to generate an event or time delay. In other cases,
they remain free-running. Each ZDT counter is ini t ial ly
reset, loaded with a preset value, then reset again. A ZDT
counter is preset even with a value of zero, since this al lows
a maximum time to elapse before an overflow occurs.
Programming the Gate Timer. Two gate timers generate
repetitive sampling intervals for arming continuous mea-
surements. These intervals are less precise than those gen-
erated by counting reference clock pulses with the ZDT
counters. Unlike ZDT-generated delavs, however, the gate
t imer does not require presett ing between sampling inter-
vals. Consequently, the interval arming mode permits con-
t inuous measurement acquisit ion, while the t ime arming
mode is inherently noncontinuous.

The user-specified delay is translated into multiples of
200 ns and programmed as a binary value. The gate timer
is ini t iated by a signal from the sequencer.
Measurement Memory, Binary count data is saved in 16-bit
RAMs. A RAM is assigned to each ZDT counter. In addition,
the +-bit start and stop interpolator values are saved.

To maximize the measurement rate, a DMA controller
facilitates high-speed memory operations. Before a mea-
surement cycle is initiated, the microprocessor programs
the DMA controller with the starting address of this mem-
ory. The starting address is determined by subtracting the
number of measurement samples from the highest memory
address. Samples are then saved at successively higher
memory addresses. When the address counter reaches its
maximum value, the DMA controller sends an interrupt to
the microprocessor, signaling the completion of the mea-
surement cycle.

Autotriggering. Autotriggering provides automatic selec-
tion of the trigger level of the channel A and B inputs. The
trigger level defines a voltage threshold that, when crossed
in a specified direction, constitutes an input event. Two
modes are offered: single autotrigger and repetitive auto-
trigger. Trigger levels are set when a measurement cycle is
restarted by the user or when a measurement or input pa-
rameter is changed. In the repetitive autotrigger mode, the
trigger level is also set at the start of each block of measure-
ments. This mode is useful in tracking amplitude vari-
ations, but it reduces the overall measurement rate because
measurements are suspended during the autotrigger phase.

The autotrigger level is specified by the user as a percent-
age of the peak-to-peak amplitude of the input signal. The
minimum and maximum peak signal amplitudes are deter-
mined by a binary search algorithm. The trigger level DAC
is programmed for each level that is tested, and the output
of the input comparator is directed to a ZDT counter. After
a delay of approximately 1.8 ms to allow the DAC and

auxiliary comparators to settle, the microprocessor per-
forms a forced latch and records the initial value of the
counter. To provide a time window for recognizing a tran-
sition of the input signal, the algorithm waits an additional
1.8 ms before latching the counter again. If the latched
values differ, the trigger level is bounded by the previous
and current test levels, and this process is repeated until
the search converges on a minimum or maximum trigger
level. If the latched values are identical, auxiliary com-
parators are checked to see if the trigger level is higher or
lower than the value being tested.

Measurement Processing
Following an end-of-measurement interrupt, the micro-

processor disables the DMA controller, ZDT counrers, se-
quencer and gate timers. Event counts are retrieved from
measurement memory, processed as requested, and saved
as double-precision floating-point numbers in micropro-
cessor RAM. Measurement processing includes the detec-
tion of overflows, calculation of a frequency or time interval
result, and determination of measurement resolution.
Overflow Processing. Event counts are temporarily re-
tained in internal latches before they are transferred to
measurement memory. Two latches are coupled to each
ZDT counter. Continuous time interval and single-channel
frequency, period, and totalize measurements use a single
latch. Other measurements require two latch signals. These
measurements include dual-channel frequency, period and
totalize measurements, time interval measurements, and
noncontinuous measurements. This distinction is impor-
tant because it affects overflow processing.

For example, event counts for single-latch and positive
time interval measurements must increase with successive
latches. Therefore, an overflow condition occurs if a par-
ticular event count is less than the previous event count.
The overflow is resolved by adding a constant equal to one
more than the maximum count value (in this case, 232) to
that event count and to all latched counts that follow it.
Subsequent overflow conditions are resolved with the same
technique.

In other measurements, the event count does nor neces-
sarily increase. Consider the +(time interval A--+B) mea-
surement, in which the channel A and B input signals
control the first and second latches, respectively. If the
channel B signal precedes the channel A signal, the event
count recorded by the second latch will be less than the
event count recorded by the first latch. To distinguish this
situation from an overflow condition. the firmware com-
pares the next pair of event counts with the previous pair.
Since the respective event counts for each latch must in-
crease, a discrepancy is interpreted as an overflow and is
resolved in the manner previously described.
Frequency Calculation. Frequency is calculated by apply-
ing the reciprocal counting technique, based on the formula:

FrequencY : 
NumberoflnputEvents

GateTime

In a continuous, single-channel frequency measuremenr,
two ZDT counting chains accumulate input events and
reference clock edges. Both counting chains are sampled
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at a rate specified by the user. The number of input events

is simply the difference in event counts between successive

latches. Similarly, the gate time is the product of the differ-

ence in reference clock edges and the period of the clock.

The gate time can be further refined to 200-ps resolution

by including the start and stop interpolator data.

Therefore, assuming that ZDT1 counts input events and

ZDT3 counts reference clock edges, the frequency as-

sociated with sample n can be expressed as:

A Events
Frequency :

AT ime

zDT1,n+1.2 - ZDTT

l(ZDT3n+1,2 - ZDT3^,)(2 ns)l  -  [( I","o - I"t". t)(200 ps)]

where ZDTi-.. denotes the event count recorded by ZDT

counting chain i for sample m, using latch n. Start and stop

interpolator counts are denoted by l"tu.r and l"1oo, respec-

tively. Note that n * 1 latch operations are performed for a

block of n measurements.
If the sampling rate is controlled by a ZDT chain, as in

the time sampling or event sampling arming modes, the

measurement is not continuous. In this case, both latches

ol ZDT| and ZDT3 are used, to mark the start and end of

each measurement. Frequency is calculated as before, ex-

cept that 2n latch operations are performed for a block of

n measurements.
Two-channel frequency measurements use all three ZDT

chains. The channel A signal is counted by ZDTI' and the

channel B signal is counted by ZDT2. As before, ZDT3

counts the reference clock signal. Channel A measurements

are derived from the data saved in one pair of latches, while

channel B measurements are derived from the other pair.

Time Interval Calculation, Time interval is a measurement

of elapsed time between two input events. The measure-

ment gate is controlled by two independent signals. Be-

tween these signals, reference clock pulses are accumu-

lated. Time interval and l(time interval) measurements

are derived from the difference in the final and initial event

counts, which are recorded by the pair of latches in each

ZDT counter. Assuming that the ZDT3 counting chain

counts the reference clock, the time interval of sample n

can be expressed as:

Timelnterval : I(ZDT3-.z - ZDT3".1)(2 ns)l

[( I",op - I", .",)(200 ps)].

For a time interval measurement, this result will always

be greater than zero. For a t(time interval) measurement,

this result may be positive, negative, or zero. These mea-

surements are not contiguous because both latches are

used. Since the ZDT3 counting chain is not reset between

measurements, however, time correlation between mea-

surements is maintained.
In contrast, the continuous time interval measurement

offers continuous sampling in measurements of intervals
greater than 100 ns. This is a single-latch measurement,

and is calculated from the expression:

Continuous
Timelnterval - [(ZDT3,,*.t . ,  ZDT3".r)(2ns)]

- [( I*"p I",". ,)(200ps)].

The minimum time interval limitation of 100 ns corre-

sponds to the maximum rate at which latched counts are
transferred to measurement memory. By comparison, the

time interval and l(time intervall modes can measure

smaller time intervals because there is a much smaller delay
in latching the start and stop event counts into the internal
latches.
Totalize Calculation. Totalize measurements count the
number of events of an input channel. Unlike other mea-

surements, totalize measurements are not synchronized to

events of the input signal. Consequently, a latch signal may
occur while events are cascading through a ZDT counting
chain. To ensure that valid data is retrieved, the data from

the ZDT counters is latched twice. If different values are
latched, status bits are examined to determine which value

is correct. Then, assuming that ZDT1 counts input events,

the result is calculated from the expression:

Total - ZDT'l,n+12 ZDT'1.,,,2.

Two-channel totalize measutements are calculated
analogously to two-channel frequency measurements.
Resolution Processing, Several factors limit measurement

resolution, primarily the frequency of the input signal, the
gate time, and the resolution of the interpolators. To avoid
overstating the resolution of a measurement result, several
algorithms dynamically adjust the number of significant
digits that are displayed. These algorithms return an integer
value that represents the number of significant digits in

the mantissa. This information is used by the numeric re-

sult formatters, which round measurement results to the
specif ied number of digits.

The general expression for determining the number of

significant digits is:

d :  I( logro m) - I( log.to s) + r.

where m is the measurement result, s is the calculated

resolution, and I is a function that returns the smallest

integer value that is equal to or less than its argument.
For example, the resolution of a frequency measurement

is given by:

= (200 psl(m/t)

where m is the calculated frequency and t is the gate time.

For instance, a frequency of 5.000 .. .  MHz can be resolved
to 1-mHz resolut ion over a gate t ime of 1.0 second. There-

fore, the number of significant digits is:

I ( l o g r o 5 . 0  x  1 0 6 )  -  I ( l o g r o 1 . 0  x  1 0  t )  +  t : 1 0 d i g i t s .

The displaved result is 5.000 000 000 MHz.
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Display Manager
The display manager manages information directed to

the built-in CRT. It transforms instrument settings into
menu screens, and formats measurement results and status
messages.
CRT Interface. The HP 5371A has a 7-inch-diagonal, raster
CRT display with 40S-by-3O4-pixel resolut ion. Each pixel
is mapped to a display plane that is viewed as RAM by
the microprocessor. Text and graphs are displayed by con-
trol l ing bits of this memory. A pixel is turned on when the
corresponding bit  of the display plane is set and turned
off when that bit  is cleared.

Two display planes are visual ly superimposed to vary
the intensity of each pixel.  The intensif ied display plane
is used to highl ight status messages and softkey labels. This
plane retains the image of the active graph, while an image
of a saved graph is retained on the other display plane.
Segmenting graphs in this manner permits rapid compari-
son, since they are displayed or blanked by enabling or
d isab l ing  a  d isp lay  p lane.

Several display procedures were developed to simpli fy
the interface to the CRT driver circuitry. These procedures
access the three types of display primit ives, which are the
building blocks of a screen: moves, l ines, and text. These
procedures provide the abi l i ty to:
x Clear the display
r Move the graphics "pen" to a specif ied pixel
! Draw a line from the current position of the graphics

pen to another posit ion
r Display a label
r Select the inverse video mode
r Control the intensity of a pixel.

The display procedures are patterned after the graphics
commands of the HP 9000 Series 200/300 Computers. Their
similari t ies made i t  possible to simulate a port ion of the
menu and graphics f irmware on an HP 9000 Model 236
Computer before any instrument hardware was developed.
Menu Structure. An important design goal was a front
panel interface tailored to the measurement technology
while conforming to conventions established by previous
counters. This goal implied the fol lowing guidel ines:
r Instrument parameters should be visible at a glance,

similar to the front panel of a conventional counter
r Parameters should be organized in a sequential and/or

hierarchical structure to clarify their functions or interac-
t ions

r Menu levels should be minimized to provide direct ac-
cess to parameters

r Prompts and help screens should be provided to rein-
force user actions and clarify concepts.
These guidelines were used to evaluate softkey-driven

and cursor-driven menu structures. A softkey-driven menu
structure provides menu options at each lower level that
specifically relate to options selected at previous levels.
By guiding the user through options based on previous
choices, it progressively converges to a limited set of op-
tions. This hierarchical structure can be perceived as a
major drawback, however, because it restricts the range of
user control at successive menu levels, and may require a
considerable amount of menu traversal.

In contrast, a cursor-driven menu structure maintains a

wide range of user control by minimizing menu levels.
Related menu options are simultaneously displayed on a
menu page, rather than on different menu levels. An option
is  nod i f ied  by  pos i t ion ing  the  menu cursor  to  i t s  cor re -
sponding data f ield and using softkeys to selet;t  othcr

choices. Compared to the softkey-driven structure, i t  is
loosely directed and often requires a large port ion of the
display area.

The cursor-driven structure was chosen primari ly be-
cause i t  supports more descript ive menu screens. Cursor-
driven menus are well-suited to describing instrument set-
t ings and showing hierarchical or chronological relat ion-
ships between them. This was part icularly helpful in pre-
senting the sophist icated measurement arming capabil i t ies
of the HP 5371A (Fig. 3). Another benefi t  is that parameter
interactions are more clearly visible. For example, confl icts
between the measurement function and the arming mode
can be seen without traversing through a series of softkey
cho ices .

Parameter interdependencies also inf luenced the softkey
structure. In the HP 5371,A, val id choices for the selected
parameter are mapped to softkeys. Pressing one softkey
repeti t ively to cycle through a set of options would have
been simpler to implement, but might force the user to
cycle through an intermediate option that is coupled to
another parameter. By permitt ing direct select ion of each
option, we did not have to be concerned about inadvertent
changes to instrument settings that might result from this
process.

These concepts resulted in a shallow menu structure that
distr ibutes instrument functions over eight menu pages.
Each page consists of related functions such as measure-
ment, input, or stat ist ical parameters. To change a param-
eter, the user (1) presses a menu key to display the desired
page, (2) uses the cursor keys to posit ion the menu cursor,
denoted by a highl ighted inverse video f ield, at the param-
eter of interest, and (3) selects a new option for that param-
eter from a l ist of softkey options.
Field Processing. Menus and data screens are composed
of parameter fields. A field is a segment of changeable text
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ffcquire :!:tti:;:i:l;i;:il l:ll ntocr of
Total  I ' leasuretnents = 1,888
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Fig.3. Menu for selecting the measurement f unction, sample
size, and arming configuration. The cursor-driven structure
f acilitates the chronological arrangement of arming qualifiers.
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that has a predefined length and position. The function of
the menu processing module is to translate instrument set-
tings into data for these fields.

The settings of all parameters on the displayed menu are
extracted from the data base. This technique is less efficient
than examining only the parameter that has changed, but
it isolates the menu processing module from parameter
interactions. For example, selecting the measurement func-
tion may preset the measurement channel and arming
mode. These interactions are resolved by the command
translator, which updates the data base and sends a message
to the display manager. Consequently, only one message
is required and settings do not have to be specified as a
parameter Iist.

The value of a non-numeric setting, represented as a
Pascal enumerated type, provides an index into a list of
character strings that describe each setting. If the setting
is a numeric value, it is processed by a floating-point-to-
ASCII formatter. The status of a field specifies its display
characteristics, such as intensity or enhancement mode.
The field's status is determined by examining related in-
strument settings. Modifiable parameters are displayed
within inverse video fields, and the field currently pointed
to by the menu cursor is highlighted.

Text and status data for every field are saved in an array.
Because the field positions are invariant, they are placed
in a lookup table that is mapped to each field.

Since updating an entire menu can be t ime-consuming,
we decided to update only portions that have changed. To
keep track of changes, a second array of field data is used
to retain the previous menu configuration. By sequencing
through corresponding elements of these arrays, differ-
ences are easily identified and displayed. Fig. 4 illustrates
this process.
Softkey Processing. Softkeys are processed similarly. Two
arrays define the text and status for each softkey label on
the current and previous menu screens. As the menu cursor
is moved, valid options for the selected instrument setting
are identified and translated into data for this arrav.

HP-IB
HP-IB input and activities are handled by trvo tasks. The

input task accepts characters and formats them into a string,
which is passed to the command translator module for
parsing and further processing. The output task coordinates
the formatting and output of measurement results, status,
and plotted and printed hard copy.
Programming Language. The HP 5371A's programming
Ianguage is a hierarchical one, modeled after the HP Oscil-
loscope Language used in the HP 54100A Digitizing Oscil-
loscope. In this language structure, commands are divided
into subsystems arranged by functional modules of the in-
strument. Examples include function, input, graphics, and
processing subsystems. Command mnemonics are dupli-
cated in different subsystems to provide consistency in
meaning. One example is the SOURCE command, which is
used in several subsystems to define the current source
channel to which all parameter specifications apply. Pro-
gramming is simplified through a minimal set of commands
and the use of complete words as mnemonics.

In addition to the full mnemonics, short-form equivalents
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are accepted (e.g., SOUR for SOURCE). This f lexibi l i ty al lows
the user to choose between readability and processing
speed. For non-t ime-cri t ical appl icat ions, use of the com-
plete mnemonics provides self-documenting code, while
use of the terse command set reduces HP-IB handshake
time and iryrproves throughput.

Output Formats. The output formatter translates measure-
ment results into ASCII or floating-point formats before
placing them in the output buffer. Formatting of results is
confined to this single module, which coordinates the
translation and packing of bytes into the output string.

To al low the user access to al l  displayed measurement
results, including stat ist ics, l imit test status, and expanded
data (missed events and gate times), the HP-IB output for-
mat parallels the current BESULTS screen display. That is,
whichever result elements are displayed, those same ele-
ments are transferred over the bus. This enables the user
to obtain all of the processed results easily.

The binary output mode provides direct access to the
register values of tirne and event stamps. In addition to
being the fastest method of transferring data from the HP
5371.A to the controller, the binary output mode allows a
larger number of measurements to be acquired and offers
total flexibility in manipulating results. This mode is useful
for collecting many measurements in external memory for
later analysis, or for performing computations not provided
in the HP 5371,A.
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feature was that i t  be easy to update, add, move, and delete
screens. A table-driven structure made it easy for us to
prototype screens for review and critique, reanange screens
within groups, and add new screens as needs were identi f ied.

In the final product, assembly language data tables contain
about B0% of the 50K bytes of code required to generate the
screens. Pascal code accounts for the remaining 20%, which
handles operating system synchronization, reading and han-
dling of the tables, and graphics within the screens (which
could not be table-driven because of the individuality of
nontext displays).

In addition to storing all screen text in tables, softkey labels,
softkey highlighting, and screen titles are table-driven. The
key to this structure is a single enumerated type that encom-
passes al l  screen types in a single l ist:

Help_menu_type : (H_MA|N_1,
H_MAIN_2,
H-MAIN_3,
H-FN-ARM_SUM_1,

rUr4ntn-USen-truf,
H_NONE);

This allows easy enumeration and CASE statements to
deal with all screens at once. If another screen is added,
another element is added to the enumerated types, and
appropriate table entries are generated. It is as easy to add
types in the middle of the list as at the end.

The majority of the screen text is contained in data tables
that list the pixel locations and text for each line. These
tables are used with a tool program, which interprets each
command and calls CRT driver procedures to perform the
action. In addition to text specification, the tool interprets
commands to control line color, line style, inverse video,
and character size.

Since all screens are generated in the same format, manv

Table-Driven Help Screen Structure
Provides On-Line Operating Manuaf
The structure and firmwarewere designed for ease of reuse.

by Lisa B. Stambaugh

he HP 5371A HELP SCREEN feature is designed to
give the novice user enough basic information to
traverse the front panel, locate configuration infor,

mation in the menus, become famil iar with continuous
count concepts, and get started using the instrument to
maKe measurements.

The help screens are organized around a simpli f ied in-
strument block diagram, al lowing the user to choose an
area of interest quickly. The main help screen shows this
block diagram, along with softkeys for each main area (Fig.
1). The menu structure is only one level deep, al lowing
the user to return to the main level by pressing one key.
Where possible, graphics are used to i l lustrate concepts,
such as arming examples (Fig. Z).

lmplementation
An objective for the implementation of the help screen

HELP l lENl -J :  B lock  0 iagra f i l
FUIICT I ON

I NPUT

RESULTS

cornespond t0
ca tego r i es .

Fig. 1. The basic HP 5371A help menu shows a btock dia-
gram of the instrument,
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Fig. 2. Some help screens rllustrate concepts, but leave com-
plex or lengthy explanations to the manual

of the initial steps required to draw a screen are duplicated

for each case. A single additional table entry takes care of

these actions for each screen.

HS-PREP-ALL CLEAR-DISPLAY ;clearthedisplay
IVOFF ;turn off inverse video

SET-LINE-STYLE 1 ;set solid line style

SET-COLORJ ;brightgreenPlane
INT-MOVE 0,284 ;draw a line under the title

rNT_LINE 322,284
SET-COLORl ;colorbacktogreen
TABLE-END ;end of table

Here we can see some of the commands that are used in

the data tables and are interpreted using the tool program.

CLEAR-DISPLAY is interpreted to call the Pascal procedure

Clear-display, INT-MOVE 0,284 results in a call to the Pascal

procedure Int_move with the parameters 0 and 284, and so

on. Inlmove (0,284) moves to the pixel location (0,284), and

Int-line (322,284) draws a line from that location to pixel lo-

cation (322,284). Storage of these constants, with a single

procedure interpreting them and calling the Pascal proce-

dures, saves memory space and simplifies the screen gen-

eration process.
Separate tables control softkey Iabels, softkey placement

within key spaces for a given screen, pointers to the next

screen to be displayed when a key is pressed, which softkey

is highlighted for a given screen, and the title to be dis-

played with that screen.
The table Help-new-skeys serves two purposes. It sets up

the softkey labels associated with each screen and provides

the index into the next screen when a softkey is pressed.

There is a six-entry segment in the table for each of the

types in Help-menu-type. The six entries are the types for

each of the six softkeys. When a key is pressed, it is assigned

a number between one and six. That number is used to

index into the six-entry segment, giving the type of the

next display screen. That type is then used to display the

next set of softkeys, and so on.

HELP I ' IEHU: Exal l lp le H0L0/SAl ' lP Rr ln ing RUTOIlRT I C
RRI'1I IiE

SffI'IPL I IIG
ARIl  I  NG

HOLt]  OF F
RRI'II HG

HOLI]/SRI',1P
RRt4 t r'16

Help_new_skeys
DC.B H_MAIN_FN ;main 1

DC.B H_MAIN_INPUT
DC.B H_MAIN-MATH
DC.B H_MAIN_RESULTS
DC.B H_MAIN-USER_INT
DC.B H_MORE

Dc'B H-MAIN-GRAPHS ;main 2

DC.B H_MAIN_HPIB
DC,BH_TEST
DC.B H_NONE
DC.BH_NONE
DC.B H-MORE

In coniunction with this table, HighlighLhelp-tab is used to

determine which softkey is to be highlighted, based on the

current screen displayed. Again, it is ordered by the enum-

erated type Help-menu-type. The table entries are byte values

from zero to six, corresponding to the key to be highlighted.

Values one to six map directly to the softkeys, while zero

signals that no softkey is to be highlighted for this screen.

Highlight_help-tab

DC.B 0 ;main 1-no softkey highlighted

DC.B 0 ;main 2-no softkey highlighted

DC.B 0 ;main 3-no softkey highlighted

DC.B 1 ;fn arm sum 1-first softkey highlighted

DC.B 2 ;fn arm sum 2-second softkey highlighted

DC.B 3 Jn arm sum $-third softkey highlighted

Following the same pattern, it is easy to generate tables

to define softkey labels and titles, again using Help-menu-type

to order the tables (irregular spacing in these strings is used

to center text on two lines within the softkey space).

Help-key-labels

help-str "MAIN 1"

help-str"MAlN 2"
help-str "MAIN 3"

;main 1

;main 2

;main3

help-str "ARMING OVERVIEW" Jn arm sum 1

help-str "VALID ARM OPTIONS" Jn arm sum 2

helo-str "VALID ARM OPTS CONT." ;fn arm sum 3

Help_titles

helo-title-str "HELP MENU: Block Diagram"

help-title-str "HELP MENU: Block Diagram"

help-title-str "HELP MENU: Block Diagram"

helo-thie-str "HELP MENU: Function Arming"

help-title-str "HELP MENU: Function: Valid Arming Options"

help-title-str "HELP MENU: Function: Valid Arming Options"

The macros help-str and help-title-str provide the ability to
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generate string data tables with constant-length strings.
This avoids having to declare space for blank characters
to pad table entries to a constant length. The macro takes
care of this automatically.

To faci l i tate table access from the pascal code used to
generate the menus, Pascal type declarat ions are used:

TYPE

Help_key_line
: ARRAY[1 ..6] OF Hetp_menu_type;

Help_key_array
- ARRAY IH_MAIN_1 ..H_NONE] OF Hetp_key_tine;

Help_highlighLarray
: ARRAy [H_MAtN_1..H_NONE] OF StcNED_8;

Help_key_lbl_anay
: ARRAY IH_MA|N_1 ..H_NONE] OF Chararray2l ;

Help_title_array
- ARRAY [H_MAtN_i ..H_LEDS] OF Charanay45;

Then, when a part icular table is to be accessed from a
Pascal f i le, a corresponding variable declarat ion is used to
define i t :

VAR
Help_softkey : Help_key_tine;
Help_new_skeys : Help_key_array;
Highlighlhelp_tab : Hetp_hightight array;
Help_key_labels : Help_key_lbl_ anay;
Help_titles : Help_title_array;

These variable names are exactly the ones used for the
assembly language tables. They are declared globally in
the assembly files, and only declared externally in the pas-
cal f i les using them.

Tools
Two tools were used extensively in developing the screens.

The first is an assembly language program that reads and
interprets CRT actions, which have been coded into con-
stants in a table, using defined CRT macros. This allows
all text screens to be generated via tables, without dealing
with specific CRT-drawing interface issues. Use of this tool
greatly reduced the code size of the help feature because
the data files were reduced to simple constants and strings.
Generating the screens using in-line pascal code would
have used much more ROM. The complete set of commands
is fairly small, but the commands provide all of the neces-
sary capability to generate the screens. The commands
(with example parameters) are as follows:

SET-COLOR 2
SET-LINE_STYLE 1
tNT_MOVE 0,288
INT_LINE 322,284
GTEXT "HELP MENU:"
IVON
IVOFF
SET_CHAR_SIZE 7
CLEAR_DISPLAY
TABLE-END

They correspond to these Pascal procedure calls:

SeLcolor (2)

SeLline_style (1)
InLmove (0,288)
lnLline (322,284)
Gtext ("HELP MENU:")
lVon
lVotf
Set_char_size (7)
Clear_display

CRT_INTERPRET is the assembly language procedure that
interprets these commands. It is called using the following
format from Pascal, which requires only the name of a
pointer to a data table:

PROCEDUBE CRT_|NTERPRET (VAR tabte_ptr : UNSTGNED_16);

A string macro allows generation of string data tables
with constant-length strings. This is especially useful for
title strings, which are not of constant size and cover a
wide range of lengths. The string macro is also used for
softkey labels. Even though those labels are shorter
(maximum of 20 characters), use of the string macro avoids
declaring the extra padding characters within the data ta-
bles. Macros are easily generated using the following code
segment. The only changes needed are the declaration of
the length of the string and the macro name.

help_str MACRO &name

T1&&&& DC.B T2&&&& Ti&&&&-1 ;str ingtength
ASCII &name ;chars in the string

T2&&&& EeU $ ;end markof string
REP help_ten - (T2&&&& Tt&&&&-1)
DC.B ' '  

;add trait ing blanks
MEND ;end of macro

Benefits
The help screen structure has several benefits. It was

easy to add new help screens throughout the final phases
of the product. In addit ion, we designed the Hp b371A
firmware with the intent of leveraging much of it for future
products, and this structure allows flexibility in keeping
some screens intact, modifying others, and adding others.
A feature that helped make the implementation cleaner
was the ability to develop screens independently without
affecting existing code. Screens that were complete and
accurate were not at all affected by changes to those under
development. Furthermore, once the structure and me-
chanics of displaying a screen were finalized and func-
tional, any screens under development were totally isolated
from that structure. Layouts were developed by hand on a
pixel grid and later converted to numeric locations and
text strings.

Acknowledgments
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of the entire HP 53714 proiect team. Leland Ho deserves

special thanks for writing CRT-INTERPRET. Without it, screen

development would have been tedious and time-consum-

ing, and the equivalent code to generate those screens

would have been much more ROM-intensive.

lnput Amplifier and Trigger Circuit for a
$OO-MHz Frequency and Time Interval
Analyzer
Twothick-film hybrid circuits provide precise, stable high-

frequency triggering in manual trigger, single autotrigger,

and repetitive autotilgger modes.

by Johann J. Heinzl

HE HP 53714 FREQUENCY AND TIME INTERVAL
ANALYZER operates on a signal by determining
both its cycle count and the times of its zero cross-

ings. The accuracy of the measurement depends directly

upon the accuracy with which the times of the zero cross-

ings are preserved. The function of the input amplifier and

trigger circuit is to convert the analog input signal into a

binary signal whose timing transitions are representative

lOvervoltage
lCircui t

_l

of the zero crossings of the original signal. The zero cross-

ings can be defined around a user-selected voltage called

the trigger level. The circuit design addresses the following

major issues, the effects of which are seen even beyond

the operatingbandwidth of the instrument fdc to 500 MHz):

I Impedance conversion and probing
r Accuracy of the trigger level setting
r Sensitivity

Fig. 1. Simplified block diagram
of the input amPlifier of the HP
5371A Frequency and Time lnter-
val Analyzer.

T
l
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I Preservation of timing precision at zero crossings.

lmplementation
The input amplifier consists of three subblocks: the im-

pedance conversion and input switching matrix, the dc
offset hybrid and trigger level digital-to-analog converter
(DAC), and the comparator hybrid and pulse stretcher. For
a simpli f ied block diagram, see Fig. 1.

lmpedance Conversion and Probing
The HP 5371,A offers a choice of three different input

impedances: 500, 10 k0, or 1 MO, using plug-in pods.
These pods were designed for the HP 54100A osci l loscope
series.t They are small plug-in units and can easily be
exchanged. The pods have an output voltage range of t2V
and drive 50f1. The outputs of the pods are connected to
the HP 537' l ,A input board by a 50-ohm coaxial cable. The
model numbers are:
r HP 54001A. 10 kO in paral lel with 2 pF, +20V, 10:1
I HP 540024. 50f,) input impedance, +2V input l imit

(standard pod for the 5371,\)
I  HP 54003,4'.  1 M0 in paral lel with 8 pF, +2V or +20V

with 10:1 probe.
The HP 54003'\ comes with a 10:1 voltage divider, which

is factory adjusted to yield optimal pulse response. This
is a significant advantage when used in a counter, since
probe matching is difficult without a voltage-versus-time
display. This probe's bandwidth is approximately 300
MHz.

The HP 5371A has two identical input channels, A and
B. Measurements can be made on one input signal, on two
input signals simultaneously, or with a signal applied to
channel A and internally connected to both channels (the
input impedance is unaffected). T'he configuration depends

on the measurement. For instance, a frequency measure-
ment requires only one channel but a frequency ratio mea-
surement needs two separate channels. For a pulse width
measurement, the signal on channel A is internally applied
to both channels. This signal routing is accomplished by
means of RF relays (see Fig. 1).

Additional features are provided when the standard 50()
pod is used. An B-dB attenuator can be selected to increase
the dynamic and operating ranges from 2V p-p and t2V,
respectively, to 5V p-p and :t5V. The input signal can also
be terminated to - 2V throueh a 500 termination. This is
useful for ECL signals.

DC Offset Hybrid and Trigger Level Control
The user controls the trigger level to specify the switching

threshold of the HP 53714 by means of a thick-f i lm dc
offset hybrid circuit. The comparator, which follows the
dc offset circuit and is described in the next section,
switches at zero volts. The dc offset circuit makes it possible
to offset the input signal by a known amount, thereby
changing the trigger level.

Consider a pulse width measurement of a 2V p-p sine
wave at the 90% Ievel, which happens to be at + 0.8V. I f
the user selects a trigger level of + O.BV dc, the dc offset
hybrid shifts the signal by exactly - 0.8V, so the g0% point
is at zero volts, the comparator operating point. The offset
voltage must be precisely controlled to maintain the timing
accuracy of the zero crossing. Any point on the input
waveform within the operating range of + 2V can be defined
as the zero crossing point.

Fig. 2 shows a simplified block diagram of this circuit.
The dc offset is achieved by regulating the dc current in
transistor Q4 which in turn causes a proportional dc voltage
drop in R6. The trigger level is generated in the 12-bit DAC

F19.2. Simplitied diagram of the
dc offset circuit.
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and is applied to R4. The feedback mechanism consisting
of Rt to R4 and op amp UL ensures that the selected dc
shift (trigger level) is precise and temperature stable. The

trigger level resolution is 2 mV and the adjustment range
is  f rom -2Y Io  +2Y.

A second feedback loop consisting of R6, R5, and op
amps U2 and U3 cancels the base current of pnp transistor

Q1 by sensing the voltage drop in R6 and injecting an equal
and opposite current. If this base current compensation
were not done, srnall trigger level errors would occur be-
cause the base current would develop an offset in the source
resistor R". This offset would change with temperature and
would result in different errors depending on the type of
measurement. In the above-mentioned pulse width mea-
surement, for example, it would change the width of the
pulse. On the other hand, a frequency measurement is in-
sensitive to this offset, providing that the comparator is

still able to operate.
In addition to generating the trigger level accurately, it

is also necessary to minimize distortion of the signal ahead
of the comparator. The bandwidth of the dc offset hybrid
circuit is approximately 1 GHz. Pulse overshoot and under-
shoot are less than +L0% when measured with a tunnel
diode step generator that has Iess than 100 ps rise time
(see Fig. 3). Typical isolation between channels is 55 dB
at 500 MHz. This level of performance is necessary to
achieve the 200-ps timing resolution.

Comparator Hybrid
The last maior circuit block on the input board is the

comparator hybrid. It consists of a diode bridge limiter
with constant input resistance and a custom HP bipolar

comparator IC. The comparator IC is a high-speed differen-
tial amplifier with hysteresis. The diode bridge limiter pre-

vents the signal from exceeding the common and difference
voltage limits of the differential amplifier. This ensures
that propagation delay changes as a function of input
amplitude are minimized, which directly affects the timing
accuracy.

A phase inversion capability is also included in the com-
parator circuit. This can be used to specify either positive-

29.55 ns 32.05 ns 34.55 ns

Offset = 5.750 mV
DelaY = 29.55 ns

Fig. 3. Pulse response of the dc offset circuit has /ess than
10o/o overshoot for an input pulse with 100-ps rise time.
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Lower Hysteresis Point

-0.8 v

Fig. 4, Comparator hysteresis.

going or negative-going transitions. The output signal of
the comparator IC has logic levels of 0 and - 0.8 volts
(nominal).

Hysteresis is defined as the voltage the input signal has
to exceed to generate change in the comparator output level
(see Fig. a). The hysteresis characteristic of the circuit re-
sembles the familiar BH curve (flux versus magnetizing
force) in magnetic cores. It is usually expressed in terms
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Time Base = 500 ps/div

Trigger is free-running at 500 kHz with step on.

l-l comparator output
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Fig. 5. Nolse greater than the hysteresis band causes
mlscounfs.



of mil l ivolts at a specif ied frequency.

Hysteresis in the comparator IC affects two key perfor-
mance specifications. The first is sensitivity, defined as
the minimum signal amplitude at which the instrument
meets the specifications for frequency measurements. The
smaller the hysteresis the higher the sensitivity. Hysteresis
also affects the noise performance. The smaller the hys-
teresis band the more sensitive the instrument is to noise.
If  the noise ampli tude exceeds the hysteresis band, unde-
sired transit ions wil l  occur (Fig. 5). Selection of an appro-
priate hysteresis band is always a trade-off between proper
operation with very low-level signals and undesired transi-
t ions caused by tr iggering on noise. In the HP 5371,\ the
sensit ivi ty is 1.5 mV rms.

The comparator circuit is implemented as a thick-film
hybrid to get the best high-frequency performance.

Trigger Considerations
There are three methods of setting the trigger level: man-

ual trigger, repetitive autotrigger, and single autotrigger.
The manual trigger mode requires knowledge about the

signal levels to select an appropriate trigger level. The sig-
nal to be measured does not have to be repeti t ive.

The input ampli f ier printed circuit  board also drives an
LED on the front panel, which flashes if the comparator
output is switching. This helps the user find a good trigger
level in the manual mode. Switching is detected using a
pulse stretcher, which is basically a nonretriggerable one-
shot (monostable multivibrator) that triggers on a positive

edge from the comparator circuit.
In the repetitive autotrigger mode the trigger level is au-

tomatically set to (Vp.ur+ + Vp.uk )12. The signal must
have no amplitude modulation and be repetitive with a
frequency above 1000 Hz. A description of the algorithm
can be found in the article on page 13. The autotrigger
subroutine is followed by the measurement routine, and
the two routines alternate thereafter.

The single autotrigger mode is new for HP counters and
timing analyzers. It is provided because the HP 5371A has

the ability to perform measurements continuously. The
trigger subroutine is performed only once to set the correct
trigger level and is followed by measurement cycles only.
This offers the convenience of automatically setting the
trigger level and freezing it. This improves throughput and
keeps the trigger level constant over subsequent measure-
ment blocks.

Caution must be used when using single or repeti t ive
autotrigger on waveforms that have overshoots, since these
routines search for the peak of the waveform. If the
waveform to be measured has a 10% overshoot, the routine
wil l  conclude that the peak-to-peak ampli tude is 120% and
will calculate the trigger setting based on that information.
In many cases this wil l  not impact the measurement accu-
racy, but in some cases, for example r ise and fal l  t ime
measurements, it can lead to incorrect results. The analog
circuits in the HP 537-IA are designed to have excel lent
step response characteristics to minimize these effects.

Summary
The high performance of the input ampli f ier is mainly

a result of optimizing the important specifications such as
step response, cross talk between channels, noise f loor,
t iming precision at zero crossings, and others. Circuit  mod-
els were constructed for most of the components and the
design was simulated and optimized using the HP Spice
program.
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Phase Digitizing: A New Method for
Capturing and Analyzing Spread-
Spectrum Signals
By continuously counting and time-tagging zero crossings,
a phase or time encoded signal can be digitized and
analyzed with efficiency and precision.

by David C. Chu

RECISE AMPLITUDE MEASUREMENThas been the
basis of many traditional instruments. Oscillo-
scopes, spectrum analyzers, power meters, and volt-

meters all focus on precise analog voltage as their basic
measurement. Even a vector analyzer, which measures both
amplitude and phase, does so by measuring two analog
voltages: the I and Q modulation components.

This preoccupation with precise analog amplitude in
instrumentation is at variance with modern modulation
methods, which tend to deemphasize analog amplitude
modulation in favor of frequency, phase, and time modula-
tion for more reliable communication. Not only ordinary
FM, PM, and pulse width modulation, but also modern
FSK, PSK, and QPR in communications and Barker fbinary
phase), polyphase, and chirp modulation in radar, all
deemphasize amplitude in favor of time-based parameters.
Even QAM signals contain more information in the phase
than in the amplitude. For these signals, fidelity is charac-
terized by precision in frequency, phase, and time. Interest
in amplitude is often connected with studying dropouts
only.

The frequency agile signal, which is active over a wide
frequency range in a short period of time, poses another
challenge to many established practices in instrument de-
sign. Techniques such as quasistatic range switching to
cover different frequency bands, searching for a signal with
a sweeping narrowband receiver, or taking time to phase-
lock to a signal are no longer appropriate with the agile
signal. Another difficulty is that some signals are not re-
peatable, at leastnot well enough to be measured by equiv-
alent-time techniques.* The output of a pulsed VCO and
the waveform of one oscillator acquiring lock with another
are examples of signals that are different on eaeh occur-
rence. Often, it is statistical variations, such as jitter, and
not just an average value, that are of interest. These can
only be measured with repeated single-pass measurements,
even though the signal is nominally repetitive. Measure-
ment methods that require multiple passes for one measure-
ment are not applicable.

In short, traditional narrowband, amplitude-based in-
struments requiring repetitive signals are suddenly found
wanting when confronted with frequency agile, time-en-
*For example, equivalent-time sampling builds a picture of a repetitive waveform by sam-
pling it at a slightly different time in its cycle on each repetition.
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coded or phase-encoded signals that do not repeat.

Ampli tude Digit izing
The waveform recorder (or high-sampling-rate digitizing

oscilloscope) is wideband and can capture a transient
spread-spectrum signal by digitizing its voltage, taking
samples regularly spaced over time. While this is a good
way to view the waveform, it is a difficult and inefficient
method of characterizing the signal's modulation fidelity.

Consider a modulated signal with an agile frequency
carrier randomly hopping about. To capture the waveform
without aliasing requires sampling above the Nyquist rate.
For such a signal, the sampling rate must be more than
twice (closer to four times in practice) the highest carrier
frequency plus modulation. Since the modulation (infor-
mation) bandwidth is always less, and often much less,
than the waveform bandwidth, sampling for full waveform
recovery is grossly inefficient, resulting in unnecessary
data bulk, if only the information is of interest. Apart from
this, processing the data to uncover the modulation is a
complex and difficult process since the data is in the form

carrier-_>@tfrf,_'?

Modulation
(a)

A
o
t
t

Fig. 1. Samp/e locations for (a) phase digitizing and (b)
amplitude digitizing.

Modulation



of voltage, that is, v(t,), where v(t) may take on the form

v(t) :  [V" + V"(t)]sin[2r{(Ut + 0(0]

and any of the three-the amplitude Vo + V"(t), the fre-
quency f(t), and the phase d(t), may change with time de-
pending on the modulation type. Selecting the optimum
band-limited functions V.(0, f(t), and d(t) to fit a set of v(t1)
means iterative curve fitting to trigonometric functions
with complicated and possibly discontinuous arguments,
an incredibly messy operation "prone to undersirable con-
vergence behavior because of the nonlinear behavior re-
lat ionship between parameters."t  This is true when Vo, f ,
and 0 are constants. The complexity of fitting to variable
parameters is simply staggering.

A less sophist icated but more effect ive approach is to
f ind the locations of peaks and zero crossings. For a prop-
erly band-limited signal, interpolation between samples
using digital signal processing allows computation of a
voltage given a time. Computing a zero crossing time is the
reverse; one computes a time given a voltage (zero). For
slow-slewing signals, a combination of (sin x)/x interpola-
tion and linear approximation may enhance the resolution
of zero-crossing time measurements below one sampling
period. Using this technique and counting the crossings in
software, Nichols2 simulated a frequency counter with a
variable gate for frequency profiling. Unfortunately, for bi-
nary-voltage fast-switching signals, there is no timing res-
olution enhancement, the precision voltage measuring
capability of the waveform recorder is not really being used,
and the resulting counter performance is poor.

Phase Progression Digitizing
The signal digit izing method used in the HP 5371A Fre-

quency and Time Analyzer is based on continuous count-
ing and sampling only at signal zero crossings. The method
bypasses the two extra steps, voltage digitizing and voltage-
to-phase conversion, and directly digitizes the phase pro-
gression of the signal. The procedure may therefore be ap-
propriately called "phase progression digitizing," or
"phase digitizing" for short. Amplitude information is dis-
carded. Because the data is already in the form of phase
and time, trigonometric functions are totally avoided, re-
placed by simple functions like straight lines and
parabolas, making analysis simple for even moderately
complex modulation.

Phase digitizing is illustrated in Fig. 1a, which shows
the sample locations on a sinusoidal signal of changing
frequency. Samples occur at occasional upcrossings at a
relatively constant rate. Each sample produces two increas-
ing numbers, the total cycle count and the time stamp at
that point. The cycle count comes from reading, on the fly,
a counter counting the signal. Every cycle is counted, not
just those on which a sample occurs. When a sample does
occur, that particular cycle's upcrossing is gated by a syn-
chronizer for time stamping, which is accomplished by
reading (also on the fly) another counter counting a b00-
MHz time base clock. With interpolation, described in the
article on page 35, the resolution is improved from 2 ns to
0.2 ns. In counter jargon, the cycle count is called the event
number and the time stamp is simply called time.

In contrast, amplitude digitizing is illustrated in Fig. 1b.
The samples are regular in time and they fall on the signal
wherever they may, not necessarily at zero crossings. There
are always more samples in voltage digitizing than phase
digitizing. There must be several samples per signal carrier
cycle in voltage digitizing, regardless of the modulation.
In phase digitizing, it is the other way around. There are
usually several cycles per sample. The sampling rate must
only exceed the Nyquist rate for the modulation, regardless
of the carr ier frequency.

The event number in phase digitizing is a measure of
the phase progression of the signal. Because every cycle is
counted, each event means the signal has progressed by
one cycle, that is, 2a'radians or 360 degrees. Consider a
modulated signal s(t) of the form

v(t) : 4titt1"tttt"

where @(t) is monotonically increasing. Sampling at up-
crossings means samples are taken only at integer values
of d(t). The ith event sample ei and the ith time sample t,
bear a simple mathematical relationshio:

3

20

Event 1

Time 0
(ns)

(a)

o
tt
E

2n
o
IJJ

r= f 1ffi*-;

5 7 8 9

40 60 80 100

1 3  1 5  1 7

160 180 200---r--
= 100MHz

1 0  1 1

120 140

1 5 - 1 3
180 -150

0 50 100 150 200
Time (ns)

Fig.2. (a) Sample locations and recorded data for phase
digitizing a BPSK signal. (b) A phase progression plot of the
data.

(b)
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d(t i l  :  ei .

Both @(t1) and e1 are integer valued, and tt is quantized to
200 ps. In short, the function @(t) is digitized, although not

uniformly in time as is customary.

Phase Progression Plot
In Fig. 2a, the samples obtained from phase digitizing a

BPSK signal are shown with their t1 and e1 values. In Fig.
2b they are plotted using ti and ei as the X and Y coordinates.
The two different frequencies are manifested in the appar-
ently piecewise linear figure. The slope d@(t)/dt of the line
shown in the figure is the derivative of the phase function

@(t) and therefore indicates the frequency of the signal.
Notice that the sudden change in signal frequency is effort-
lessly handled by the phase digitizing process. The sample
rate is relatively constant, and the only clue indicating a
frequency increase is a larger difference between consecu-
tive event numbers.

A "modulation-domain" plot, a term coined by an en-
thusiastic colleague for a plot of instantaneous frequency
as a function of time, can be obtained by digital differenti-
ation of the event/time function. The simplest instanta-
neous frequency estimate is obtained by dividing the
change in event number by the change in time from two
ad jacent  samples ,  tha l  i s ,

€ i r t  -  € i
, l ( r i ,  -  

t t . ,  _  t i

A more sophisticated estimate is obtained by fitting a
parabola through three consecutive points. The derivative
of the parabola at the middle point is the instantaneous
freouencv there.

f r ( t r ) :
(ti *

- t'X ( t i  - )  + ( t i  -  t i  1) f1( t i )

t r * r  -  t i - r

Neither of these digital differentiation methods depends
on uniformly sampled data. Other differentiation al-
gorithms can be used, generally trading bandwidth of the
f(t) function for noise reduction.

In general, for differentiation using 2M points, one can
use the following mathematical structure, choosing a set
of weights {l,t} to Lchieve the desired filter response. The

:;,.."t" 
frequency f at the average time t1 can be expressed

Tt i , )  :  $ r , '  [ 9 " i -9 '  i ' 1
j - ' r  L t ; a ;  - t 1  

; ' r  J

where the average t ime t;  is given by:

- 1 M
f .  :  .  

I X i ( t i + j  
+  t i _ j + 1 ) .' '  

, . t = ,

The weights tr, sum to unity. For odd numbers of points,
2M+1,  one can s imply change i - i+1to i - j  in  the sub-
scripts.

Linear Curve Fitting
Sometimes the average freqi-rency is taken over the entire
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data array for an overall average.
Fig. 3 shows a phase progression plot of corrupted data.

The corruption may be from many sources, such as quan-
tization noise or modulation. The average frequency is to
be determined from the corrupted data. One method, used
traditionally by frequency counters, is to find the slope of
the line joining the two end points, since intermediate
points are not available. The estimate f .,. in phase digitizing
notation is:

To.:  i *
L N - 1 1

Better methods are available from statistics to find a
Iinear best fit to the data. The slope of the fit is the average
frequency estimate, and the Y intercept gives the phase

relationship with other signals. A least-squares linear fit,
which minimizes the sum of the squared error terms is
given by:

, _ N I e ' t '  
- I e , I t '

^ r s q  
N I  t , ,  _  ( I  t i ) ,

This estimate is computation intensive, involving sums
of products and of squares.

Another linear fit that is almost as good, but much easier
to compute than the least-squares fit is the bicentroid
method. It does not involve squares or products. It parti-

tions the number of samples into three roughly equal
groups chronologically. The first group and the last group

have the same number, say Q, of samples. The middle
group is ignored. One then proceeds to compute the average
e and average t for the two groups. The average frequency
is est imated by the l ine joining these two "centroids." With
equal numbers in each group, the normalizing factor (1/QJ

for each term cancels out. The calculation is reduced to
sums of data and one division,

Iz.,a

s ^
last Q
t r .
riib

\ l i

f irstQ

Fig. 3. A straight-line fit to noisy data, showing phase, time,
and frequency deviations.
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In the general equation given above, this corresponds to
a choice of \ ;  proport ional to t ,* j  -  t ,  ;+1 at the two ends
of the data points and zero at the middle, where i is at the
array center.

The average phase is best estimated by the average of all
of the e, and t, ,  that is,

e o : ( 1 / N )  j  e 1
i = 1

t o : ( 1 / N )  ;  t i
l : l

The equation for the curve fit 6(t) becomes

6 ( t ) : e o + T x ( t - t n ) '

The frequency estimate f is obtained by one of the above
methods or by any other method the user feels appropriate.
We use fr. ,6.

How Good Are the Estimates?
The standard deviations of these estimates can be com-

puted by making some assumptions. We assume that the
random time quantization error q is the predominant con-
tributor of error, and that the sampling rate is approxi-
mately uniform. The standard deviation of these estimates
can be expressed in terms of q, the gate time g (measurement
time), and the number N of samples taken. Standard devia-
tions of the fractional frequency for the three estimates-
traditional counter, bicentroid, and least-squares-are:

Traditional counter: oryl - 1ql/ zllg

Bicentroid:

Least squares:

ouyl: (qVt3s)/(gr,fr)

o66: (q\/i)l(erAl

The timing quantization error q for the HP 5371A is 200 ps.
The smaller the standard deviation. the better the esti-

mate. Notice a dramatic reduction of standard deviation
for the bicentroid method over the traditional counter
method for large N. Note also the meager improvement of
the least-squares fit over the bicentroid fit, considering the
extra amount of computation it requires.

Modulation Computation
Computing average parameters is one function of the

curve fit. Another very important function is the computa-
tion of deviations, both intentional (modulation), and un-
intentional (error). Deviation is the difference between the
data points and the curve fit. Three main kinds of deviation
are of interest (see Fig. 3):
I Phase. The vertical distance from a data point to the

curve is phase deviation. By computing this for every
point, phase deviation as a function of time is obtained:

6 o ( t r ) : e i - 6 ( t 1 ) .

r Time. The horizontal distance from a point to the curve
is a time deviation. By computing this for every point,

a graph of time deviation as a function of time is gener-
ated:

6,(t ,)  -  -  6d(t i) /T

r Frequency. Subtracting the derivative of the curve fit
from the instantaneous frequency produces frequency
deviation as a function of time. When measuring a fre-
quency modulated (FM) signal, the slope of the linear
curve fit gives the carrier frequency and the frequency
deviat ion is the modulat ion. Freouencv deviat ion as a
function of t ime is:

6 r ( t , ) : f 1 t , , ; - T .

Frequency Agile Carrier
The measurement of modulation in an agile carrier is

demonstrated in Fig. 4, which shows FSK modulat ion on
a carr ier hopping between 10 and 500 MHz. The top graph
shows the instantaneous frequency within the 140-ps time
frame. The dehopped FSK signal is shown in the bottom
graph. The signal was phase digit ized by the HP 53714
Frequency and Time Analyzer in one pass into 1000 data
points, and analyzed by an external controller in accor-
dance with the method described here.

Pulsed Frequency Bursts
Fig. 5 shows phase progression plots for two pulse bursts

separated by a region of no activity. This signal generates
two lines separated horizontally by a gap. This example
illustrates a significant advantage of phase digitizing over
waveform digitizing: there are no samples where there is
no signal-a direct consequence of signal-triggered sam-
pling. No memory is wasted on empty regions. This is
particularly important for narrow pulse bursts at low pulse
repetition rates, or for sparse transient capture with limited
memory. A waveform recorder would fill the memory up
with mostly zero data. On the other hand, should noise be
present in supposedly quiet periods, samples will be
generated.

Frequency Chirp
A chirp is a signal whose frequency varies linearly with

F N R L Y S I S  O F  F R E O  R G I L f  S I C N F L

INSTRNTFNEOI jS  FREO (2AAMHZld  i  v )

F R E O  D E V I F T I O N  ( 2 .  E + 6  H z l d i v ,

Fr06 HEnLETT PFCKFRD 53718 Da i .

Fig. 4. A measurement of FSK modulation on a frequency'
hooped carrier.
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Fig. 5. Phase progression plot for pulsed RF.

time. Since phase is the integral of frequency, the phase
progression of a chirp is quadratic with time. An ideal
chirp would produce a parabola on the phase progression
plot (Fig. 6). To measure chirp nonlinearity, the data can
be compared with a best-fit parabola. The least-squares
quadratic fit is well-described in the literature. It requires
even more lengthy computations than the linear least-
squares fit. A considerably simpler method, suggested by
a colleague, partitions the data into five approximately
equal groups chronologically, making the first, third, and
fifth groups equal in number, say Q, where Q is about N/5.
Assuming that the quadratic fit is given by:

C ( t )  : a t ' z + b t + c '

the coefficients a, b, and c can be computed from the follow-
ing three equations:

a l t , 2  +
1st Q

b l t i  +  Q c : I , e 1
l s tQ ls tQ

There are sums of squares, but no cross products. The

solution is straightforward and is not reproduced here. The

second and fourth groups are ignored.

Once the coefficients a, b, and c are computed, the usual

deviation computation can be performed to generate chirp

nonlinearity parameters.
r Phase nonlinearity E6(t1) is given by ei - 6i, or

6*(tr) :  e1 - (at iz + bt i  + c).

I Time nonlinearity 6.(t1) is given exactly by:

6 t ( t J : t i - t i

where ti is the smaller root of the equation ax2 + bx +

c : ei, or approximately by - 66(ti)/(curve-fit slope), that

is .

6,(tr) - (atr2 + bt, + c - e1)/(2at1 + b).

Advanced phase means earlier in time, so E6(ti) and

t1 are always opposite in sign. Time nonlinearity is inter-

preted as the difference in time between the zero cross-

ings of the signal and the zero crossings of the ideal chirp.

Frequency nonlinearity is given by the difference be-

tween instantaneous frequencv and the derivative of the

quadratic fit:

Frequency Deviation
(0.5 MHz/div)

Hor iz:  10 ns/div

Fig.7. Analysis of a chirp signal using HP 53714 data. (a)
lnstantaneous frequency superimposed on the derivative of
the best-fit parabola, which is not distinguishable because
the chirp is nearly ideal. (b) Frequency devration. (c) Phase
deviation. (d) Time deviation.

a l t , 2
3rd Q

a I t , 2
sth Q

b l t ,
3rd Q

b I t ,
sth Q-

Qc :  le1
3rd Q
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Fig. 6. Phase progression plot for a linear frequency chirp
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Reading a Counter on the Fly

A tradit ional binary r ipple counter consists oi a series of cas-
caded divide-by{wo stages. With the frequency halved after
each stage, the maximum count rate is effectively determined
by the first few stages, Subsequent stages do not affect the
maximum count rate, so they can be slow and numerous. During
counting, carr ies r ipple through a varying number of stages with
dif ferent propagation delays. In a high-speed counter, the switch-
ing t imes of some of the slower stages may span many input
cycles. For these reasons, there are few instants when al l  the
bits are correctly al igned for reading. Therefore, to read such a
counter accurately, i t  is necessary to slow down counting dras-
t ical ly i f  not stop i t  al together.

With synchronous counting, a logic network adds 1 to the
current count state so that the next evenl clocks the counter to
the next state immediately. With careful design, the synchronous
counter can be read on the f ly, since al l  the bits theoretical ly
change at once. With long count chains, however, the logic net-
work becomes complex and unwieldy, and processing t ime
lengthens. With a large fan-in, clock skew becomes more signif-
icant, causing switching to be farther from simultaneity. The
maximum count rate js reduced and dif f iculty in reading in-
creases. Since every bit must be as fast as the fastest bit, power
consumption may soar. To summarize, short synchronous count-
ers can count rapidly and can be read on the f ly, but long syn-
chronous counters are impractical and performance deteriorates.

Zero-Dead-Time Counter
The object is to desrgn a binary-coded counter whose

maximum count rate is independent of counter length l ike the
ripple counter, but one that can be read on the f ly repeatedly
l ike the synchronous counter. The maximum sampling rate should
be fast and independent of the input signal frequency Fig. 1
shows such a counter with i ts data latch for capturing the counter
contents in response to a read command.

In this example, the f irst M bits of the counter is a binary-coded
synchronous counter with an M-bit latch. The Mth or most-signif-
icant bit  is used to drive a slower binary counter in tandem. This
slower binary counter may be either a r ipple or a synchronous
type. lt has its own data latch register.

Upon a read command, the f irst M bits are latched in a straight-
forward manner from the synchronous counter. The reao com-
mand, however, does not directly activate the latch for the slow
counter. Instead, i t  is ANDed with a pulse generated by a mono-
stable mult ivibrator tr iggered by the same Mth bit  of the fast
counter. A read command that fal ls within the pulse duration is
inhibited by this pulse. Reading of the slow counter is effect ively
delayed unti l the pulse ends, Read commands that arr ive at other
t imes wil l  act ivate the second latch immediately. An R-S f l ip-f lop
prevents mult iple latching of the second counter by the rhythmic
action of the monostable vibrator.

The reasoning behind this design is as fol lows. Since the sec-
ond counter is tr iggered by the Mth bit ,  any motion wil l  begin
after the trigger and subside after a suitable length of time t,.
Reading of the counter should be postponed until this time pass-
es. The one-shot, triggered by the same Mth bit, is designed to
ensure just that by inhibit ing reading during this cri t ical period.
The one-shot pulse width to is designed to be longer than the
settling time but shorter than 2M times the period of the maximum
input frequency. The minimum M that satisfies this with a comfort-
able margin is chosen. The following summarizes the timing re-
lat ionshios:

Fig, 1. A high-speed part-ripfle counter that can be read on
the fly

tr < tp < 1/fs -ax

\ < 2MlI^",

where t,  :  sett l ing t ime of the second counter
to :  pulse width of the monostable vibrator
f".u, :  maximum sampling rate
fmax : maximum counting frequency
M : number of stages in the synchronous counter.

With this design, the objective is achieved, The maximum count
rate is unaffected by the speed or length of the second counter,
yet the entire counter can be read on the fly in normal binary
code. Notice that as long as the sampling rate is below 1/to, a
new valid reading is guaranteed at the next event after each
read command. A forced latch feature makes even the one event
optional in case the signal has ceased. As a result,  the al lowable
sampling rate is independent of the input signal. In contrast,
some on{heJly reading schemes (e.9., reference 1), require the
sampling rate to be below a f ixed submult iple of the current
signal frequency. Such signal dependency makes these schemes
unsuitable for measuring agi le signals when the frequency is
totally unknown.

The penalty for a slow second counter is a low maximum sam-
pling rate. Therefore, the second counter should be designed
to meet whatever top sampling rate is required.

We cal l  this assembly a zero-dead-t ime counter or continuous
counter sance no dead t ime is created in signal monitoring when
it is being read. In phase digit izing, two such counters are used:
one monitorlng the signal (event) and the other a t ime base clock
(time). The synchronized edge from the event counter is used
for the read command of the time counter. The two counters then
produce the event and time data, respectively. Because the two
are synchronized, the time data always reflects the time of the
exact cycle given by the event counter.

Samples produced this way are not uniform in time, but the
time data gives the actual times precisely for all samples.

Reference
1. J.O. Horsley, High-speed counter with reliable count extraction system, U. S. patent
3,982,108, Sept. 21. 1976.

Read
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Dr(tr) : f(ti) - (zati + b)

where instantaneous frequency is computed as before'

Fig. 7 shows a chirp analysis from a measurement with

an HP 53714. The signal was sampled 700 times in one

pass and analyzed. Fig. 7a shows the instantaneous fre-

quency superimposed on the derivative of the fitted

parabola, which is not really distinguishable since the chirp

is near ideal. The signal chirped from 210 MHz to 37OMHz

in just under 70 ps. Fig. 7b shows frequency deviation,

Fig. 7c shows phase deviation, and Fig. 7d shows time

deviation. Nonlinearity is clearly visible in the phase and

time deviation plots.

Phase-Shift Keying
A BPSK signal is a constant-frequency signal, but its

phase shifts by 180 degrees with a binary modulating sig-

nal. On the phase progression plot, such a signal generates

a straight line of a constant slope which is periodically

shif ted down (or up) by half a count (see Fig. B). Since
BPSK signals phases are modulo 2n, 36O degrees is the

same as zero degrees, and the analysis treats it as such.
The curve fit for BPSK is a system of parallel lines alternat-
ing between 0 and i1B0 degrees. Data points are mapped

to the nearest line for demodulation. Deviation parameters

are computed from differences between the data and the
curve fit as usual. Generalization to MPSK is immediate:
for QPSK, the parallel lines are 90 degrees apart, and so

on. Fig. I shows an BPSK signal switching among the eight
allowable phase states. The phase deviation graph shows

the switching to be within the resolution of the instrument.
Phase resolution is computed as 360qf degrees, where q is
200 ps and f is the carrier frequency. The signal was cap-
tured in one pass, taking 1000 phase digitizing samples.
The 10-MHz carrier frequency is derived from the data by
curve f i t .  The phase resolut ion is 0.72 degree.

PSK signals may also be pulsed, as in the case of a pulsed

Barker-coded (BPSK) radar signal. Such signals can be cap-
tured and analyzed in a similar manner.

Frequency Coverage Extension
The counting range for the HP 5371A is 0 to 500 MHz,

todut

Fig. 8. Phase progression plot for a EPSK signal
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and this represents the dynamic frequency range an agile

carrier can operate over and still be measurable. With a
frequency down-converter, this frequency agility range can
be moved to microwave regions. Heterodyning preserves
phase and translates frequency, so frequency-coded and
phase-coded signals can be demodulated after down-con-
version. The signal illustrated in Fig. 4 was down-con-
verted from 3 GHz. The HP 5364A Microwave Mixer/Detec-
tor, for example, allows measurement from 2 Io 'l'B GHz
with a 500-MHz dynamic range by heterodyning with a

stable local oscillator. The frequency of the local oscillator
is arbitrary as long as the agility range is brought to within
the relatively wide counting range of the HP 53714. Effi-

cient digitizing can begin immediately, before demodula-
tion, with no data loss. Actual demodulation is ac-
complished by software homodyning with a computed IF

carrier, operating on captured data. A hardware IF local
osci l lator is not needed.

In contrast, conventional carrier-recovery demodulation
requires heterodyning to a narrow IF band. Using a Costas
phase-locked Ioop,3 a coherent IF carrier is generated. Only
by hardware-homodyning the signal with the generated

carrier can digitizing of the demodulated signal begin. With
an agile carrier, it is almost impossible to heterodyne to a
narrow IF window for all the channels. AIso, significant

data loss may result during the process of carrier-recovery
phase Iocking.

The measurable frequency agility range is limited by the

maximum count rate of the HP 5371,A to 500 MHz. Using
a high-frequency prescaler, the range can be extended. For

example, a high-speed divide-by-four prescaler can qua-

druple the range of the instrument, that is, the 500-MHz
range of the HP 53714 can be extended to 2 GHz. In con-
trast, extending the frequency range of a voltage digitizer
is considerably more difficult.

The prescaler divides both frequency and phase by a
fixed factor, four in this case, so both the carrier and the

deviation results must be multiplied by four. For modulo
2a'phase modulat ion, such as BPSK, the data should be
treated as BPSK for analysis. Then all phases are multiplied

by four before the modulo 2a'operation. For example, BPSK
phases of 1, 91, 181, and 2TL degrees will all be corrected
to the same 4-degree phase of the BPSK prescaler input

signal.

P H F S I  O F  S P S K  S I C N f l L  ( S A  d e g / d i v )
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Fig. 9. Phase and phase error of an SPSK signal



Of course, prescal ing and down-conversion can be com-
bined to give a wide frequency agi l i ty range in the micro-
wave region.

Conclusion
Phase digitizing is an effective method of capturing and

analyzing many spread-spectrum signals. Compared with
voltage digitizing, it offers great economy and precision
and a wide frequency dynamic range in signal capture.
Analyses of frequency-coded and phase-coded signals are
vastly simpli f ied because the data is in the form of phase
and time. The agility range is extended relatively easily by
prescal ing. Microwave signals can be measured by down-
conversion using a stable but arbitrary local osci l lator.
However, phase digit izing ignores ampli tude and is not
suitable for ampli tude modulated signals.
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Frequency and Time Interval Analyzer
Measurement Hardware
Examples of measurements on afrequency agile radio are
used to illustrate the design and operation of the
measurement hardware of the HP 5371A analvzer.

by Paul S. Stephenson

REQUENCY AGILE SYSTEMS pose many new mea-
surement challenges. For example, how do you
characterize modulation on a pseudorandom or un-

known carrier? How do you capture relatively long time
histories of frequency agile sources without using mega-
bytes of memory? The design of the measurement hardware
in the HP 5371A Frequency and Time Interval Analyzer
had to deal with these challenges. This article will describe
the design and operation of the measurement hardware,
using a frequency-hopping radio measurement example.

Frequency Agile Measurements
The principal problem in frequency agile measurements

is acquiring a time history of the source frequency. It is
more efficient to count the number of signal periods during
each sampling period while sampling at a rate tailored to
the modulation bandwidth of the source under test than
to record the entire waveform and postprocess it. The HP
5371A uses the former method to make frequency agile
measurements, and thereby reduces the amount of data
and processing required.

Other attempts to analyze frequency agile generators with

standard instrumentation such as counters, spectrum
analyzers, and modulation analyzers do not effectively han-
dle frequency hopping signals in a dynamic environment.
This stems from the constraints that standard instrument
techniques impose on the measurement. These techniques
require the hopping pattern to be repeated, slowed down,
or known, thus limiting a user's understanding of the de-
vice's performance with respect to important parameters
(e.g., switching transients, settling time, hopping distribu-
tion, and frequency or phase modulation riding on a hop-
ping carrier). For more information on characterizing fre-
quency agile sources, see reference 1.

Fig. 1 shows a schematic representation and typical func-
tional characteristics of a hopping radio carrier used in
spread-spectrum communications. The 1.6-ms blanked in-
tervals between hops do not contain information and result
in wasted memory when recorded with a waveform re-
corder or a digitizing oscilloscope.

To see the memory requirement differences between a
waveform digitization method and the continuous count
method of the HP 5371A, consider the three-hop waveform
of Fig 1. ll 11, 12, and f. are 48.5 MHz, 87.5 MHz, and 60
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MHz, respectively, an eight-bit digitizer has to sample at
twice the highest carrier frequency, or L75 MHz, for 27.2
ms to recover the modulated information. This results in
4.76 mil l ion samples at one byte per sample. The HP 5371A
only has to sample at twice the modulation bandwidth
(2 x 20 kbits/s) to recover the desired frequency-versus-time
information. At this 4O-kHz rate the HP 5371A uses 960
samples at 10 bytes per sample for a total of 9600 bytes,
versus 4.76 Mbytes for the waveform digitizer, or approx-
imately 500 times less memory to obtain the desired fre-
quency-versus-time data.

Before the introduction of the HP 537 1,A, dynamic testing

of frequency hopping radios was usually limited to trans-

mitters and receivers connected in a back-to-back config-

uration. Such a configuration uses a "golden receiver" to

verify transmitter performance, and vice versa. A golden

receiver is a unit that has been proven empirically to meet

functional specifications.
This transmitter/receiver test approach has several limi-

tations. Verifying and calibrating the performance of golden

receivers is difficult. Often only a few units are available,

making field repair difficult. Golden receivers can be poor

analyzers for identifying problems within subsystem mod-

ules. Finally, information on performance margins cannot

be gathered with this kind of go/no-go testing.

Measurement Hardware
The HP 5371A measurement hardware can be thought

of as all the hardware used to acquire raw data from the

binary outputs of the input amplifier. For example, when

measuring a frequency-hopping radio, the RF output is
preconditioned by the input board, which outputs a binary

signal to the measurement hardware. The binary signal

edges occur at the points where the transmitter input has

crossed through the trigger level; these points are called

events. The HP 5371A counts these events for some period

of time, and by taking the ratio of events to time, computes

the average frequency over this sampling period.

l.-t'"---*l l-t.=-l l-t's-l
r.oms-l l<-

--l Fr.o'"
Frequency Range: 30 to 87.975 MHz
Channel Spacing: 25 kHz
Hopping Rate: 9.6 ms per hop
Settling Time: 1.6 ms
Modulation Modes: FM voice or 20 kbits/s data
Modulation Deviation: +7 kHz (FM voice and FSK data)

Fig. 1. Output waveform and typical functional characteris'

tlcs ol a f requency-hopping radio.
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To avoid uncertainty in the number of events counted
during the sampling time, a reciprocal counting technique
is used to reduce measurement error.2 The reciprocal
technique measures the time interval between the first and
last events in the sample period while simultaneously
counting the number of events. Therefore, unl ike constant-
sampling-rate systems, the sampling period is defined by
synchronizing the sampling clock with the measured sig-
nal. The nth sampling period is the period between the
first event after the nth sample-arm signal and the first
event after the (n+ llth sample-arm signal. This forces an
integral number of events to occur during each sampling
period, and thus makes the quantization error independent
of input signal frequency. Second, it allows control, if de-
sired, of the sampling period in real t ime by external ly
gating the instrument with a modulated sampling clock.

In this continuous count system, measurements are made
in blocks, and within a block, the sampling periods are
contiguous. Thus the last sample of the nth sampling period
is the f irst sample of the [n+ 1)th sampling period.

In summary, the primary functions of the measurement
hardware are counting events and measuring the time be-
tween the first and last events during a user-defined sam-
pling period. This information is stored for processing after
the completion of the data acquisition process.

System Block Diagram
Fig. 2 shows the HP 5371,A system block diagram. As

noted earlier, the input board preconditions the input sig-
nals and converts them to binary signal inputs for the mea-
surement hardware. Other measurement hardware inputs
include an external arming input (100 MHz) and an external
frequency standard input (1, 2, 5, or 10 MHz). In addit ion
to these signal inputs, the measurement hardware receives
measurement setup and control instructions from the mi-
croprocessor.

Signal outputs from the measurement hardware include
gates 1 and 2, arm delays 1 and 2, and a 10-MHz frequency
standard output. The gate and arm signals are binary signals
indicating when measurement samples occur and when
certain arming conditions are satisfied. These signals make
it possible to use the flexible arming and gating to trigger
additional instrumentation. The frequency standard output

Gating
Out

A-Channel
Input

B-Channel
Input

External 1o-MHz
Frequency Frequency
Standard Standard

Input Output

Fig. 2. System block diagram of the HP 5371A Frequency

and Time lnterval Analvzer



is a buffered output of the instrument's 10-MHz ovenized
crystal frequency standard. When an external frequency
standard is applied, this output matches the external stan-
dard's stability characteristics at 10 MHz.

In addition to these signal outputs, the measurement
hardware provides information to the microprocessor, in-
cluding the state of the hardware and raw measuremenr
data. Raw, unprocessed, binary data can also be rapidly
acquired and transferred via the HP-IB (IEEE 4BB/IEC 62S)
to a host computer for subsequent processing.

Measurement Hardware Block Diagram
Fig. 3 shows the measurement hardware block diagram.

The four major blocks are the sequencer, the event counters,
the time base, and the memory system. The sequencer
routes the input signals to the appropriate counting chain
and generates the arming and latching signals for the event
counters and the time base. The arming and latching signals
depend on the input signal configuration, the sampling
interval, and other arming qualifiers.

The two event counters count the events sent to them
from the sequencer. They can be used for measuring and
arming (e.g., event or t ime holdoff arming). The t ime base
consists of two major subblocks: a counter chain that counts
a synthesized, 500-MHz clock phase-locked to the internal
or external frequency standard, and an interpolator which
increases time resolution by a factor of ten over the b00-
MHz time counter chain. The memory system consists of
an BKx 112-bit  RAM operating at 10 MHz.

Measurement Example
We can see how each of these blocks functions during a

measurement by using the example of a frequency-hopping
radio. Suppose we have available from the radio under test

both the RF output and the SyNC pulse defining the begin-
ning of a psuedorandom hopping sequence. Assume that
we want to examine, with one thousand samples, a 1O-ms
port ion of the radio's hopping sequence, two seconds into
the sequence. We must precisely delay the measurement
for two seconds after the SyNC pulse. This can be ac-
complished by setting the HP 53 71,A, to measure as follows:

FREQUENCY Measurement Channel A
Acquire 1 block of 1000 measuremenrs

TIMEiINTERVAL Arming Mode
Block Holdoff:

After POSITIVE edge of EXT ARM
Delay 2.000000000 s
Then arm a block of measurements

Sample Arm 10 ps
Acquisition Time/Block 10 ms

In general, this setup allows us to delay to any point
after the external arming signal with 2-ns time resolution
(B-second range) and then take up to 1000 continuous fre-
quency measurements with sample periods as short as 600
ns. In this example, we are delaying two seconds and the
sampling period is 10 ps. The measurement is carried out
by programming the sequencer to route the radio's RF out-
put (connected to Channel A of the HP 5371'\) to one of
the event counters and the S0O-MHz time base clock to the
other event counter. The time base clock to the second
counter is gated on after receipt of the radio's SyNC signal
by the sequencer. Finally, the 1O-ps sample-arm signal is
selected as the qualifier for generating latching signals. The
latching signals capture the event and time counts.

Microprocessor l/O

Instrument Inputs:

Channel A

Channel B

Exlernal Arm

Other Arming 9
Qualifiers

from Measurement
Hardware

Microprocessor
and HP-18 l /O

Fig. 3. Sinplified btock diagram
of the HP 5371A measurement
hardware.
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The event counters perform two functions: one counts

the number of events on channel A (the radio's RF output)'

and the other counts a predetermined number of cycles of

the 500-MHz time base clock (this generates the delay after

the radio's SYNC signal). The event counter is preset to its

terminal count minus the desired time delay divided by 2

ns. Then, after the sequencer enables the 500-MHz clock

to this counter, the terminal count signal defines the

selected delay arming.
In short, the measurement sequence is as follows. The

SYNC signal in the external arming channel goes to the

sequencer, enabling the 500-MHz time base to clock the

event counter. The terminal count signal from this counter

defines the block holdoff time, signaling the sequencer to

start the 10-g,s sample-arm signal. Next, the sequencer syn-

chronizes the sample-arm signal with the channel A events,

creating latch signals for the RF input event counter and

the time base. Finally, the latched values of the event

counter and time base are stored in the memory system as

raw data. After acquiring the data for all 1000 measure-

ments, the processor assumes control and processes the

raw data into measurement results. Fig. 4 shows the HP

5371A display of frequency versus time for this measure-

ment.
This example outlines the basic hardware operation for

the single-channel frequency measurement with time inter-

val arming. For more information on other HP 5371A mea-

surement configurations, see reference 3. The next section

will cover the theory and operation of the four maior sub-

blocks of the measurement hardware in more detail.

Sequencer
The sequencer is one of two ASICs (application-specific

integrated circuits) developed in-house for the HP 5371,{.

Fabricated using the HP5 process (a S-GHz ft, bipolar pro-

cess), this digital IC operates at frequencies in excess of

500 MHz. Containing over 2000 transistors and dissipating

3W, the sequencer occupies a 4.56 x 4.74-mm die packaged

in a 72-pin printed circuit pin-grid array, or PCPGA (see

Fie. 5). Mounting the die on the PCPGA's gold-plated, cop-

per heat slug and attaching a three-finned machined alumi-

num heat sink allows the sequencer to operate with only

a 10"CAV iunction temperature rise above ambient at the

air intake. This low thermal resistance keeps the junction

temperature below 90"C under worst-case operation and

contributes to the reliability of the sequencer.

As illustrated in the preceding measurement example,

the sequencer serves as the signal-routing hub of the mul-

tiple-chip continous count system, and performs the signal

switching, arming, and gating for the two input channels.

55 control bits in the sequencer configure it for the selected

measurement and provide two-stage sequential arming for

Fig. 5. fhe sequencer is one of two application-specific lCs

developed fot the HP 5371A. lt controls complex arming con-
figurations for input slgnals to 500 MHz.
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both stop and start arming. For two-channel time interval
measurements, a parity detector keeps track of events on
both channels to measure edge-pair relationships consis-
tently. This feature eliminates bimodal distributions.*

The sequencer architecture consists of two nearly iden-
tical channels, each containing an arming section and a
clock section as shown in Fig. 6. The clock section selects
the signal to be counted and routes it to the event counter.
The arming section selects the sources of the latch signals
for the event counters and the time base after the arming
requirements for the measurement are satisfied. Designed
to minimize crosstalk and jitter effects, the sequencer con-
tributes less than 25 ps rms jitter to any measurement.

Event Counters
The HP 537LA has two 32-bit event counters. Each re-

ceives clocks and latches from the sequencer, and outputs
Iatched count values on the fly, without resetting the count-
er. Each 32-bit counter consists of two 16-bit, cascadable,
zero-dead-time (ZDT) counters. The ZDT counter chip is
the other ASIC developed for the HP 537'1,A. Operating in
excess of 500 MHz and, like the sequencer, fabricated in
the HPs process, the ZDT chip contains over 1500 transis-
tors and dissipates 1.5W. It  occupies a 4.56 x 3.43-mm die
packaged in a 72-pin PCPGA. Fig. 7 shows the printed
circuit board assembly containing the ASICs (six ZDT chips
and one sequencer).
' ln counter/t lmers without this leature, arming ambigulties cause t(t ime interval) measure-
ments under some conditions to give the desired time rnterual, and under other conditions
to give the signal period minus the desired time interval, therebV oroducino bimodal mea_

As shown in the measurement example, the ZDT chip
counts events and outputs latched data to the measurement
memory system. The ZDT chip also outputs the terminal
count signal, which the sequencer can use as an arming
qualifier. The ZDT chip accepts 16 bits of preset data and
a 13-bit control word that sets the binary scaling ratio and
the ZDT counter operating mode. Three address lines plus
a chip-select signal control I/O on the multiplexed, bidirec-
t ional, 16-bit  ZDT bus.

The ZDT latches count data on the fly at input frequen-
cies in excess of 500 MHz. It achieves this with a cascadable
architecture that synchronizes the latch command with the
clock and then maintains this relationship through all 16
bits (see FiC. B). Latching rates are limited by the clock-to-
data-valid time of the counter (> 1.0 MHz with two cascaded
ZDT chips forming a 3Z-bit counter). Two fully parallel
latch paths in the ZDT allow two latches to be taken back-to-
back over the full operating bandwidth of the ZDT chip
(>500 MHz). This overcomes some of the latch-rate limita-
tions imposed by the clock-to-data-valid time of the count-
er. In addition, time interval measurements through zero
time can be made using only one ZDT chain, because the
parallel latch paths handle two totally independent latches.

Time Base
The purpose of the time base is to time-tag every latched

event count, thereby building a time history of the latched
event counts. From this, frequency or time interval can be
analyzed as a function of time. As shown in Fig. 3, the
time base consists of the time counter, which counts a
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Fig.6. Sinplified sequencer block diagram. Ihe sources and qualifiers shown are the nstru-
ment inputs (channel A, channel B, external arm) and other arming qualifiers from the measure-

ment hardware.
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Fig.7. Pinted circuit board assembly containing one se-
quencer and six zero-dead-time (ZDT) counter lCs.

synthesized 500-MHz clock phase-locked to the frequency

standard, and the interpolator. Two ZDT chips form the

32-bit  t ime counter, which operates l ike an event counter

dedicated to counting the 500-MHz t ime base clock.

Latches to the time counter come from the sequencer

much like latches to the event counter. 'They differ, hou'-

ever, from latches to the event counter because they must

f irst be synchronized with the 500-MHz t ime base clock'

This sychronization occurs before interpolat ion. Fig. I  i l -

lustrates this measurement t iming relat ionship.

The interpolator assembly performs two functions: it syn-

chronizes the event latch signal with the 500-MHz t ime

base clock, transforming it into a time latch, and it quantizes

the time interval between the event latch and the time

Iatch. Each t ime-tag consists of the t ime counter result,

with Z-ns resolut ion, and the interpolator result,  which

quantizes the t ime dif ference between the t ime latch and

the event latch with 200-ps resolut ion. These results are

combined during measurement processing, giving 200-ps

resolut ion for each t ime-tagged event count.

Interpolation Technique
The interpolat ion technique is based on a control led race

condition between the event and time latches. As shown

in Fig. 10, the two latch signals go to a bank of nine high-

speed D f l ip-f lops which determine the relat ive phase be-

tween the two signals at nine equally spaced stages in the

race. The race spans the 2-ns period of the t ime base clock'

With the race fixed such that the event latch signal is

progressively delayed by 200 ps per stage (one t ime quan-

tum per stage), the f l ip-f lop outputs wil l  quantize the orig-

inal time interval between the two raced latches. Logical

one and zero outputs indicate event latch leading and time

Iatch leading, respectively. The stage in the race where the

relative phase changes from event latch leading to time

latch leading determines the original time interval between

the latches within 200 ps, and thereby quantizes it. The

fl ip-f lops output a thermometer code, which is converted

into a binary code and stored with the event count and

time count in the memory system. The advantages of this

interpolation technique over other time-to-digital convert-

ers are higher conversion rates and elimination of time-to-

ampli tude conversion circuits.

Memory System
The HP 5371A can measure signals as long as B s with

resolut ion to 200 ps, and can count up to four bi l l ion events

on both channels with 1-event resolut ion. These large

dynamic ranges, 4 x 1010 and 4 x 10e, place heavy demands

on the measurement memory width because the HP 5371'A

always stores full-precision raw data. Combining these raw

data memory requirements with the measurement status-

bit memory requirements results in a measurement memory

wid th  o f  112 b i ts .  The memory  sys lem a lso  suppor ts  the

10-MHz maximum sampling rate, so the instrument has an

information bandwidth potential in excess of t  GHz.

The processed measurement memory depth depends on

the mode of operation. The raw measurement memory

depth is BK samples. However, because of processing l imi-

tat ions, only 1000 individual processed measurements per

block are available from the front panel (larger measure-

ment sample sizes can be accumulated for statistical

analysis by acquiring multiple blocks). Two-channel fre-

quency, period, and totalize measurements require twice

)
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the raw data of the single-channel measurement, so only

500 measurements per block are available.

A host computer, reading raw binary data over the HP-IB'

overcomes the processing limitations and can access the

full BK measurement memory depth. This nets 4095 indi-

vidual processed measurements per block for single-chan-

nel measurements (some measurements require two pieces

of raw data per processed measurement). For two-channel

measurements the net is 2o47 measurements per block.
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An Integrated Voice and Data Network
Based on Virtual Circuits
Developed as an HP Laboratories research project, this
network offers true integration of voice and data, a single
architecture for local and wide area networks, high
throughput, low host overhead, very good cost/
pertormance ratio, and effective inbrtacing to existing
standards.

by Robert Coackley and Howard L. Steadman

HE RAPID ACCEPTANCE of distributed data pro-
cessing, workstations, and personal computers has
made networking the critical unifying technology in

modern computing environments. Most of today's network-
ing technology is an extension of ideas developed in the
late 60s and early 70s. However, within the last 15 years
there has been significant change both in users'require-
ments and in the technology available to implement net-
works. This architecture was designed to address these
changes and to deal with what we consider to be the main
issues of an integrated voice and data network. The ar-
chitecture was developed as a research project of HP
Laboratories. Work on it has now ceased, and this paper
is a summary of the knowledge gained. One product re-
sulted from the project: HP StarLAN 10, a 1O-Mbit/s local
area network using twisted-pair wire.

The first design issue for an integrated voice and data
network is the true integration of voice and data in all
aspects of the network. While it may seem redundant to
raise this as an issue, there is an important point to be
made. Many systems and products provide both voice and
data services, but are not integrated in their design. For
example, many manufacturers' plans for ISDN envision
functionally separate switches for voice and data. If the
different services are provided by separate equipment,
there is no opportunity to take advantage of the increased
efficiency that the complementary nature of digital voice
and digital data allows. The results are increased cost and
lower performance.

The second issue is that of area coverage. Users need
networks that cover not only local areas, but campus, met-
ropolitan, national, and international areas as well. This
is particularly important to a company such as HP, since
many of our customers are geographically distributed, and
often even a single location will exceed the limits of the
current LAN technology.

The third issue is performance, particularly in the inter-
mediate level protocols. Many of these protocols were de-
veloped in the late 60s and early 70s for wide area networks
(WANs). Both the limitations of the transmission technol-
ogy and the implementation techniques employed at that
time dictated software intensive implementations of rela-
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tively complicated algorithms. While appropriate to those
circumstances, these protocols are not readily adaptable to
high speeds and are not well-matched to the characteristics
of modern links such as T1 or satellite links. The result is
that excessive demands are placed on the host, both in
CPU cycles and memory required. Even when these de-
mands are met, the network performance is often several
orders of magnitude lower than required.

The fourth issue is cost. As networks move out of the
laboratory and engineering departments and become perva-
sive within a company, cost becomes a maior concern. This
concern is driven both by the greatly increased number of
connections and by the extension of these facilities into
areas where capital investment is traditionally much lower.

In addition to these four issues, it is appropriate to under-
stand the role of networking standards. While recognizing
the importance of national and international standards, we
determined that the objectives of the architecture could
not be realized within the constraints of current standards.
The approach taken was to develop internal standards to
meet the design objectives while providing external inter-
faces compatible with international standards. These exter-
nal standard interfaces contribute no performance degrada-
tion other than what is inherent in the external standard.

This is exactly the strategy of systems such as packet
transport networks that use X.25 as the external interface.
They give complete freedom to the implementor in the
design of the internet. Thus a network with X.25 and X.75
interfaces is in every sense a standard network without
any regard to the implementation of the internet.

The architecture outlined in this article addresses all of
these issues and offers a connection-oriented network with
the advantages of virtual circuit switching, together with
error control and link failure recovery. The main contribu-
tions are:
r True integration of voice and data
I Single architecture for LANs, MANs, and WANs
r High throughput with low host overhead
r Very good cost/performance ratio
r Effective interfacing to existing standards,



Virtual Circuits
A virtuol circuit is a communications circuit that appears

to exist. There is no such physical circuit, but by careful

arrangement of the flow of data it is possible to simulate

the connection between any two endpoints' Fig. 1 shows

the concept of virtual circuits in a simple network. Gener-

ally, communication is achieved by forming the data into

packets of specified length including addressing informa-

tion (Figs. 2 and 3). Data is routed on a by-packet basis to

the appropriate nodes, but the main links in the network

will be carrying many interleaved packets for a variety of

destinations. There are no fixed end-to-end connections,

yet the user appears to have a communications link. The

important point to remember, in reference to this type of

network, is that the addressing is specific to each packet

and can therefore represent a substantial overhead that

restricts the rate of flow of data. Additionally, it is possible

for packets to arrive at nodes out of sequence' This doesn't

particularly matter for data communication, but would be

important for the communication of real-time services such

as speech. In general, virtual circuits are a universal trans-

port mechanism that consume transmission and switching

resources only when required. This dynamic allocation of

resources can benefit the user and the network substantially

through either enhanced throughput or reduction of the

network loading.
There are different ways of implementing the concept of

virtual circuits. The method used in this network is to pass

address information only at the start of communication

and thus improve the efficiency of the data link.

Network Architecture
The network architecture developed in this research proj-

ect combines the most desirable features of packet and
circuit switching with new technology that makes im-
plementation of the network practical. At the higher levels,
the architecture provides a virtual circuit network, with
its inherent simplicity for host computers and its transpar-
ency as viewed by the user. At the lowest level, it incorpo-
rates data framing on the individual transmission links to
provide reliable transmission over error-prone links and
to maintain multiplex synchronism between ends of the
link. At the intermediate levels, a hardware-based architec-
ture has been developed that overcomes the efficiency and

Fig 1. Virtual crTcults exlst between A and B, B and C, and

A and C, even though there are no direct links allocated to

individual users.

Fig2. lnformation communicated between users ls enclosed
in packets for transport through the network.

performance problems inherent in a switching node im-

plementation based on general-purpose processors' Central

to this architecture is a special-purpose hardware structure

that enables the system to perform the switching function

with very good cost/performance ratio and with high abso-

lute performance. From packet networks, the system design

takes highly efficient utilization of link bandwidth and

reliable data transport, and from circuit networks, good

matching to user requirements, namely, a transparent

bidirectional channel with small, bounded transmission

delays. The architecture also places most of the communi-

cations-oriented processing within the network. Thus the

host is relieved of the complexity of implementing those

functions and of the requirements for the code space and

computing power to execute them.

Since the network is truly integrated for all aspects of

transmission and switching, voice services are not handled

as a special case and will therefore only be referred to

occasionally. In particular, voice traffic is handled as a

real-time circuit to provide the bounded delay required for

acceptable performance, all other voice specific require-

ments being handled at the endpoints. In the simplest im-

plementation, the endpoint processing consists only of

analog-to-digital conversions and timing. It is interesting

to note that advanced voice transmission techniques such

as TASI (pause compression) and variable-rate encoding,

can be implemented solely by changes to the terminal

equipment and place no special demands upon the net-

work.
The network provides, then, direct virtual circuit service

to its users, with data transmitted transparently over each

virtual circuit. Route determination and circuit routing are

distributed and adaptive, and there are robust error control

Flg. 3. T he access link to the network may be submultiplexed
to give multiple virtual circuits per user'
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and data ordering schemes as part of a node-to-node pro-
tocol. The design also accommodates either link or switch-
ing node failures without introducing errors in the virtual
circuits routed through the failed components.

Network Structure
The network structure is very simple, since it consists

of identical switching nodes connected by data links in a
network of arbitrary topology. All nodes provide circuit
routing, network management, flow control, and error re-
covery functions as well as data transport. Additionally,
nodes that connect to user equipment provide some level
of command interpretation so that circuit connection and
disconnection and control of services can be invoked.

Communication Links
Communication links within the network are either oc-

cess l inks connecting user equipment to switching nodes,
or trunk . l inks used to interconnect nodes (Fig. +). In this
design the protocols used on trunk links are optimized for
the operation of the network and are invisible to the user.
Access l inks, howe,,er, may use standard protocols for the
connection of commonly used equipment to the network
or may have proprietary protocols where superior perfor-
mance is required. Access links may also be used to inter-
connect with other networks such as those using X.2b pro-
tocols.

Since access links are one of the most cost-sensitive ele-
ments of the design, we have developed a proprietary link
that optimizes the compromise between cost and perfor-
mance. This link accommodates voice and data traffic and
employs a digital transmission scheme to provide full-
duplex transmission over single-pair, twisted wiring, as
used in telephone systems. The technique is conceptually
simple in that each direction of transmission is separated
in time (Fig. 5), a scheme sometimes referred to as ping-
pong or time compression multiplex [TCM). In this design
the line rate used is 10 Mbits per second with Manchester
encoding for transmission of the clock component. Data
frames in each direction are of variable length up to a
maximum of 256 bytes. The protocol is bit-oriented and
has several features in common with the High-Level Data

Fig.4, General network structure
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Link protocol (HDLC), including bit stuffing for data trans-
parency, unique frame delimiters, and a sixteen-bit cyclic
redundancy check (CRC) for emor detection. The total over-
head for each frame is five bytes, which yields a utilization
efficiency in the range of 1.7"/o to 98% depending upon the
length of the frame.

Network operation does not depend upon the nature of
the trunk or access links, so a wide range of interconnect
technologies such as optical fiber, microwave, satellite, or
multiplexed cable can be accommodated. In particular,
simple phone wiring offers many advantages for access
links over short distances and would be the mosr common
medium for connecting workstations to the network.

Network Nodes
Node design is based on a hierarchical structure in which

fast but simple hardware deals with the most frequently
required task of switching data bytes. Lower-rate tasks such
as those associated with frames of data on a link are handled
by a processor dedicated to that link. Interactions between
links are even less frequent and are handled by a processor
supervising a number of links. The general physical struc-
ture is shown in Fig. 6. Alternative implementations of the
architecture distribute the function of the switching engine
to each link interface processor, where the storage array is
provided by a common shared memory.

Each link processor implements the interface between
shared switching memory in the node and a communica-
tion channel. Trunk link processors handle serial com-
munications, while an access link processor may interface
to a similar line, a parallel interface, or even a number of
UARTs for asynchronous terminal connections. The com-
mon control processor deals with network addressing at
the time each virtual circuit is established. It also manages
several other tasks, including network status reporting, ac-
counting, node diagnostics, failure reporting, and mainte-
nance support. As mentioned earlier, there is a special
hardware processor designed to optimize network perfor-
mance. This is the frame engine (see Fig. 7.1.

The frame engine consists of a storage array and various
processors that together perform the functions of the switch-
ing engine of Fig. 6. The storage array contains data waiting
to be passed through the node together with details of the
linkages between the data elements. Tear,build engines
construct or disassemble frames in close cooperation with
the queue descriptor processor. The mapper and the service
vector processor provide data to the queue descriptor pro-
cessor to identify whether a virtual circuit has data waiting
for transmission and to determine the details of the map-
ping across the node. Mapping is the linking of virtual
circuits to queue descriptions for locating data within the
storage anay. Switching is achieved within the frame en-
gine by linking different virtual circuits to queues in the
storage array.

Fig. 5. Time compression multiplexing (ping-pong). Data
frames going in opposite directions are separated in time.



It is possible to expand the capacity of a node by adding
a frame engine interface card, which provides a bus link
for additional frame engines to communicate with the
appropriate queue descriptor processors and storage arrays.

Data Link Layer Design
The data link layer of the network design is fundamental

to the operation of the network and specifies the frame
structure and trunk Iink protocol. Here we describe the
design with reference to a simple dedicated trunk link con-
necting two nodes. Link operation is full-duplex and sym-
metrical, so we only need to consider the operation of one
half of the link.

Each frame is made up of three major sections: a header
containing frame identification information, a body con-
taining virtual circuit data and flow control information,
and a check and acknowledgment field to verify reliable
frame transmission.

The general format within the trunk link frame is shown
in Fig. B. Frame length is link specific, that is, the frame
length is fixed for a given link, but can be optimized for
particular link types to accommodate error rate or delay
specifications. Frames are sent across the link and are
acknowledged by the receiver. Each individual frame is
acknowledged selectively by the use of sequence numbers.
The sequence numbers are assigned cyclically, that is, mod-
ulo some number, using a parameter to specify the cyclical
range, which is set large enough to eliminate ambiguity.
The sequence number is a 16-bit binary number whose
maximum value is defined by the window size at the re-
ceiver and determines the number of frames that can be
sent before an acknowledgment must be received. The
acknowledgment fields shown as 1st Ack and 2nd Ack in Fig.
B contain 16-bit sequence numbers of frames that were
correctly received from the sending node. Two acknowl-
edgment fields are provided to allow time separation of
multiple acknowledgments, thereby enhancing network re-
liability.

Error control is accomplished by means of a 32-bit CRC
and a 16-bit flag using the generating polynomial specified
by AUTODIN and Ethernet. The decision to use a 32-bit
CRC and a 16-bit flag was based on our desire for high
reliability. It has been shownl that significant improve-
ments in link reliability require both the 32-bit CRC and a
16-bit flag. This can be done with no change in throughput
for traffic patterns where frames exceed 1500 bits in length.
Typical frame lengths for practical voice/data networks

meet this criterion. Each frame is protected by the CRC
generated by the sender and checked by the receiver, which
acknowledges each correctly received frame. Frames not

acknowledged within the period defined by the window
size are retransmitted by the sender to achieve error control.
The design also makes provision for multiple retransmis-

sions to improve the probability of correct reception for
retransmitted frames. In the present design, retransmitted
frames are sent twice. These are separated by several other
frames to reduce the chance that a single error burst would
corrupt both attempts. The probability of enors in both of
the retransmitted frames is negligibly low. These tech-

niques improve the responsiveness and overall efficiency
of  l ink  communica l ion

Trunk link frames are separated by a single flag which

consists of a 16-bit pattern defined as leading and trailing
zeros  w i th  14  ones  in  be tween (0111111111111110) .  The
flag pattern is unique and must not be allowed to occur

accidentally within the frame bands. To avoid this, a
technique known as bit stuffing is used. The transmitter
inserts a zero bit after any sequence of 13 contiguous one

bits whenever this pattern occurs in the data. At the re-
ceiver, whenever 13 contiguous one bits are received fol-
lowed by a zero the receiver will discard the zero. If there
are 14 contiguous one bits, the pattern will be interpreted
as a flag marking the beginning or end of a frame.

The virtual circuit segment consists of data for one or
more virtual circuits. The field is of fixed length for a given
link and may be up to 512 bytes long. Its internal structure
is formatted by the frame engine. To provide maximum
transmission efficiency, we compress the virtual circuit
number by using increments to identify individual virtual
circuits. On many occasions the increment will be express-
ible in six bits, but if the increment is large, an increment
extension of up to 12 bits is available. [n processing a frame,
the current virtual circuit number is assumed to start at 0,
and the first few virtual circuits are used for control infor-
mation. Fig. 9 shows the outline of the scheme.

Fig. 9a shows three virtual circuits: A-E, B-F, and C-G.
These could represent links between hosts, between work-
stations. or between workstations and hosts. The frame
structure would be as shown in Fig. 9b. Now assume that
source B is quiescent for a while. The frame would then
be as shown in Fig. 9c. Thus the main body of the trunk
link frame is composed of segments for each virtual circuit

Fig.7. Frame engine block diagramFig. 6. Network node structure
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with a virtual circuit header as part of each segment. The
header carries both the increment value and the length of
the segment. The increment value is used to identify the
virtual circuit number and is called avO.

The network design provides for multiple classes of ser-
vice. The present design provides control of delay for cer-
tain user services by defining two classes of service. The
class of service is changed by means of a delta-class-of-ser-
vice bit, which is used in association with the virtual circuit
increment value. The two classes adopted in the prototype
network are:
r Real-time service (includes voice services)
r Bulk data service.

To accommodate all this control, two forms of segment
header are employed (see Fig. 10). The first is the normal
two-byte header with six bits available for the virtual circuit
increment value, and the second is an extended three-byte
header with 12 bits for the virtual circuit increment value.
Extended headers are identified by setting the leading bit
to one, and additional protection from ambiguity with an
end-of-frame byte is provided by setting the second bit to
zero. The third bit in the extended header is the delta-class-
of-service bit. The normal header is most commonly used
because the algorithm does keep virtual circuit numbering
densely packed, but the extended header must be used for
a class-of-service change. Extended headers can be concate-
nated to provide for very large increment values. The need
for such large increments is very rare.

Virtual circuit segment headers also contain three flow
control bits (tc), which will be referred to later,

Flow and Congestion Control
Flow control is a mechanism whereby a slow receiver

can hold off a fast sender. Congestion control deals with
the problem of more traffic at some point in the subnet
than there are resources available. In this network design
the two controls are provided by a single mechanism,
which obeys two guiding principles:
r Network resources should only be overallocated in a

manner consistent with the planned grade of service.
I If service has been guaranteed, then that guarantee

should be honored. If no guarantee has been given, then
equal treatment should be given to all members of a
given service class.
The flow/congestion control protocol chosen is based on

the concept of bockpressure. The basic principle is that
only those virtual circuits feeding into a congested area are
affected. Control then propagates to all the sources con-
tributing to the congestion and reduces (or stops) their
inputs, leaving other traffic sources undisturbed. The net-
work applies selective flow control to each individual vir-

Acknowledgment
and

Check Bits

Frame

Fig.8. Trunk link frame format.
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tual circuit and operates on positive transmission permits.
The issuance of transmission permits is based on the con-
cept of units of permission, which are guarantees that buffer
space is available in a particular node. A transmission per-
mit indicates the willingness of a receiver to accept a quan-
tum of bytes from the sender. These techniques provide
compression of control information throughout the net-
work and contribute to the adaptive nature of the architec-
ture. In the prototype implementation we used 32 bytes as
the unit of permission. All information is error-protected
and the transmission permits are communicated within
virtual circuit segments to gain the error protection afforded
by the trunk Iink error control, thereby maintaining net-
work reliability.

As shown in Fig. 10, there are three flow control bits.
Bit fc2 is the permission bit. Bits fcO and fct are used as
virtual circuit acknowledgments to provide for two-hop
acknowledgment, allowing the network to deal with link
or node failures.

Nodes implement the two-hop acknowledgment scheme
by passing back an acknowledgment periodically on the
return channel to the second-previous node (if there is one)
along a virtual circuit, saying how many characters were
received on that circuit since the last acknowledgment.
When this acknowledgment is received, a node is free to
discard the acknowledged characters in that virtual circuit
buffer, thus making room for more data. All data is saved
until an acknowledgment is received, so that when the
intermediate node notices a communication failure and
forces an attempt to reroute the virtual circuit, no data that
was within the failed node is lost.

Tokens are employed to mark the start and end of a data
stream that is being returned to the access node as a result
of a communication failure. These tokens enable nodes to
match data streams so that if there is an alternate route.
then a contiguous stream will arrive at the destination node
even when there is a link or node failure.

a Virtual Circuit #1 E

(a)

c-c

Fig.9. (aJ Threevirtualcircuits. (b) Frame structure. (c) Frame
structure after B is quiescent tor a while.



Network Routing
In complex networks, particularly in nonlocal ones

where the cost of transmission is significant, the assign-

ment of circuits to optimum or near optimum routes has

a significant economic benefit. However, optimization is

one of the more complex problems that any network has

to deal with. It is further complicated by the dynamic nature

of the effective topology of the network and the available

resources. This occurs because of the variations in loading

on network'resources and the failure or impairment of links

or nodes.
Evaluation of route costs is a linear-programming prob-

lem, which for small networks is a fairly simple task. How-

ever, as the size of the network grows then route evaluation

can become a significant problem.

Some networks solve the problem by using a central

supervisory machine, which interrogates the network to

assess its topology and then computes the best routes.

Others use manual assessment of alternatives followed by

selection of a route based on the load and class of service.

Our network design uses a decentralized adaptive ap-

proach, in which no single node or resource has total

knowledge of the topology and loads. The routing algorithm

adapts to topological changes and adjusts routings automat-

ically as loadings vary. The network also accepts new nodes

without manual intervention and recovers from link or

node failures without introducing errors.

Routing Objectives and Strategy
In this network the routing objectives are:

I Provide near optimal routes for virtual circuits
r Distribute the traffic load
r Control congestion
I Maximize the number of potential virtual circuits.

The routing strategy has three basic components:
I A measurement process for determining values of net-

work state parameters
r An analysis algorithm to evaluate routes
I A routing control mechanism for deciding how to route

traffic.
The measurement process is solely a local function. Each

node in thb network is responsible for maintaining and
updating information about the links attached to it and the
resources available within the node for new virtual circuits.

Costs are route evaluation criteria. They are held in the
route table. They may be developed from parameters such
as delay, bandwidth available, or other route parameters
that influence route selection, Cost comparisons are based
on the product of cost values from the route table weighted

Byte n Byte n+l

Byte n+l Byte n+2

Fig. 10. (a) Normal header format. (b) Extended header for-
maI.

by the service class.

The route analysis algorithm determines the minimum-

cost path from each node in the network to a particular

node. This analysis is carried out for every node in the

network to produce minimum-cost paths between a given

node and all other nodes. Similar route analysis algorithms

have been published.2'3
It is important that route analyses should be carried out

frequently enough to ensure that virtual circuit requests

receive near optimal routings. Conversely, the route

analysis algorithm should not be invoked too frequently,

because this would consume network resources unduly.

We used a routing simulator to develop a suitable com-

promise for the interval between route analyses.
Within the network, each node is responsible for initiat-

ing its own route analysis. There are several situations in

which a node may initialize such a route analysis:

r Periodic updates as outlined earlier
r Disaster recovery within the network
r A large difference between real costs and the costs held

in the route table.
A particular node Ni initiates route analysis so that all

other nodes can determine the minimum-cost route to Nt.

The algorithm is the same for each node except the originat-

ing node.
Route analysis begins when Ni sends a cost message to

each of its neighbors. The cost message has three parame-

ters:
r gen#. The current generation of route analysis for Nr.

r Destination. The originator of the cost message. This is

used as the index for the route table.
r c;1. The cost of the route from Nt to Ni, where N, was the

last node to receive the cost message.
Every node maintains a routing table indexed by destina-

tion node. Each entry contains the most recent generation

number for route analysis initiated by that destination, the

current minimum route cost to the destination, and the

adjacent link along this route to the destination.
When a node Ni receives a cost message from a neighbor

node N;, two comparisons are made. If the gen# is the same

as that stored, the stored cost value becomes the lower of

the stored route cost and the received route cost' If the
gen# is a new one, then the gen# and the cost value are

both updated. To make the cost comparison, the node must

add the cost of the adjacent link over which the message

Fig. 1 1. Messages and initial routing tables for routes to node
F

Rc

@
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was received to the cost contained in the message to arrive
at a value for the total cost of the route. Generation numbers
are cycled (modulo 16) to keep the gen# value within a
limited range. However, the range is large enough to ensure
that there is no ambiguity in gen# values.

For example, consider the partial network in Fig. 11.
Node F sends out its initial routing cost message. This will
consist of Destination : F and Cii : 0 since the node is only
speaking for i tself .  When D and C receive this message,
each adds the cost of the link from F to the message, storing
the complete message and the name of the link in its own
routing table. During the next phase, both C and D transmit
a routing cost message for the route to F with the informa-
tion as collected in their routing tables. For simplicity, this
is only shown on the diagram as being sent by node D, but
in practice, both C and D would send routing messages to
all their neighbors. Routing performance is improved by
not sending messages back to originating nodes such as F.
Further improvement is provided by not forwarding new
messages when routing cost changes are trivial.

The message sent from D to C would then be 1,f,10, to
which C would add the cost of the link to port 3 on D,
giving a routing table entry of:

Rc : gen#, port of node C, total route cost (C to F)

or, in this case,

R c  :  1 ' 2 ' 1 3

Since R" already has an entry of R" : 1,3,05 and this is
a lower-cost route, the data from D is discarded. Using this
technique, the algorithm quickly converges and is stable.
In practice, the route table is extended to include several
of the most recent generations. This allows overlapping
circuit setup and route computation.

The algorithm is shown in Fig. 12. It has the following
attributes:
I The circuit is routed entirely according to a single cost

generation. This avoids inconsistencies.
r Route determination is on a per-circuit basis. Addition-

ally, the network provides a reroute-on-fail mechanism
to protect against link or node failures. This mechanism
can also be invoked if a routing becomes grossly subop-
timal.

I Nodes disappear from the routing table if their informa-
tion is old. That is to say, nodes are removed from the
routing table if an update has not been received within
a reasonable time limit. A limit of ten times the update
period is sufficient, since users will not experience a
connection failure because of an attempt to use a route
that is no longer available. In such cases it is the setup
that will fail.

Making a Connection
To establish a circuit, the originating device will assign

an identification number to the connection. This is unique
for the originating node and will be used to identify all
subsequent programmatic requests. At the same time, an
extended virtual circuit description is also prepared and a
request is given for the access interface to send a connect
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message to the local node. The common control processor
at the local node chooses the outbound link for the re-
quested connection based on its route cost table, and selects
the lowest available virtual circuit number for the circuit
on that link. This is forwarded along the link command
circuit with the connect message to the next node.

At each node, the connect request is checked to make
sure that the service it requests can be satisfied. If not, then
a reply is sent over the full-duplex link to the originator
with a connect denial message. The connect denial message
travels back over the outbound route, releasing reserved
resources at each node. If a node can honor a connecr
request, it reserves resources, modifies the request to indi-
cate the current route cost, and forwards the request to-
wards the destination, using the local routing table.

When the connect message reaches a node having the
destination address, the node completes an access link spe-
cific transaction with the addressed device to complete the
circuit. If the connect request is accepted, the called node
creates a connect grant message, which travels back along
the route. The grant message carries the actual costs of the
circuit as routed, so the originator can decide whether the
circuit is acceptable. The circuit is then readv for full-
duplex traffic.

Fig. 12. Routing algorithm



Automatic Reroute
Rerouting can take place either to improve service or to

deal with failures encountered in links or nodes. In the
Iatter case, the objective in rerouting will be to preserve

the connection and to honor the promise of data delivery
in sequence and without error. The commitment to delay
time or bandwidth may not be met since this will depend
upon the remaining topology and the traffic capacity of the
remaining network.

The mechanism makes use of foldback nodes, which are
the nodes detecting a broken link or a node failure between
them. Fig. 10 shows the flow control bits (fc), which provide
a two-hop acknowledgment mechanism. These flow con-
trol bits are part of the virtual circuit header, and thus
provide control information between nodes through which
the particular virtual circuit is routed. This allows for reten-
tion of data at a node even when a link or node farther
along the virtual circuit has failed. By virtue of these
acknowledgments, it is also possible to identify the point

in the data stream at which a failure occurred. so that the
foldback node can then transmit data from its buffers back
to a point where a new connection can be established.
When the buffer contents have been sent back to the point

of departure from the original route, then the originating
node will be allowed to resume data transmission, giving

the effect of a perfect virtual circuit with just a short delay
introduced by the retransmission period.

Routing Simulation
Extensive testing by simulation has shown that the

dynamic routing algorithm is very effective in distributing
load on alternate paths without introducing excessive con-
trol overhead. The convergence of the algorithm was
proven both in theoretical arguments and in tests run on
a simulator using several network examples. The number
of update messages exchanged on each link during the
routing table computation at all nodes has been shown to
grow linearly with the number of nodes in a typical net-
work. This corresponds to the theoretical lower bound that
applies to any dynamic routing algorithm. However, the
upper bound for this algorithm allows the number of mes-
sages to grow as fast as the square of the number of nodes.
For this situation, we introduced a modification to the
algorithm called a hold-down. The hold-down operates to

delay the propagation of routing cost updates on slow (and
generally more costlyJ links while transmitting the updates
immediately on low-cost links. This technique does indeed
help in pathological situations, but offers no advantages or
penalties in those networks where the number of cost mes-
sages tends toward the lower bound. Judicious use of the
hold-down can restrict the number of update cost messages
to a linear growth.

The load leveling properties of the algorithm have been
shown to use multiple paths very effectively. In simulation
testing, the performance for multiple-path situations came
within 15% of the theoretical upper bound. The ability to
make good use of multiple paths depends on the rate at
which the routing tables are refreshed. Intuitively, one ex-
pects that the routing update period should be small com-
pared with the average user session duration. This was
confirmed by experimental work: for an average session
duration of 3 minutes, the throughput degraded progres-

sively if the update intervals were increased from 5 seconds
to 100 seconds. A good operating point in these tests was
around 20 seconds.
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tool. He first came to the HP Boise Division as a
summer employee in 1980, then joined the Col-
orado lC Div is ion fu l l { ime in 1982. Craig 's BSEE
degree (1 981 ) and MSEE degree (1 982) are from
Montana State University. He ls a volunteer for Ouf
door Colorado, an environmental organization.
Born in Pocatello, ldaho, he lives in Fort Collins,
Colorado. His o{thour activities include both water
and snow ski ing,  h ik ing,  backpacking,  aerobics,
and motorcyling.
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Thomas M. Higgins, Jr.
The relerence loop and the
lloating output amplilier
conversion were Tom Hig-
gins '  main responsibi l i t ies
in the development of the
HP 89044 lvlultifunction
Synthesizer. He has
worked on a gallium arse-
nide pulse modulator in the
past, and recently started

work on a new product development. Tom at-
tended Montana State Universlty. where he re-

ceived his BSEE degree in 1 985, the year he loined
the Spokane Division of HP. Pursuing continued
study, he is working toward an MSEE degree at

Washington State University. Born in Alexandria,
Virginia, Tom resides in Spokane, Washington As
his lavorite pastimes, he lists wave-jumping in the

Columbia Gorge, skiing, woodworking, and restor-

rng old cars and his Victorian house.
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Mark D. Talbot
Author 's  b iography appears elsewhere in th is

section.

Synthes izer  Apo l ica t ion<

Kenneth S. Thompson

,-::,*

A member of the marketing
staff and a product plan-
ning engineer at  HP's
Spokane Division, Ken
Thompson was responsi-
ble for the introduction of
the HP 89044 Multilunction
Synthesizer. He served in a
similar capacity when the
HP 89038 Audio Analyzer

was developed and introduced. Ken ioined HP in
1 983, the year he received his BSEE degree from
Brigham Young University. Ken's primary interests
are in analog electronic design. He was born in
Boise, ldaho, and now resides with his wife and
three children in Spokane, Washinglon. He is active
in his church and enjoys flying radio-controlled
model  p lanes,  bui ld ing stereo audio equipment,
and playing his electronic synthesizer.
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David J. Schwartz
While attendrng college,
Dave Schwartz worked as
an avionlcs technic ian.  He
jolned HP in 1980, when he
graduated f rom the Califor-
nia Polytechnic State Uni-
vers i ty  at  San Luis Obispo
with a BSEE degree. As a
product ion engineer,  he
worked on such products

as the HP 8901 B lvlodulation Analyzer and the HP
86624 and HP 86634 Synthesized Signal
Generators. When he was later assigned to test en-
gineer ing,  h is projects inc luded the HP 86424, HP
89044, and HP 86454 Synthesizers. Dave has writ-
ten and coauthored articles for Microwave Systems
News and the Microwave Journal. He was born ln
New Rochelle, New York, and lives in Post Falls,
ldaho. He is an amateur pilot and also enloys
photography and sailing.

Alan L. Mccormick
Alan McCormick attended
the Spokane Technical ln-
stitute, where in 1983 he re-
ceived an AAS degree in
digital electronics. He
came to HP in the same
year. Hisassignments as a
l ine technic ian included
providing production
iiaison on the HP 89034

and HP 89038 Audio Analyzers and on the HP
8904A MultiJunction Synthesrzer. He also served as
a programming instructor. Alan was born in Santa
Ana, California. He resides in Spokane,
Washington, is married, and has a daughter. His
wile is a receiving supervisor at HP's Spokane Di-
v is ion.  His outs ide interests inc lude music and
audio engineering, particularly sound reinforce-
ment technioues.

When he jo ined HP in 1978,
development and produc-
t ion engineer ing on NMOS-
l l l  RAM lCs were among
Dale Beucler's first pro-
jects. During development
of  the HP 8904A Mult r f  unc-
tion Synthesizer, he worked

' 
on the digital waveform
synthesis lC,  and lC design

continues to be his main professional focus. Dale's
BSEE degree is lrom the California Polytechnic
State University at Pomona (1978). He was born in
West Covina, Calilornia, is married, and lives in Fort
Collins. Colorado. As his leisure activities, he likes
running,  h ik ing,  sk i ing,  and tandem bicycl ing wi th
his wife.

James O. Barnes
As a development engineer
at HP's Colorado Inte-
grated Circui t  Div is ion,  J im
Barnes was responsible for
the design of the digital
waveform synthesis lC for
the HP 89044. In prior as-
s ignments,  he helped de-
velop the NMOS-Ill pro-

cess and was active in mar-

Craig A. Heikes
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Muftifunction Synthesizer tor Building
Complex Waveforms
The H P 8904 Auses digital synthesis and V LSI technology
to provide a highly reliable tool for demanding applicatians
like VOR, lLS, FM sfereo, and communication signaling.

by Fred H. lves

ODERN COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS employ
complex modulation formats, sometimes using
subcarriers or t ime varying signals to increase their

capacity and usability. The divergent testing requirements
imposed by these systems have been typical ly solved with
one-of-a-kind custom solut ions. This is a costly and some-
t imes unrel iable solut ion. The HP 89044 Mult i function
Synthesizer (Fig. f  )  was developed to provide a low-cost,
high-performance alternative to these application-specif ic
complex waveform synthesis solut ions.

The HP 8904A uses VLSI technology to create complex
waveforms from six fundamental waveforms: sine, square,
tr iangle, ramp, Gaussian white noise, and dc. Sine waves
are provided in the range from 0.1 Hz to 600 kHz with O.'t -Hz
resolut ion. The square, ramp, and tr iangle waveforms are
available from 0.1 Hz to 50 kHz. All waveform values in
the HP 8904A are digital ly calculated in real t ime by HP's
digital waveform synthesis IC (DWSIC). The use of this IC
results in signals that have well-defined accuracy and exact
repeatability.

The standard HP 89044 routes al l  signals to a single
output, and with Option 002 a second f loating output can
be added, providing a separate signal for two-channel ap-
pl icat ions. Option 001 adds three more identical synthesiz-
ers (channels) which can either modulate the first synthe-
sizer or be summed to the output (see Fig. 2). Frequency,
ampli tude, waveform, phase, and destination can be inde-
pendently set for each synthesizer. Available modulation
types for channel A include AM, FM, dM, DSBSC fdouble-
sideband suppressed carrier), and pulse modulation. The
HP 89044 provides fast hop in frequency, phase, and/or
amplitude with Option 003. This feature can be used to
create digital modulation formats. By hopping in fre-
quency, FSK (frequency shift keying) and other frequency
switching modulation formats with up to 16 frequencies
can be generated. BPSK, QPSK, and other phase shifting
formats can be made by hopping in phase.

The HP 8904A can be used in applications such as navi-
gation, commercial electronics, audio testing, and com-
munications signaling. For navigation applications the HP
89044, used as a modulation source in combination with
an RF signal generator, can generate VOR (VHF omnirange)
and ILS (instrument landing system) signals (see Fig. 3).
These signals are used by modern aircraft for navigation.
For VOR, channel B is used to frequency modulate channel
A, while channel C is summed with the modulated channel
A. The bearing angle can be changed by altering the relative
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phase of channel C. The minimum bearing angle resolut ion
is 0,1 degree. Since the entire VOR composite waveform
is calculated in real t ime by the digital waveform synthesis
IC, the HP 89044 Option 001 can del iver typical bearing
accuracy on the order of +0.05 degree. High accuracy can
also be achieved in the generation of the instrument landing
system local izer signal, which determines the center of the
runway, and the gl ide slope signal, which determines the
angle of the aircraft descent. These modulation signals are
formed very precisely by the simple addit ion of gO-Hz and
150-Hz tones.

In conjunction with an RF signal generator, the HP 89044
can generate the signals required to test commercial FM
stereo receivers. FM stereo mult iplex composite signals
require exceptional phase and amplitude linearity to main-
tain good stereo separation (see Fig.  ) .  The HP Bg04A can
generate stereo composite signals that typically maintain
greater than 65 dB separation over the full 2O-Hz-to-IE-kHz

Fig. 1. Ihe HP 89044 Multifunction Synthestzer uses the
iatest yLS/ technology to create complex waveforms from
digitally synthesized sine, square, tilangle, ramp, Gausstan
white noise, and dc waveforms. ln addition to the standard
internal synthesrzer (channel), three more identical internal
synthesizers can be added. The option that adds the three
addional synthesizers also provides AM, FM, 0M, DSBSC,
and pulse modulatron. Application areas for the HP 89O4A
include audio testing, navigation, commercral electrontcs and
communications.
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Measurement

Option 002

Tone Burst Sine Wave Envelope
Fig,2. Block diagram of the internal HP 8904A synthesizers and some of the waveforms they

can generate.
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audio bandwidth. Synthesizer accuracy gives an exact re-
lationship between the 19-kHz pilot tone and the 3B-kHz
DSBSC subcarrier. Since the DSBSC modulation is calcu-
lated in the HP 8904A by the DWSIC, subcarrier suppres-
sion is greater than 70 dB. Unlike dedicated stereo encod-
ers, the HP 8904A can vary frequency, phase, and ampli-
tude for parametric testing. For example, the pilot tone
amplitude can be varied to test phase-locked loop stereo
decoder chips for lock range.

The HP 89044 can generate many types of signals used
in audio applications. By summing or modulating with the
four internal channels, the HP 8904A can generate signals
that conform to international standards such as CCITT (In-

ternational Consultative Committee for Telephone and
Telegraph) twin tone, and SMPTE (Society of Motion Pic-
ture and Television Engineers) intermodulation test signals
(see Fig. 5). Typical residual intermodulation distortion is
less than - 70 dB. Other useful audio signals that can be
generated by the HP 89044 include the IHFM (Institute of
High Fidelity ManufacturersJ dynamic headroom test sig-
nal and a phase continuous linear sweep signal.

In addition to three internal channels, Option 001 also
adds three sequence modes to the HP 89044: tone sequence
mode, dual-tone multifrequency (DTMF) sequence mode,
and digital sequence mode. These sequence modes can be

used to generate signals for paging radios, mobile tele-
phones, and two-way radios. The tone sequencing mode

allows entry of 16 different sine wave tones, each with an
on time and an off time. From these 16 tones, sequences
can be built up to a length of 250 tones. The minimum on
or off time is 800 ps with 10-g.s resolution, while the
maximum value is 655.35 ms. Timing accuracy is better
than 120 ps.

DTMF (dual-tone multifrequency) mode allows genera-
tion of sequences of telephone-type signals up to 250 sig-
nals in length. In this mode the HP 8904A can generate

the 16 standard frequency pairs defined by the Bell Tele-
phone System (Bell Technico.l Re/erence Publicotion No.
4B0OS). The minimum timing period for DTMF is 1 ms,
with 10-;rs resolution.

Digital sequence mode can generate digital bit streams
up to 1000 bits in length. The minimum period in the
digital mode is 100 ps with 10-ps resolution. On and off
Ievels in the digital mode can be set to any value for
stimulating different logic families and can be asserted high
or low to follow standard logic conventions. For ease of
use, data can be entered in binary, octal, or hexadecimal
formats.

Digital Waveform Synthesis Integrated Circuit
The HP 89044 uses digital synthesis techniques, that is,

direct mathematical calculation of the waveform point by
point in real time. Digital hardware implements the
mathematics. Fig. 6 shows the basic digital waveform syn-
thesizer used in the DWSIC. At the heart of this synthesizer
is a phase accumulator consisting of an N-bit binary adder
and latch circuit. The output frequency of the phase ac-
cumulator is determined by the formula:

f o , t : f i . x f / z N

Where f is the binary frequency input number, N is the
accumulator length, and f,. is the clock rate of the ac-
cumulator latch. This formula shows that if fi, : 0.1 x 2N
hertz, the frequency resolution of this synthesizer is 0.1 Hz.

The additional adders in Fig. 6 cause the frequency and

Option 001
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Fig. 3. Slgna/s for navigation. (a) lnstrument landing system
(lLS) twolone composite signal. (b) VHF omnidirectional
range (VOR) composite signal.

phase of the accumulator to vary with modulating signals.
The phase ramp from the accumulator can be converted
by a lookup read-only memory (ROM) or other logic to a
sine wave or other waveforms. The multiplier placed after
the sine ROM allows the overall amplitude of the waveform
to be varied by a modulating signal. The final step after all
the digital signal processing is the conversion of the signal
back to an analog signal by a digital-to-analog converter
(DAC).

The advantages of this digital implementation are many.
The signals produced are exact in frequency, phase, and
amplitude. Therefore, they are very repeatable. The analog
drift problem is not there. Very precise component toler-
ances are not needed for low distortion and low drift. and
the signal is the result of a precise and repeatable digital
calculation.

Two basic topologies used in digital synthesis are the
RAM-based lookup method and the accumulator-based cal-
culation method. RAM-based lookup is used in arbitrary
waveform generators, and has the advantage of allowing
arbitrarily shaped waveforms to be generated. The low-fre-
quency content and frequency accuracy of the signals pro-
duced are limited by the size of the RAM. This is because
the RAM is clocked at a high speed to get an accurate
representation of the signal in the time domain. Also, the
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Fig.4. FM broadcast stereo composite signal.

RAM must be loaded before the output waveform can be
changed.

The digital waveform synthesis integrated ciruit uses ac-
cumulator-based waveform calculation because this
method is particularly attractive for producing the signals
used in communications. Many of these signals can be
derived from sine, triangle, ramp, and square waves, and
they can all be calculated in a very compact structure inside
the DWSIC. The most complex signal to calculate is the
sine wave. This signal is created by using a ROM. The ROM
structure is much more compact than RAM and easily fits
on the DWSIC.

The compact size of the synthesis circuits along with the
high speed of the proprietary HP NMOS-il VLSI processl
allows more features to be included. The accumulator de-
sign is fast enough to be used by one, two, or four synthesis
channels with proper signal multiplexing. A very flexible
control is included, allowing the DWSIC to operate in sev-
eral different configurations. Also, the output signals can
be changed quickly since the DWSIC can be set up quickly
by simple microprocessor control. The design is compact
enough to include other features also, such as a small RAM
to allow faster switching between different operating states,
and a noise generation circuit to produce broadband noise
for testing communications circuits. See the article "Digital
Waveform Synthesis IC Architecture" on page 57 for more
details on the DWSIC.
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The product design objectives for the HP 89044 were to create
a compact, l ightweight instrument that has a low part count and
is easy to assemble. A low-cost design and low audio noise from
the fan were also very important specif icat ions.

To achieve low cost, l ight weight, and minimum parts, several
standard HP castings and sheefmetal parts were combined into
folded sheet-metal parts. The four side strut castings and deck
were combined into a slngle folded sheet-metal part,  and the
normally separate rear casting and rear panel were united into
a single folded sheet-metal piece. Both of these fabricated parts
are made from O.g-mmlhick electrolyt ic zinc plated steel.  The
deck and rear panel come preassembled from the fabricator.
The deck assembly consists of the rear panel r iveted to the deck,
four grounding posts, and 25 locking plast ic printed circuit  board
mounting standoffs. Fig. 1 shows an exploded view of the

Front-Panel Assembly

EMI
Shield

Keypad

Mechanical Design of the HP B9o4A

mechanical construction for the HP 89044.
To aid in assembly, the fan, l ine module, and voltage select

switch are pop r iveted onto the rear panel using pneumatic tools.
Except for the serial number label, al l  warning and information
labels are combined into a single label that covers the rear panel.
Al ignment marks are stamped into the fan gri l l  area for easy,
consistent location of the serial number label.

Since the rear panel already has several components r iveted
in place, the deck assembly is attached to the front casting by
rivets. These r ivets go through exist ing tapped holes in the front
frame casting. We felt  that i t  was unl ikely that the casting would
be replaced in the f ield. But, since the r ivets are soft aluminum,
they can be removed easi ly and the new cast frame can be
reattached using screws and the exist ing tapped holes in the
castlng.

OEM Power Supply

Chassis Assembly

Fig. 1. HP 89044 mechantcal
assemDty.

Keypad Printed Circuit Board

Fag, 2. Front-panel assembly of
the HP 89044 Multifunctron Syn-
nestzer.

Front Panel

Subpanel
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The front panel is designed to be bui l t  and al igned as a module.
This module consists of a laminated polycarbonatb dress panel
and metal backing panel, a l iquid-crystal display (LCD), a si l icone
rubber keypad, a keyboard, an EMI shield, and a mounting
subpanel. The dress panel has the display window as an integral
part of i ts construction. This assembly is shown in Fig. 2.

The new quieter noise level requirements were met through
fan selection, design i terat ions, and test ing. A low-power, high-ef-
f iciency, axialJlow fan and a stamped fan gri l l  are used The
prlnted circuit  boards and the sheet-metal deck then were moved
away from the fan unti l  the 5.0-dB specif icat ion was met A good
rule of thumb is that i f  you can hear the instrument running in a
normal R&D lab environment, i t  is probably too loud to meet the
5  O - r i R  r a n r r i r a m a n i

The HP 89044 uses a custom OEM power supply. A switching
supply was chosen over a l inear supply for two reasons: size
and eff iciency. With a higher-eff iciency supply, there is signif i-
cantly less heat to remove from the instrument. The chief draw-
back to the switching supply is the amount of r ipple present on
the cri t ical voltages. The supplier was able to achieve 15-mil l ivolt

r ipple on those required voltages. Further postregulat ion is done
on the analog and digital boards as required. The use of a vendor
lor a custom supply is Spokane Division's f irst attempt to develop
an instrument power supply from a set of writ ten specif icat ions.
This process went well  and resulted in a rel iable and eff icient
des ign .

Conducted and radiated emissions testing resulted in a few
instrument modif icat ions. A thin insulated shield is placed be-
tween the output boards. Addit ional screws secure the subpanel
to the front casting and a shield is placed direct ly behind the
LCD display. A series of small  bumps are added to the rear
sheet-metal panel to increase the number of grounding points
to the instrument cover. Several passes were made at f i l ter ing
the power l ine module and power supply unti l  a good margin
exists in the conducted emissions reouirement.

Larry R. Wright
Product Designer
Spokane Division

Amplitude Modulation

Phase Modulation

Frequency
Modulation

Frequency

Accumulator Clock

Address Bus

EXT
REF-€
IN

Analog
Signal

Option 002 Second Output Chain

Fig. 6. Digital synthes/s, the ac-
cumulator method. All waveform
values are digitally calculated in
real time.

rffi
@

Attenuators

Attenuators
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HP 8904A Instrument Design
The DWSIC made the design of the HP 89044 instrument

very straightforward. Fig. 7 is a block diagram of the instru-

ment showing the organization of control, digital signal

generation, output channel signal conditioning, and exter-

nal connections. The DWSIC takes care of digital generation

of all the signals. The DWSIC's output is a 12-bit digital

word. This word is clocked onto a bus connected to the

channel's output section and signal conditioning circuits.

The DWSIC does one other iob; it contains an accumulator

used to lock the reference phase-locked loop. This circuit

allows the HP BS04A to be phase-locked to an internal or

external 1O-MHz reference.
The HP 8904A contains three different printed circuit

boards: the digital board, the output board, and a board

containing the keyboard contact closures for the flexible

rubber keymat and four HP-IB status indicators. The digital

board contains the microprocessor instrument controller

with memory, the reference phase-locked loop, the DWSIC,

and external interface circuitry.
The keyboard, display, and power supply connect to the

digital board. The liquid crystal display module with back-

light is supplied by a vendor with cables attached' The HP

89044 power supply was developed to our specifications

by a vendor, and is supplied to us fully tested.

The output boards for channels A and B are identical

and contain the digital-to-analog converter, sample-and-

hold circuit, filters, amplifiers, attenuators, and overvoltage

protection circuitry. A floating output amplifier is provided

to enable the instrument to drive systems that are not at

ground reference, and to minimize noise pickup.

In addition to the printed circuit boards, the HP 89044

has an HP-IB interface, a fast hop control bus, and reference

clock inputs and outputs. This block diagram is very flex-

ible and allows for several different configurations. All the

options are mutually compatible and can be retrofit in the

field if the customer needs to add ;apability at a later date.
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Digital Waveform Synthesis lC
Architecture
The digital waveform synfhesis lC is the heart of the HP
8904A Multifunction Synthesizer. lt provides a digital
approach to the conventional analog functions of
modulation and signal generation.

by Mark D. Talbot

HE DIGITAL WAVEFORM SYNTHESIS integrated
circuit (DSWIC) is a digital waveform synthesizer
on an IC. It incorporates many signal generation and

control functions, is cost-effective, and has multiple uses.

The design objectives for the DWSIC called for the follow-

ing features and functions:
r Four concurrently operating channels with independent

frequency, waveform, amplitude, and phase settings
r Ampli tude modulat ion, double-sideband suppressed

carrier modulation, frequency modulation, phase mod-

ulation, and pulse modulation on one of the channels

I Channels that can be selectively summed together

I Random access memory to provide rapid selection of up

to 16 different settings of frequency, amplitrrde, and

phase under internal or external control
I Modulation of one channel from another internal chan-

nel, from the sum of channels, or from an external input.

The digital waveform synthesis IC generates one, two,

or four time-multiplexed channels (A, B, C, and D) of digi-

tally synthesized waveforms. The output of the DWSIC is

converted to analog signals by means of digital-to-analog

converters (DACs). Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the
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Feedback (FB)

'External

Digital
Modulation

Input
(Exr)

Exlernal
AddressJ

Zero Crossing and Polarity

Data 12

Output
Strobes 4

'Not used in the HP 8904A

) ",r"
Lines

Microprocessor
Interface

CLKIN

CNTOUT

MODCLK

SYNC

Phase Feset

Fig. 1. Digital waveform synthesrs lC block diagram

DWSIC.

Control Block
The control block is the interface to a microprocessor

and external control logic. With a six-bit data bus, one
address line, a chip enable line , and a write enable line,
the DWSIC appears to be a write-only peripheral to the
controlling microprocessor. Phase reset and SYNC lines pro-
vide multiple DWSIC synchronization and fast external
parameter change capabilities. The instrument clock input,
CLKIN, runs at twice the required internal clock rate. The
DWSIC outputs two clock signals: MODCLK and CtrttOut.
MODCLK allows synchronization of external modulation in-

puts and data outputs, and CrutOUl is a fractional multiple
of cLxttrt.

A 24-bit register, pLLDtV, provides the denominator for
the fractional multiply that generates the CNTOUT term.
CNTOUT is the overflow from a 24-bit accumulator. The
value for CNTOUT is determined by the formula: CNTOUT :
CLKIN/2 x pLLDtV?24. The CNTOUT term is used in a phase-
locked loop to lock the CLKTN term to a reference in the Hp
BS04A.

The channel cycle rate can be selected as a function of
the CLKIN rate. A number loaded into the clock divide regis-
ter allows a range of CLKTN/2 to CLKTN/2048 to be selected.

* Phase Clear 'Channel

Channel

Zero Grossing
and Polarity

2

Flg. 2. Phase accumulator dia-
gram.
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Hop RAM
The hop RAM is a 16-word-by-48-bit RAM memory that

enables the DWSIC to provide frequency, phase, and/or

amplitude hopping for the HP 8904,4,' Up to 16 settings for

frequency, amplitude, and phase can entered into the hop

RAM for channel A. By changing the hop RAM address

via the external address lines different hop settings can be

selected at a very fast rate. Internal control logic handles

the enable and disable settings of the three hop parameters.

For example, phase and amplitude hopping can be disabled

to produce only frequency hopping without having to re-

move the phase and amplitude settings from the hop RAM.

This feature allows the generation of frequency shift keying

signals such as those used in modems, pagers, and other

tone signaling devices.

Phase Accumulator
The phase accumulator is the heart of the DWSIC (see

Fig. 2). There are four phase accumulators, which are each

24 bits wide and provide o.l-Hz frequency resolution. The
channel timing signals are generated by the control block
described above. These signals tell the DWSIC which chan-

nel is presently active. The DWSIC can be operated in

t  Sum
Select

* From Control Block

Fig. 3. Amplitude and phase
modul ation and w av eform qener a-
tion diagram.

one-channel mode (only channel A active), two-channel

mode (channels A and B active), or four-channel mode

(channels A to D active).
Under the control of the channel signals, the phase ac-

cumulator multiplexer selects the active channel's ac-

cumulator output. This is added by the 24-bit adder to the

desired frequency value coming from the FM and frequency

sources. The sum, which represents the present phase

value, is clocked into the sourcing channel's latch and sent

to the waveform generator. The clocks for the accumulators

are generated by the accumulator clock generator, which

is also controlled by the channel timing signals. The phase

clear signal forces the contents of all channel phase latches

to zero. This permits phase initialization of all four channels.

The zero crossing logic monitors the active channel and

outputs two signals: a level indicating the polarity of the

present phase value, and a pulse every time it crosses zero.

Both of these signals are available at the output of the

DWSIC.

Phase Modulation, Amplitude Modulation, and Waveform

Generation
The phase modulation source shown in Fig. 1 provides

Feedback

*"""",-ffi7r"lliBll
Fig.4. Channel summer and out'
put dtagram.'From Control Block
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FM Source

External

Hop RAM
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the phase offset values that are added to the accumulated
phase values from the phase accumulator for each active
channel (see Fig. 3). For channel A, this source can contain
additional modulation data, and by adding this data to the
accumulated phase values, the phase of channel A can be
modified by a fixed or varying amount. This results in a
phase offset and/or phase modulation for channel A only.

The resulting phase is converted to a magnitude value
by the phase-to-waveform conversion logic. This block con-
tains mathematical logic and one quadrant of a sine lookup
ROM. The resulting waveforms are sine, triangle, ramp,
and square. To generate dc waveforms, a constant value of
one is used. Twelve bits of an independent 31-bit
pseudorandom generator are used to provide uniform
noise. This same data supplied to a uniform-to-Gaussian
lookup ROM generates Gaussian noise data values. Seven
bits of the uniform noise data are used to generate 11 bits

'Phase Source

Feedback
1 2

External 12, 
)

Hop RAM
1 2

Jff"T1t"rt"n" 

I
Phase Setting

Begisters
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'From Control Btock Fig, S. FM and frequency source.

of Gaussian data with an eighth bit used for polarity infor-
mation.

Waveform settings, which come from the control block,
are used to direct the desired waveform from the waveform
output multiplexer to the multiplier. The multiplier is used
to provide output level control for all channels and AM
and double-sideband suppressed carrier modulation for
channel A. The 14 most-significant bits of a 't2x1.Z bit
multiplication of the waveform data are sent to the channel
summer.

Channel Summation and Output
The sum select, clock, and clear control signals allow

the incoming amplitude values of the time multiplexed
data to be selectively added and output to the rounding
log ic  (see F ig .  a ) .  Sums o f  channe ls  A+B,  A+C,  A+D,
B + C ,  B + D ,  C + D ,  A + B + C ,  A + B + D ,  A + C + D .

* From Control Block Fig. 6. Phase modulation source



* Pulse Source

Feedback 3

External

Hop RAM

'AM Source

- Channel -- -,

J

*Output
Amplitude
Settings

Amplitude Setting
Registers

" From Control Block

A+B+C+D,  and (A+B)  fo l lowed by  (C+D)  are  poss ib le .
A 14-bit adder is used to maintain the accuracy of the
least-significant bits. The rounding logic strips out the
lower two bits and converts either the summer output or
the channel amplitude to 12 bits. This value is sent to the
feedback bus and outside the DWSIC via the output latches
and data lines.

Four output strobes are generated by the output strobe
generator to qualify data on the data lines. Each of these
strobes can be individually turned off or assigned to coin-
cide with the output data of any one of the active channels.

Modulation Sources
The three modulation source blocks shown in Fig. 1 pro-

vide the internal AM, FM, phase modulation, and pulse
modulation for the DWSIC.
Frequency and FM Sources. Fig. 5 shows the FM and fre-
quency source logic. Frequency values stored in the fre-
quency setting registers for channels B, C, and D are output
to the phase accumulator logic via the frequency multi-
plexer. Channel A's value consists of the sum of the fre-
quency source multiplexer output and the output of the
FM shifter. Either twenty-four bits of hop RAM data or the
channel A frequency setting are selectable by the frequency
source control line. The FM source control signal selects
either the feedback input generated by the channel summer,
the external digital modulation input, 12 bits of hop RAM
data, or zero. The 12-bit output of the FM multiplexer goes
into the FM shifter. This block of logic aligns the 12-bit
FM data and generate s the 24 bits of frequency information.
Its alignment is controlled by the FM range, which repre-
sents the amount of FM deviation desired. The 24-bit result
is sign-extended for the most-significant bits and zero-pad-

F19.7. AM and pulse modulation
source.

ded for the lower bits. When added to the frequency mul-
tiplexer output the result is either a fixed or varying fre-
quency value for channel A.
Phase Modulation Sources. The phase modulation multi-
plexer shown in Fig. 6 selects the value added to the chan-
nel A phase offset setting. As determined by the phase
source signal, either the feedback signal from the channel
summer, the external modulation input, 12 bits of hop
RAM data, or zero can be selected. This sum (channel AJ
or the phase offset setting of channels B, C, or D constitutes
the phase modulation output of the phase multiplexer as
selected by the channel signal.
AM and Pulse Modulation Source. The AM and pulse mod-
ulation source (Fig. 7) is almost identical to the phase mod-
ulation source, but has an additional pulse source multi-
plexer. The pulse source multiplexer selects the most-signif-
icant bit from the feedback path, external modulation input,
or hop RAM and provides pulse modulation data. Pulse
modulation is accomplished by allowing the 12-bit sum of
the channel A amplitude setting and the desired AM mod-
ulation source to pass unchanged or be forced to zero. In
the case where pulse modulation is not desired, a value of
one from the pulse source multiplexer can be selected to
disable the digital pulse modulator.

SYNC Latches
In series with each of the frequency, phase, amplitude,

and waveform setting registers of all four channels is a set
of syruC latches. In normal operation these latches operate
in a transparent mode. By special configuration of the con-
trol logic, these latches can be configured to latch the setting
register values. This permits the setting registers to have
new values installed without affecting the present IC con-
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f iguration. At some point, i f  i t  is desired to change the
DWSIC's parameters by either an internal control bit  or the
external SYNC control pin, the new contents of the sett ing
registers can be latched into the latches.
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chical block design (HBD) methodology and tools, and the
extensive NMOS-III  cel l  l ibrary.

A hardware emulator made up of MSI and LSI compo-
nents was built early in the project to prove feasibility and
to al low early f i rmware development. The emulator pro-

vides us with a chance to compare a discrete implementa-
tion with a custom integrated circuit solution. From Table

Decomposition Recomposition

Register
Level

Schematic Artwork

Flg. 1. Hierarchical block design (HBD) design flow

Chip
Level

)

FET
Level

Development of a Digital Waveform
Synthesis Integrated Circuit
The digitalwaveform synthesis lC is an excellent example
of using custom VLSI in an instrumentto reduce cost and
increase functionality, accuracy, and reliablity.

by Craig A. Heikes, James O. Barnes, and Dale R. Beucler

',;'.'J.q, USTOM DIGITAL VERY LARGE-SCALE INTE-

t{ GRATED (VLSI) circuits are used extensively in
slfa-.;''F many HP computer products, but are just beginning

to show up in HP test instruments. The HP 89044 Mult i-
function Synthesizer represents an excellent example of
using custom VLSI to reduce cost and increase functional-
i ty, accuracy, and rel iabi l i ty in a test instrument.

The digital waveform synthesis IC (DWSIC) is a digital
approach to doing conventional analog functions of mod-
ulat ion and signal generation. The primary design chal-
lenges included implementing the highly parallel design
as a data path layout, using behavioral modeling and ver-
i f icat ion to ensure accuracy, and designing new custom
circuits (e.g., mult ipl ier and ROM).

Chip Overview
Most computer chips can be characterized as having a

bus-oriented architecture with large portions of the chip
Iinked by a relatively small number of global buses and a
few operations occurring simultaneously. In the DWSIC,
data flows through four synchronized parallel pipelines
containing 26 pipe stages, with 23 simultaneousoperations
taking place. The chip can run at a frequency of up to 16.7
MHz and perforrn 391 million logical and arithmetic oper-
at ions per second. Four 12-bit  channels of either sine,
square, triangle, or ramp waveforms are generated with
single-bit  accuracy. In addit ion, the DWSIC provides for
internal or external AM, FM, or phase modulation, uniform
and Gaussian noise generation, and operation-point hop-
ping. A more detailed description of the of the architecture
of this chip can be found in the article on page 57.

HP's NMOS-III fabrication process has the density to
allow this entire system to be integrated onto one chip.l
Also important to the success of the project were the hierar-
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I, which summarizes the comparison between the two im-

plementations, it is clear that an integrated circuit solution

has a definite advantage. Another important advantage of

an integrated solution over a discrete solution is in reliabil-

ity. A 100 x improvement in reliability is not uncommon

for a chip of the size and power given in Table I.

Table I
Emulator Chip lmplementation

Using HBD, a chip is divided into hierarchical blocks.

The logical design is first split into a few functional blocks,

and then each functional unit is further divided. When this

top-down decomposit ion is complete, the whole chip is

represented as a hierarchical interconnection of simple

blocks such as NAND gates, registers, or even MOS transis-

tors. Recomposition takes place from the bottom up. A

physical representation of each block is created and assem-

bled in the reverse order from the logical decomposition.

When the assembly process is complete, the chip is finished
(see Fig. 1).

Chips designed with HBD are decomposed into at least
two main function blocks called the data path and the
programmable logic array (PLA). AII data manipulations
take place in the data path and all control and state machine
operations take place in the PLA. Signal data from the chip
pads is fed into the data path and control data is fed to the
PLA. Additional functional blocks can also be included in
the design.

The DWSIC has two physically distinct data paths, a
PLA, a mult ipl ier, and two ROMs. The paral lel pipel ines

are built as two large data paths with all control handled

by a PLA placed between them. External to the data paths,

but still part of the data flow, are a aK-by-11-bit ROM
containing a sine function lookup table, an 11-by-12-bit

Numberof
components

Power
Relative Cost
Volume

Discrete
Solution

4OO MSI, 2 LSI TTL

60 Watts
50
20,000 cm3

Integrated
Circuit
Solution

99,000 FET

2.7 Watts
< 1
25 cm3

Design Methodology
The DWSIC was designed using a methodology called

hierarchical block design (HBD). There are three main attri-

butes of the HBD methodology: hierarchical blocks, data
path design, and scan-path testing.

_ - - - - - - - - - - r - - - r - - r r r I G I E r  -

i r r r r r - r r i  r  rE r  r  r  r -  TTEIE IE

Fig.2. A photomicrogrcph of the
DWSIC chip with the blocks la-
beled.
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mult ipl ier to provide ampli tude modulat ion, and a noise
generation circuit .  Fig. 2 identi f ies the major circuit  blocks
on a photomicrograph of the chip.

The third major feature of HBD is the scan-path test
methodology. Key storage locations within the chip are
connected by one or more serial shif t  scan paths. These
scan paths are used only to test the chip and play no role
in the chip's normal operation. The scan paths terminate
at a diagnostic interface port (DIP), which consists of four
I/O pads and a control ler (see Fig. 3). An HP-developed IC
tester is used to st imulate the four DIP pads. While the
chip is halted, the tester loads every scanned node in the
chip with an init ial  input value. The chip is then stepped
one or more t imes at the ful l  operating frequency and the
scan path is shif ted out. The IC tester checks to see i f  the
scanned-out values are correct. With this test methodology
every block in an HBD design is control lable and observa-
ble, and therefore ful ly testable.

Design Challenges
Design chal lenges introduced by the data f low architec-

ture were achieving a regular space-eff icient data path lay-
out using exist ing NMOS-III  data path l ibrary cel ls, and
ensuring correct operation and testability of this relatively
complex structure. The layout considerations required im-
plementing the paral lel pipe stages as a series of pipel ine
segments, with signals being bused relat ively long dis-
tances over unrelated segments. The number of pass-
through buses and the drive capabilities of the library cells
are limited. Therefore, numerous design iterations were
required before these l imits were satisf ied, and the f lexibi l-
ity of the library was taxed. Because of the complexity of
the data path layout, a Pascal program was used to place
the component blocks. This program takes a textual de-
scription as input and creates a labeled schematic and
artwork representation (see Fig  ). This greatly facilitated
modif icat ion of the design and helped ensure consistency
between the schematic and artwork representations.

In addition to correct functionality, other important de-
sign parameters were power dissipation, packaged part
cost, board space requirements, and reliability. All of these

Fig. 3. Scan paths on a chip terminating at a diagnostic
interface port (DlP).
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affect final instrument cost. In particular, power below
about 2.7 watts would al low simple, inexpensive cool ing
techniques. One strategy for achieving this was to use
lower-power circuits wherever speed was not critical, such
as in the control registers. Packaged part cost was reduced
by employing a printed circuit pin-grid array package,
which also helped the cool ing problem by providing a low
thermal resistance. A further advantage of the pin-grid array
package is eff icient use of board space compared with dual
in-l ine packages. Reliabi l i ty is achieved in the NMOS-l l l
process through the use of functional burn-in, continous
monitoring of f ield fai lures, and process control.

Chip Modeling and Verif icat ion
The DWSIC has a complex architecture. Since the goal

for any chip design is to be correct the f irst t ime, i t  is
necessary to simulate the design extensively before casting
it  into si l icon. The simulat ion methodology used for the
DWSIC was to simulate the logical design behavioral ly,
extract test vectors from the simulation, and run these ex-
tracted vectors on the transistors from the layout using a
switch-level simulator.

For behavioral simulation, a chip is modeled algorithmi-
cally at a high level to ensure that the architecture is correct.
For each component block in the hierarchy, a behavioral
description is written. This description algorithmically re-
lates the inputs of the block to i ts outputs (see Fig.5).
Structural descriptions are used to describe how the be-
havioral blocks are connected. When the model is complete
and input vectors are written, it is possible to simulate the
operation of the chip.

Running the behavioral simulation causes the input vec-
tors to produce streams of data at the model's outputs.
These output streams are checked for numerical accuracy
and converted into output assertion vectors for an HP de-
veloped switch-level simulator. A complete vector set con-
sisting of inputs and assertions is run on the switch-level
simulator. The switch-level simulator models each MOS
transistor as a simple voltage-controlled switch and pro-

reg d ' l  24 set :  a=in;  dump: b=o1;
regd224 set :  a=in;  dump: c=o2;
addr a1 25 set :  b=o1, c=o2; dump: a=out;

(b-bus)

sel_a.l_b

set-al_c

dump_a1

(c-bus)

ouI

(a-bus)

Fig. 4. Textual description of data path layout and artwork
teDtesentation.

Diagnostic



Table l l

Attributes of Multiplier Architectures

Full Wallace
Array Tree

procedure xor (var a, b, out: integer);
var

inl: integer;
begin

i f  (a=1) then int :=b
else i t  (b=1) then int :=a;
out :=not( int ) ;

end;

Fig.5. Behavioral descnption for an exclusive-oR (xoR) com-
ponent.

vides a logical simulation for a chip at the transistor level.

The goal of the vector-capture and simulation methodology

is to verify that the transistor-Ievel implementation of the

chip exactly reproduces the function of the behavioral

model .

New Circuits
About one third of the DWSIC design time was spent on

new custom circuits to implement functions that had not

been done before in NMOS-il. Two of the more interesting

new circuits were an 11-by-12-bit integer multiplier and a

aK-by-11-bit  ROM.
The design goal for the multiplier was to minimize

power, design time, and circuit area. The system requires

a product from the multiplier at every state, making prop-

agation delay important also. Three multiplier architec-

tures were considered to achieve these goals. The attributes
of these architectures are summarized in Table II. AII three

approaches could have met the system speed requirements,

but the Booth approach provided a significant speed margin

and best satisfied the design goals. The implementation of
the Booth approach is similar to that found in HP math

chips.2

NumberofFETs 2900
Power (mW) 1.75
Area (mmz) 0.60
Speed (number 25

of gate delays)
Layout low

Complexity

3200
190
o.70
1 5

high

Series transistor ROMs have been done in NMOS-III be-
fore, but the DWSIC represents the first parallel transistor
ROM implementation. A series transistor ROM consists of

a chain of transistors connected drain to source. This ROM
implementation results in very small bit size but requires
more complex sense amplifiers because of signal degrada-
tion in the chain. A parallel transistor ROM, where all the
column transistors are connected with their sources and
drains in parallel, was chosen for the DWSIC because de-
sign and access time were more important than ROM bit
size. A parallel ROM has faster access time because the
signals propagate through a single transistor instead of a

transistor chain, and is simpler to design because elaborate
sense amplifiers are not necessary since the signals don't
degrade as much.

Summary
A custom digital VLSI circuit has been designed to in-

crease the performance/price ratio and improve flexibility
for a complex waveform generation product. The project
proved that the NMOS-il process, design methodology,
and circuit library created for the design of high-speed
computer chips can be successfully employed in instru-
ment appl icat ions.

The DWSIC project started in July 1985 and required 54

engineering-months over a 13-month period to complete.
The resulting chip contains over 99,000 FETs and the first
silicon was completely functional.
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Analog Output System Design for a
Multifunction Synthesizer
The analog output syslem for the HP B904Atakes the 12-
bit data stream f rom the digitalwaveform synthesis lC and
converts it to an analog signal with excellent frequency
response and low distortron.

by Thomas M. Higgins, Jr.

HE WAVEFORMS GENERATED in the digital wave-
form synthesis IC (DWSIC) in the HP SS04A Multi-
function Synthesizer exist only as 12-bit binary num-

bers at the output of the IC. The output system converts
these binary numbers into the desired analog signals.

The f irst step in this conversion process is the digital-to-
analog converter (DAC). Each binary number output by the
DWSIC represents the instantaneous voltage of the wave-
form being generated. Each number represents a sample of
the waveform, and the number of samples per second is
determined by the clock that drives the DWSIC. The DAC
takes each binary number and converts it to the voltage
corresponding to that part icular sample.

The output of the DAC is a stair-step approximation of
the analog signal. I f  we look at a synthesized sine wave in
the frequency domain (see Fig. 1aJ, we see the desired
output signal, along with some high-frequency alias signals
characteristic of sampled waveforms. The magnitude of
each component is determined by the familiar (sin x)/x
envelope. If the maximum frequency in the digitized signal
is less than the Nyquist rate, or one half of the sample rate,
then these alias signals can be filtered off, removing the
stair-step shape. In the real world, ideal low-pass filters
cannot be realized, so the required sample rate is somewhat
higher than the Nyquist rate.

Because of the (sin x)/x envelope, the frequency response
of the output signal is not flat. To flatten the response of
the analog signal, the (sin x)/x roll-off must be compensated

for, either by digital signal processing techniques while
the signal is st i l l  in numerical form, or by using a f i l ter
with some peaking.

Real-world DACs introduce spurious signals not present
in an ideal sampled waveform. The accuracy of a DAC's
output is not specif ied unti l  a given sett l ing t ime has passed.
During this settling time there can be glitches, overshoot,
and ringing. In general, these transitions are not uniform,
but depend on what two values the DAC is switching be-
tween. This adds a noise-like component to the output
spectrum, as shown in Fig. 1b. Since much of this noise
is present in the same band as the signal, it cannot be
filtered out. To eliminate this noise, the output of the DAC
can be sampled after it has settled, and the transitions are
then determined by the sample-and-hold circuitry. A prop-
erly designed sample-and-hold circuit can greatly enhance
the signal-to-noise ratio of a digitally synthesized signal.

The block diagram in Fig. 2 shows how these signal
conditioning functions are performed by the output board
in the HP BS04A. The 12-bit data from the DWSIC is first
reclocked by the master clock into the input data latches.
This provides proper timing between the DAC and the
sampler, and removes any timing skew between the twelve
data lines. The DAC converts this data to an analog signal,
and the sampler samples the DAC output to remove noise
caused by uneven DAC output transitions. The sampler
output is buffered to drive one of the two anti-aliasing
filters and then another amplifier boosts the voltage of the

ldeal DAC Output Spectrum

\*--(Sin x)lx

ldeal DAC Output Waveform Actual DAC Output Wavetorm

Fig. 1. (a) I deal D AC output spec-
trum and ideal DAC output wave-
form (b) Actual DACoutputspec-
trum and actual DAC output
waveform.
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signal up to the desired +10 volts. (Sin x)/x compensation
removes the roll-off produced by the sampling, and a step

attenuator allows control of signal level without sacrificing

dynamic range. Finally, the floating output amplifier pro-

vides the current drive necessary for a 50-ohm source, and
provides a floating output to avoid system ground-loop
problems.

Sampler
As described earlier, the function of the sampler is to

sample the output of the DAC after it has settled to its

specified accuracy and hold this voltage until the next

sample. This results in lowering the noise produced by

inconsistent transitions in the DAC. The sample-and-hold

circuit holds the previously sampled voltage for the first

half cycle while the DAC settles, and for the second half

cycle it tracks the DAC output. This 50% duty cycle pro-

vides maximum settling time for both the DAC and the

hold circuitry.
The sampler driver is a limiting amplifier that provides

a differential, high-current drive signal to the diode bridge.
A transformer at the output of the sampler driver allows
the sampling bridge to float and improves the balance of
the drive signal. The combination of the differential driver
and the transformer produces a very well-balanced, isolated

drive signal and prevents high levels of the drive signal
from getting onto the sampled signal. If high levels of the
drive signal were to get through the sampler, the sampler
buffer would be overloaded, causing severe distortion. The
small amount of drive signal that does get through the
sampler is filtered out at the output of the sampler buffer.

The sampler buffer is the most critical circuit on the
output board. It must have an extremely high input imped-
ance so as not to drain the 15-pF hold capacitor, and must
have very low distortion for audio signals in the presence
of high-level, high-frequency alias signals. Any dc offsets
are magnified by ten in the following amplifier stages, so
the buffer must have a very low offset. In addition, it must
have an extremely flat frequency response and be able to
drive the low and nonresistive impedance of the filters that
follow it.

To achieve the required high input impedance with good
high-frequency performance, the input stage of the sampler
buffer is a single-ended cascode FET amplifier. The input
stage drives a common emitter amplifier, which provides
more gain. The combination of the two inverting stages
provides a very large noninverting gain. The output of the

common emitter stage is buffered by a monolithic emitter
follower output stage. An unusual feature of this amplifier
is the way negative feedback is applied (see Fig. 3a). The
output is connected to the source of Q1 and the gate of Q2.
This node is grounded in a typical cascode amplifier, but
if the node is driven by a low-impedance source, the circuit
will amplify the difference between the input signal at the
gate of Q1 and the signal at this node-the circuit then
functions as a differential amplifier. The input signal drives
the noninverting input, and the output provides feedback
to the inverting input.

One problem with this amplifier is a large dc offset, and
to make matters worse, the offset has a large variation over
temperature and from part to part. To solve this problem,

a dc correction loop is used, which provides the amplifier
with the dc performance of a good monolithic operational
amplifier. This circuit is shown in Fig. 3b. An operational
amplifier compares the output with the input inside a 0.1-
Hz bandwidth and biases the FET input stage to drive the
difference to zero. The offset of the entire amplifier is then

set by the input offset of the monolithic operational
amplifier. The input signal sense line and the gate drive
for the input FET are bootstrapped to isolate the dc correc-

tion loop at high frequencies. This keeps the input imped-
ance high at higher frequencies.

Anti-Aliasing Filters
The HP 89044 Multifunction Synthesizer offers two anti-

aliasing filters: a 7-pole elliptic filter and a Gaussian filter.

The elliptic filter provides a good approximation of an

ideal filter because it has excellent in-band flatness and
out-of-band rejection characteristics. It is used when

maximum frequency-domain accuracy is required. The fil-

ter has less than 0.002 dB passband ripple, and uses induc-

tors constructed of ferrite wound with Litz wire to achieve

a Q of better than 300. The filter rolls off - 0.06 dB by 600
kHz because of the finite Q, so an equalizer is used to

improve the flatness to -0.01 dB at 600 kHz. The phase

response of the filter is excellent, with less than 0.1 degree
monotonic departure from linear by 100 kHz. This is very

important for FM stereo (see HP 89044 applications article

on page 73), since phase and amplitude accuracy determine
the amount of stereo separation that can be achieved.

Since the highest allowed output frequency is 600 kHz
and the clock frequency is 1.68 MHz, the lowest alias fre-
quency is 1.08 MHz. Because of the (sin x)/x response, this

is also the largest-amplitude alias signal-it is only 9 dB

o*"," J*"1
Master
Clock

: Input Floating
Butfer Output

Amplifier Amplifier

2. Output board block dia-Fig.
gram

Anti-Aliasing Filters
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A Generating a Phase-Locked

The HP 8904A's precise control of phase is more useful i f  i t
can be phase-locked to other instruments. To accomplish this,
an accumulator-based reference loop is included ln the design.
This loop performs the fract ional division necessary to lock the
master clock to an internal or external 10-MHz reference. Since
the phase accumulator is 24 bits wide and the desired frequency
resolut ion for each channel is 0.1 Hz, the clock for each channel
must be 224(0.1 Hz), or 1.6772160 MHz. There are iour cnannets,
so thrs increases the clock frequency by a factor of four to
6.7108864 MHz. Final ly, the DWSIC requires a 2 x clock, so the
master clock f requency to the DWSIC becomes 13.4217728MHZ
(see F ig .  1 )

Design goals were to lock to a 1O-MHz reference with a fre-
quency accuracy of 100 ppm or less, have spurs less than 43
dB, require no tweaks, and be very low-cost. Spurs on the main
clock at -43 dB are divided down to -70 dB from a 600-kHz
outpu t  s igna l ,  -85  dB f rom a  100-kHz s igna l ,  and -100 dB
from a 20-kHz signal.

Since this loop synthesizes a single reference frequency, the
voltage-control led crystal osci l lator (VCXO) needs enough tuning
range to accommodate a * 100-ppm reference, and enough mar-
g n to al low for temperature dri f t  and component variat ions. l t
also needs to be highly stable and very low-noise so that a narrow
loop bandwidth of about 50 Hz can be used to f i l ter sours pro-
duced by the Jractional division. A voltage-control led crystal os-
c l lator is ideal for this purpose. The osci l lator designed for the
reference loop is a Pierce osci l lator with a tuning range of typical ly
about +300 ppm. With this much extra tuning range, the loop
can compensate for component or temperature variat ions and
sti l l  achieve the goal of locking to a reference with a frequency
error of less tnan 100 oom.

Phase
Detector

Fig, 1. Reference loop.

Binary Reference Frequency

N = 2 a x  U "  2 9 ,  
>

2261s >

Fig.2. Phase-locked loop divider.

To synthesrze a frequency with 0.1-Hz resolut ion using a low
cost fract ionzrl-N phase-locked loop, a 24-bit  accumulator was
added to the DWSIC to perform the fract ional division. This ac-
cumulator is separate from the main phase accumulator. Every
clock cycle, a f ixed number N is added to the contents of the
phase-locked loop accumulator. The frequency spectrum of the
most signif icant bit  wi l l  consist of a large number of harmonics
of the fundamental frequency of the accumulator, which is equal
to the clock frequency divided by the accumulator size, which
in this case is 224. The Nth harmonic wil l  be the largest compo-
nent, and by using a narrow loop bandwidth, the other harmonics
can be f i l tered out. The output frequency is then:

fout - f n x Nl22a

The clock input to the DWSIC is divided by two before driving
the accumulator. In this appl icat ion, f ,n :  22515:6.7108864 MHz,
and the number being accumulated is N : 58 x 24. Plugging
these numbers into the above equation, we see that the output
f requency is 25 x 57, or exactly 2.5 MHz. The output of the divider
is a f  requency that can be obtained simply by dividing the 1 0-MHz
reference by 4. These two signals become the inputs to the
| J r  r d - E  u E t v u t u r  .

The binary representation of the accumulator number N is
101 11110101111000010000.  S ince  there  are  four  t ra i l ing  zeros ,
the lower four bits of the accumulator are never exercized, and
the effect ive size of the accumulator is 20 bits. As described
earl ier, there wil l  be spurs spaced at mult iples of the fundamental
frequency of the accumulator:

Isru, - Iinl22o : 6.4 Hz

Some of these spurs fal l  inside the 50-Hz loop bandwidth, but
these close-in spurs are low enough that they are not a problem.

below the 600-kHz output signal. Therefore this is the most
difficult alias signal to reject. Elliptic filters have stop-band
zeros at the resonant frequencies of the parallel LC pairs,
so the lowest of the three nulls for this filter is set at 1.08
MHz for maximum rejection of this worst-case alias signal.
The rest of the stop band has at least 62 dB of attenuation.

Despite the accuracy of the elliptic filter, waveforms that
contain large transients will overshoot. When using the
elliptic filter, a sine wave will be accurately reproduced
within the limits of the 12-bit system. However, a square
wave would ring because the higher-order harmonics
would be filtered off. The time-domain response is an ac-
curate representation of a square wave passed through a
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finite bandwidth, but if the signal is being used as a digital
source, the overshoot may be undesirable. A Gaussian filter
has a Gaussian impulse response; therefore, the response
to a step input has no overshoot. Technically, the time-do-
main response is not as accurate, but the output looks better
for signals with large transients and is more useful in some
applications. Since the Gaussian filter rolls off more slowly
than the elliptic filter, the cut-off frequency of the Gaussian
filter is set at 230 kHz to obtain adequate rejection of aliased
signals.

The (sin x)/x compensation is performed by an under-
damped two-pole low-pass filter at the output of the main
amplifier. The filter provides 1.9 dB of peaking at 600 kHz,



(b)

Samplel
Buffel

Fig. 3. (a) Sampler buffer. (b) Dc cotrection loop.

canceling the effect of the (sin x)/x roll-off. The component
values were computer optimized to fit the peaked fre-
quency response of the filter to the inverse of the (sin xJ/x
function from dc to 600 kHz. The main amplifier isolates
this filter from the anti-aliasing filters.

Amplitude Scaling
The full-scale amplitude at the output of the filters is 1

volt peak. Since the desired output level is 5 volts peak
into 50 ohms, 10 volts peak into an open circuit is required.
The main amplifier is the main gain block in the instrument
and provides the required gain of 10. The critical specifica-
tions for this amplifier are low distortion and good flatness.
A discrete single-ended amplifier with two stages of gain
provides a slew rate in excess of 300 volts per microsecond,
a gain-bandwidth product of over 1, GHz, and an integrator-
type roll-off for frequencies below 600 kHz. Above 'L MHz
the gain-bandwidth product is reduced to about 150 MHz
for stability. A 1-GHz gain-bandwidth product is necessary
to provide 60 dB of loop gain at 100 kHz for an amplifier
with a gain of 10. This corresponds to a maximum gain
error of 0.1%. However, the integrator-type roll-off causes
an additional 90 degrees of phase shift, putting the error
signal in quadrature with the input signal. When the error
signal and input signal are added vectorially, the gain error
is much less than 0.1%. In practice, the flatness of the main
amplifier is typically better than -f 0.01%, or about -t. 0.001
dB, to 100 kHz. Good dc performance is assured by using
this discrete amplifier as the high-frequency block of a
composite amplifier, with a monolithic operational ampli-

fier biasing the input stage. The crossover between the
high-frequency and low-frequency blocks is at a frequency
where there is still sufficient loop gain to swamp out the
phase bump at the crossover. Unlike the sampling buffer,
the dc correction is inside the feedback loop.

The multiplier in the DWSIC can be used to scale the

signal amplitude, but each factor of two reduction in signal
level reduces the effective resolution by one bit. This would

cause low-level signals to have poor distortion and signal-

to-noise ratio. To avoid this problem, only the upper 6 dB
of scaling in the multiplier is used-this provides the fine

amplitude control, while ensuring that the signal has at
least 11. bits of resolution. An additional 96 dB of attenua-
tion is available in 6-dB steps from the step attenuator.

Floating Output Amplifier
The input buffer amplifier provides a 1-kilohm load to

match the impedance of the 6-dB step attenuator and a

voltage drive for the floating output amplifier. The floating

output amplifier converts this single-ended voltage drive
to a differential, floating output using a combination of
positive and negative feedback.l The amplifier topology is
identical to the output amplifier in the HP 89038. However,
the two amplifier blocks were changed to meet the HP

8904A's requirements. The HP 89044 can produce a 10-
volt-peak 600-kHz sine wave, while the maximum for the
HP S9038 is 100 kHz at 6 volts rms. The required slew rate
is almost ten times as high, so new higher-speed op amps
are used. In addition, the HP 89044 can supply dc voltages,
which more than doubles the power dissipation in the

output transistors, so current limiting has been added.
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Firmware Design for a Multiple-Mode
Instrument
The firmware architecture of the HP 8904A Multifunction
Synthesizer is designed to handle the existing operating
modes efficiently and to facilitate evolutionary changes,

By Mark D. Talbot

HE HP B9O4A MULTIFUNCTION SYNTHESIZER
hardware offers many different operating modes,
depending on the requirements of the user. The HP

89044 f irmware was designed and implemented with the
goal of efficiently handling the existing operating modes
and al lowing for changes within these modes and the addi-
tion of new modes. Three major firmware modules provide
this required flexibility: the numeric data parser, the com-
mand parsing structure, and the intenupt handling scheme.
Each of these modules provides hooks to customize or add
to the HP BS04A firmware with little or no chanses to the
existing firmware.

Numeric Data Parser
The firmware of most HP signal generating instruments

has the luxury of fixed data types, string lengths, and dis-
play window positions. In contrast, the HP 89044, with
its multiple modes, requires custom configuration of the
firmware to handle the widely varying data types, string
lengths, terminators, and display positions. The numeric
data parser allows custom configuration of signaling se-
quence and mode command parameters (e.g., 10 kHz, AM,
FM, etc.). A parser, as used in this article, refers to firmware
functions written in the C language that check data or com-
mands for their syntactic and semantic correctness.

The numeric data parser is a library function used by
the front-panel and HP-IB command parsers described in
the next section. Its role in parsing input data is illustrated
in Fig. 1. The instrument is in the channel configuration
mode and the user enters a frequency ol L20 Hz from the
front panel. When the FREQ key is pressed, the channel
configuration mode parser calls the function np-init$ to in-
itialize the data structure used by the numeric data parser
in subsequent key presses associated with setting fre-
quency. When the user enters 1,2O Hz the string is sent to
the numeric data parser. The numeric data parser uses the
parameters established during initialization to parse the
string.

Fig. 1b enumerates the five parameters that can be passed
to the numeric parser initializer. The firmware designer
builds the parsing rules for the numeric data parser by
filling in the parameters shown in Fig. 1b. This collection
of parameters is then passed to the np-initQ function which
sets up the data structure for the numeric data parser. For
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the example above, data-type : Beal, and term-type : Fre-
quency. The other parameters are used to position the value
on the front-panel display.

Command Parsing Structure
The HP 8904A command parsing structure, which is

shown in Fig. 2, al lows the implementation of customized
command modes or changes to exist ing modes without
affecting the other modules in the parsing structure. Be-
sides the numeric data parsers, there are four other parsers
in the HP 89044 firmware. Each parser is tailored to a
specific category of commands. The following is a partial
l ist of HP 8904A commands and their associated parsers.

CommandsorData

Front-Panel Keystrokes

HP-IB Tokens

Generic Commands

NEXT
LAST
MAIN
LOCAL
RESET

ADRS FLOAT

FILTER OUTPUT
RECALL SPECIAL

Mode-Specific Commands

AMPTD DESTN
FREQ INCR SET
PHASE SAVE

WAVEFORM

Mode-Specific Softkey
Definitions (t...f4)

Main Level Commands

Mode Selection Keys
(fr...fr)

Parser

Keys-to-Command Parser

HP-IB Token-to-Command
Parser

Initial Command Parser

Mini-Parsers

Mode Command Parsers

Top Level Parser



Front Panel and HP-IB Input Parsers. All inputs to the

command parsers enter through the front-panel keys or the

HP-IB. The keys-to-command parser and the tokdn-to-com-

mand command parser shown in Fig. 2 handle front-panel

input and HP-IB input, respectively. There is a numeric
data parser contained in each of these parsers. These pars-

Keystroke
Inputs

Parameters

Y
Data Structure

Parameters

ers perform syntax checks on the command or parameter

input and then set up the commands for processing by the
other parsers in the command parsing structure. Each com-

mand or parameter passing through the input parsers con-

cludes with one of the following actions taken:
r The input is ignored because of an error or some out-of-

sequence input.
I The input is not converted but stored as part of a yet to

be completed input string.
r The input is successfuly converted to a command data

item.
Initial Command Parser. After a command has been parsed

by the front-panel and HP-IB bus parsers, a data item rep-

resenting the command is passed to the initial command
parser. Depending upon the type of command, the initial

command parser performs one the following actions:
I If the command is one of the generic commands the

initial command parser is responsible for handling, it

processses the command in total or in part.
r If the command is one of the generic commands handled

by a mini-parser and the mini-parser is not active it calls

an initialization function to set a pointer to the com-

mand's mini-parser, which results in making the specific

mini-parser active. Setting the pointer is illustrated by

the switch shown in Fig. 2.
r If a mini-parser is active it is invoked.
r If the command is not found in the list of generic com-

mands or a command needs further action, the active

mode command parser is invoked.
A valid active mode command parser will always be

present in addition to the initial command parser. This

will be either the top level command parser (tlp-prs()) for

main level commands, or a mode command parser for one

of the mode-specific commands.
Mode Command Parsers. The mode command parsing sec-

tion of the command parsing structure is divided into mode
installation functions and the mode command parsers. The

installation functions initialize and activate the mode com-
mand parsers, including setting a pointer to the selected

mode command parser.

During a normal power-up sequence, the execution of

the MAIN command, or an instrument PRESET, the install-tlpQ
(install top level command parser) function is performed.

This function sets a pointer to the top level command parser

function tlp-prsQ. This causes the flow of commands not

handled by the initial command parser to be directed to

the top level command parser. The top level command
parser allows the user to scroll through the available instru-
ment command modes. When a new mode is selected, its

instal lat ion function f instal l-modeiQ, i :1,2.. .N) is executed.

The mode installation function configures the hardware

for the selected mode, sets a pointer to the function to call
when the mode is exited, and sets the pointer to the com-

mand's mode comand parser, which causes command flow

to be directed to the selected mode command parser.

Hardware initialization, display update, and softkey con-
figuration are also performed.

The responsibility of the mode command parser is to test

a command to see if the command is within its repertoire,
and if so, to execute the command; otherwise, it is reported
to the operator as an error. For example, the commands

Frequency
Setting

'Parameter String

datltype = Real
max_char = 5
disp+os = 6
term-lype = Frequency
term-pos = 12(a)

Function Call

np-init(data-type, max-char, disp-pos, ierm-type' term-pos)

dara-rype = one of the following:

Type Allowable Entry

Binary
Octal
Decimal
Hexidecimal
Phone
Real
P_Real
Deslination

Waveform

On, Off

0 - 1
o - 7
0 - 9
0 - 9 , A - F
0 - I , A - D , # , a n d .
0 - 9, "." and "-"
0 - 9, and "."
Out1, Out2, Am, Fm,
Om, Dsb, Pulse, and Oft
Sine, Ramp, Trngl, Dc,
Noise, and Square
On,Off

max-char = The number ot data keys thatwill be accepled' 0 to 10.

disp-pos = Display position for incoming data keys, 1 to 80.
(2 x 40-Character LCD Display)

term-type = One ol the following:

term-pos = Display position for the data terminator' 1 - 80.

(b) (2x40 character LcD DisPlaY)

Fig. 1. (a) The role of the numeric data parser in the HP
8904A firmware parsing architecture. (b) Parameters passed
to the numeric data parser initialization function np-initQ.

Parametel

None I NIA as in Wavelorm
End of Buffer I tnput = max-chal
Enter Key I Enter
Angle I Deg, Rad
Volts I V, mV, or uV
Time I Sec, mSec
Frequency I kHz,Hz
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Front Panel
Keystrokes

AMPTD (amplitude) and FReO (frequency) would be pro-
cessed successfully in the channel configuration mode, but
the FREQ command in dual-tone multifrequency mode
would cause an error. The same mode-specific command
can be valid for several different modes but perform differ-
ent operations from one mode to the next. For example, in
the channel configuration mode the FREQ command sets
the output frequency, whereas in the tone sequence
mode the FREQ command sets the frequency for the selected
tone. A mode exit function is called whenever the
presently active mode is exited. This is done whenever a
softkey function EX|T is selected, or when the MA|N or pRE-
SET keys are pressed. The mode exit function will clean
up its working environment, leaving it clean for the next
mode to use. It also forces the top level command parser
to be instal led.
Mini-Parsers. While the instrument is in one of the instru-
ment modes or at the main selection level, it is sometimes
necessary to perform some other function momentarily
without disrupting the present operation, and then resume
the present operation when the momentary function is
finished. Examples of these momentary functions include
SAVE, RECALL, changing the HPJB address, or turning off
an output. These types of operations are performed by the
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mini-parsers. The mini-parser is a command parser that
has a very limited functionality and is placed in series with
the command path for a short period of time.

When a command to perform a function that requires
the use of a mini-parser is received, a call to that mini-
parser's initialization function is made. This function in-

Hardware Vectored
Interrupl Pointer to f lrf"a" fiffi"* I

--- Data Flow
- Control

<---{ Commands

€ Mini-Commands Requiring
Further Processing Ftg. 2. Command parsing struc-

ture for the HP 8904A.

Mini-Parsers

i-tl!x[

,, i-
@ID i
a t '

G@Dlz'

I-

Mode Command Parsers

/@EIl
, ' -

@/'
- a - /

@[l/'

I-

Flg.3. HP 89044 interrupt handling structure



stalls the specific mini-parser by setting a pointer to a mini-

parser function. The mini-parser will execute the present

command or pass i t  on for further processing by other pars-

ers. When the mini-parser is f inished or chooses to abort

the operation because an inval id command was received,

it will remove itself from active status so that subsequent

commands are not passed to i t .

Vectored Interrupts
F-or the HP 89044 real-time hardware, interrupts are

generated by the timer IC and and the digital waveform synthe-

sis IC control logic. During an interrupt a microprocessor

typically directs program flow (vectors) to locations stored

in f ixed addresses in i ts program ROM' When the HP 8904A

firmware was written the requirements for handling inter-

rupts by all present and future modes were unknown. This

was inconsistent with the fixed interrupt handler

methodology. The solution was to develop an environment

that allows each operating mode to install its own indi-

vidual interrupt handlers. Fig. 3 shows the HP 89044 inter-

rupt handling structure.
Depending on when and how the interrupt is to be used,

the interrupt handler is installed by the mode initialization

function or some other function before enabling the inter-

rupt. This is done by setting the variable flag to one and

placing a pointer to the desired interrupt handler function

into the variable vector. When a hardware interrupt occurs,

such as a nonmaskable interrupt (NMl) '  the microprocessor

wil l  vector to the nmi-int0 function' The status of f tag is

checked to see i f  an alternate handler is instal led. I f  the

llag is set, the function pointed to by vector is called and if

it is not set, default interrupt routines clear the interrupt'

This latter situation occurs only if the interrupt was unin-

tentional ly or spuriously generated. The special interrupt

handler function is removed by sett ing f lag to zero. This is

done by the mode command parser when i t  is f inished' or

when the mode exit  cleanup function is invoked, or after

PRESET or instrument Power-uP.
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Multifunction Synthesizer Applications
Application areas for the HP 8904A Multifunction
Synthesizer include telecommunications, navigation,
mobite radio communications, consumer electronics,
sonar, and electromechanical systems.

by Kenneth S. ThomPson

HE FLEXIBILITY AND ACCURACY afforded by the
architecture of the digital waveform synthesis IC
(DWSIC, see article page 57) make the HP 8904A

Multifunction Synthesizer suited for a broad range of appli-

cations. These applications areas include telecommunica-

t ions, navigation, mobile radio communications, consumer

electronics, sonar, and electromechanical systems' Typi-

cally the conflicting requirements of these applications

have been met by many specialized sources optimized for

specific tasks or by expensive high-performance sources'

The HP 8904A can compete with these application-specific

sources and in many cases exceed their performance at a

Iower cost.
The five operational modes of the HP 89044 are:

I Channel configuration mode
r Tone sequence mode
; Dual-tone multifrequency (DTMF) sequence mode
r Digital sequence mode
I Hop RAM mode.

Fig. 1. An FM stereo composite test signal generated by the
HP 8904A Multifunction Svnthesizer.
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HP 8904A Option 001

HP 8642A Synthesized Signal Generator

RF Output

HP 8903E Distortion Analyzer

FM Steieo Tuner

75() Antenna Input

Lefi

Right

Outputs

The channel configuration mode can be used to synthe-
size complex waveforms by using various combinations of
the four synthesizers available in this mode (with Option
001). The four synthesizers can be freely mixed in various
combinations by using the digital summing or modulation
capabilities built into the digital waveform synthesis IC.
Waveforms found in navigation, sonar, consumer elec-
tronics, and many other fields can be generated with digital
precision and repeatability in this mode.

The tone sequence and digital sequence modes were
specifically designed with mobile radio communication
system requirements in mind. The DTMF sequence mode
was designed for both telecommunications and mobile
radio requirements. These three sequencing modes allow
the user to enter a data string or sequence with specified
timing. Once the specifications are entered, the Hp B9O4A
can be instructed to output the sequence in a single burst
or repetitively. These sequences are used in telecommuni-
cations and mobile radio to send data over a voice transmis-
sion channel. This data can be a telephone number, the
address of a pocket pager, or ASCII text.

The hop RAM mode gives the Hp 89044 the ability to
hop frequency, amplitude, and phase in less than B ps.
The switching is phase continuous and can be used to
simulate many forms of digital modulation.

Channel Configuration Mode
In the channel configuration mode, the four independent

synthesizers can be combined with digital precision to form
complex signals. One such waveform is the stereo compos-
ite test signal used in the manufacture of FM stereo receiv-
ers. The FM stereo broadcast system uses a subcarrier sys-
tem centered at 38 kHz to transmit stereo information along
with the normal monophonic audio information occupying
the frequency band from 2OHzto 1S kHz. A pilot frequency
of 19 kHz is used to indicate the presence of the stereo
information and to aid in the synchronous demodulation
of the stereo subcarrier. The HP S904A can generate a stereo
test signal with low distortion, excellent frequency flatness,
and high separation. This signal consists of a sine wave
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Fig. 2. fest setup for perfor-
mance testing of an FM stereo
receiver using the HP 8904A.

audio signal, the 19-kHz pi lot tone, and the 3B-kHz subcar-
rier modulated by the audio signal. To implement this
waveform with the HP Sg04A, four sine waves are summed
with the required frequency, amplitude, and phase settings.
Table I gives the complete settings for a right-channel-only
FM stereo signal, and Fig. 1 shows the composite signal
generated. Channels A and B are summed to form the 38-
kHz subcarrier, which is modulated at a rate of 1 kHz using
double-sideband suppressed carrier modulation. Channel
C is the 19-kHz pilot tone, and channel D is the 1-kHz
audio tone. A critical specification for this type of system
is the separation between the two audio channels. The
separation of the FM stereo signals created by the Hp 89044
is 65 to 70 dB, which is excel lent.

Table I
Instrument Settings for an FM Stereo Composite

Waveform

HP 1 t8528
50()/75()
Minimum Loss Pad

Channel Destination Frequency Amplitude

A Output 1 39 kHz 1.25V

B Output 1 3Z Wfz j,.2SV

C Output 1 19 kHz 0.3V

D Output 1 l kHz 2.5V

Phase Waveform

90' Sine

27O"  S ine

0' Sine

0' Sine

To test an FM receiver, the HP 8904A can be used to
frequency modulate an RF signal generator operating from
BB to 108 MHz. This RF signal is sent to the receiver under
test, and the audio output of the receiver is routed to an
audio analyzer to measure the performance of the receiver.
Fig. 2 shows a typical test setup for doing performance
testing of FM stereo receivers.

Another example of a complex signal that can be made
in the channel configuration mode is the VHF omnidirec-
tional radio range (VOR) composite signal used in air navi-
gation. The VOR system provides directional information
to aircraft with respect to a specific VOR transmission site.
A VOR receiver provides the pilot with a compass bearing
to the VOR transmitter site. By tuning to two or more VOR

!_ ia

- s



Fig. 3. A composite VOR navigation signal generated by the

HP 8904A Multifunctton Svnthesizer.

transmitter stations, a pilot can determine the plane's exact

location on an air chart by triangulation. The VOR system

encodes the bearing information as phase offsets relative

to a subcarrier reference phase. A subcarrier of 9960 Hz is

frequency modulated by a 30-Hz sine wave to provide a

precise phase reference signal. A second 30-Hz sine wave

is summed with this subcarrier at a phase offset directly

proportional to the desired bearing angle. The HP 89044

can generate the VOR composite signal with better than

0.044-degree bearing accuracy. This excellent performance

is a direct result of the accuracy of the digital generation

techniques used in the HP 89044. Table II gives the HP

8904 settings for generating a VOR composite signal, and

Fig. 3 shows the signal.

Table ll

Channel Configuration Settings for a Gomposite VOR
Navigation Waveform with a Bearing Angle of 30 Degrees
(Changing the phase of channel B will alter the bearing angle')

Destination FrequencyAmplitude Phase Waveform

Output 1 9960 Hz 1.25'J Sine

FM 30Hz 48OHz 30' Sine

Output 1 30Hz L 25V 0' Sine

off

HP 8904A
Multitunction
Synthesizer

HP 89038
Audio

Analyzer

In a similar manner to the FM stereo example, the VOR

composite signal generated by the HP s904A can be used

to modulate an RF signal generator to test a VOR receiver.

In this case, the composite signal is used to amplitude

modulate the RF signal generator. By programming the HP

BS04A to generate VOR composite signals with different

bearing angles, the accuracy of the VOR receiver under test

can be verified.

Signal Sequencing Modes

The three sequence modes in the HP 8904A can be used

to generate a wide range of signaling formats. These signal-

ing formats are used in mobile communications to call

pocket pagers, mobile radios, or cellular telephones. They

can also be used to transmit data to mobile receivers, for

example to send telephone numbers or messages to pocket

pagers equipped with alphanumeric displays. The Motorola

5/6 tone signaling format is an example of a signaling

scheme for the selective calling of pocket pagers. Using the

tone sequence mode, the HP 89044 can generate this signal-

ing format with synthesizer accuracy and phase continuous

switching between consecutive tones. Table III gives the

settings for generating the Motorola 5/6 tone format on the

HP B9O4A.
Once this data has been entered into the HP 8904A, a

sequence can be built from the sixteen tones. A typical

sequence might be "2751,A." This message would specifi-

cally address pager number 275'l'1,. The A character stands

for a repeat, which tells the pager that the code digit in the

A position is the same as the preceding digit. Although

this example only has a sequence length of five characters,

the HP 89044 can have tone sequences of up to 250 tones.

The HP 8904A can be directed to send the sequence once

or to repeat the message continuously until it receives a

stop command. Fig. 4 shows a typical setup for pocket

pager testing with the HP 8904A, and Fig. 5 shows the

pattern generated representing the message "2751'4"'

The DTMF (dual-tone multifrequency) sequence mode

enables the HP 89044 to generate tone signaling sequences

used worldwide for telephone switching and in mobile

radio applications. In the DTMF sequence mode the sixteen

standard frequency pairs of the DTMF system can be

chained into sequences up to 250 tone pairs long. As in

Fig, 4. fest setuP for Perfor-
mance testing of a Pocket Pager
using the HP 89044
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the tone sequence mode, for each tone pair a specif ic on
time and off t i rae can be specif ied with 100-ps t iming reso-
lution. The HP SS04A provides synthesizer accuracy and
fast, glitch-free DTMF signaling data streams. The DTMF
mode in the HP 8904A can be used to test DTMF decoders,
phones, DTMF-equipped mobile radios, and other telecom-
munica t ions  equ ipment .

Table l l l
Tone sequence information for the Hp 8904A to

Generate Motorola 5/6 Tone Sequential Signaling
HP 8904A Mult i funct ion Svnthesizer Dara

Motorola

5 /6 tone  HP8S04A

Symbol  Tone Frequency

Number

On Off
Time Time
(ms) (ms)

0 0
"t 1.
, t

3 3

4 4

J 5

6 6

7 7

B B

9 9

Repeat"  A

Group * B

Delay *  C

G u p *  E

*Special  contro l  codes for

3 3
3 3
3 3
3 3
3 3
3 3
3 3
3 3
3 3

3 3
3 3
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4 5

5 2

The HP 89044 is transformed into a low-rate serial data
generator when using the digital sequence mode. Many
paging systems offer alphanumeric pagers capable of dis-
playing a text message. These paging systems employ a
serial digital data stream with error correction encoding to
transmit this text information. In the digital sequence
rnode, the HP 89044 can generate serial data streams up
to 1000 bits long in NRZ (non-return-to-zerol format at bit
rates as fast as 10 kHz. Thus, the digital sequence mode
can be used to modulate an RF signal generator with a
known message for verifying the performance of pagers.

Hop RAM Mode
One benefit of the phase accumulator synthesis

technique used in the digital waveform synthesis IC is very
fast switching of frequency, phase, or amplitude. In effect
the HP 89044 can change states in a single cycle of the
DWSIC. To make this capability useful, the hop RAM mode
was developed. The hop RAM mode provides sixteen mem-
ory locations which can each contain an amplitude, fre-
quency, and phase setting. A special hop bus on the rear
panel of the HP 8904A controls which of the sixteen hop
states the instrument is in. Placing a four-bit, TTl-level
control nibble on the hop bus will cause the Hp 89044 to
jump to the specified frequency, amplitude, and/or phase
state. The switching is phase continuous and glitch free,
and occurs in less than B pr,s. The hop RAM mode can be
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Stop

Fig. 5. 5/6 tone signaling as generated by the by the Hp
89044. This pattern represents the message "2751 A" (on
times have been reduced to 3 ms per tone to f acilitate the plot).

used for fast frequency switching applications and simulat-
ing modem signals. The HP 8904A can also be used as a
direct digital modulator for PSK, FSK, multilevel FM and
up to sixteen-state QAM (quadrature amplitude modula-
t ion l .

Conclusion
The HP 89044 can generate a wide range of complex

signals with digital accuracy and low cost, and without
the mathematical derivations required by most arbitrary
waveform synthesizers. Waveforms are created by digitally
summing the four synthesizers and/or by using the com-
prehensive modulation functions in the DWSIC. The design
is optimized for low cost to compete with older-technology
sources optimized for specific applications. A waveform
catalog is available listing over seventy waveforms that can
be generated with the HP 8904A using only the channel
configuration mode. The waveforms in the catalog are a
small sampling of the waveform generating capability of
the HP 8904A.
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Testing and Process Monitoring for a
Multifunction Synthesizer
Ensuring the quality and reliability of the HP 89044
Multifunction Synthesizer required a twofold test strategy:
understanding the critical characteristics of the instrument
and process confrol.

by David J. Schwartz and Alan L. Mccormick

FIE TEST STRATEGY FOR THE HP 89044 required
a twofold solution. The first step was to understand
the instrument and its performance characteristics.

Because of its state-of-the-art design, there are no reliable,

fast, and automated means of directly measuring some of

its critical parameters. Also, its versatility makes it impos-

sible to measure even a significant fraction of the

waveforms it is capable of producing. Understanding the

instrument at this level made it possible for us to find a

concise set of parameters that can be measured accurately

and quickly to verify that the unit under test is working

correctly, and allowed us to make small design changes

that enhanced testability.
The second step of the solution was to develop a test

strategy for the HP 89044 that emphasized process control,

rather than intense end-of-the-line testing. By testing crit-

ical parts and modules and then verifying the assembly

process, the performance of the unit under test is assured

quickly and inexpensively. Fault isolation and repair are

also easier because problems are identified earlier in the

production process.

The production test strategy for the HP 8904A takes ad-

vantage of the instrument's straightforward block diagram

and the capabilities of the HP 3065 Automated Board Test

System, on which all testing is done. The output board and

the digital board determine the performance of the HP

S904A. The interface between these two is clearly defined

and simple to characterize. The HP 3065 gave us built-in

HP 9000 Model 216 Controller
HP 1631D Logic AnalYzer

Shorts
Opens

Components

Other Parts.
Blank Prinled
Circuit Boards

process control routines and freedom from making numer-

ous connections during the test process. Fig. 1 shows a

block diagram of the production flow for the HP 8904A.

Two primary functions in the HP Bs04A need to be tested:

the generation of correct digital data and the conversion

of this digital data to an analog waveform. The first function

is performed entirely on the digital board. The second is

done entirely on the output board. After each of these is

verified, what remains is to ensure that they are connected

correctly.

DWSIC and Digital Board Test
Testing of the DWSIC is done in two phases. The primary

testing is done at HP's Colorado Integrated Circuit Division

where the IC is tested at the functional block level. The

second phase of testing is an incoming inspection, which

is a simple go/no-go test intended to catch catastrophic part

failures. Incoming inspection also provides us with a basis

for monitoring our process to ensure that we are not damag-

ing parts in handling them. For this test the device under

test is installed in an HP 89044 test bed and instructed to

produce a variety of waveforms chosen to exercize as much

of the chip as possible within a reasonable amount of test

time. The resulting digital data is captured by a logic

analyzer and compared with stored good data.

In the remainder of the digital board testing, logic and

microprocessor components are used well within their per-

formance limits. The board's performance is verified by

Fig. 1. HP 8904A Production f low
and data collection block dia'
gram.
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HP 8904A Output Board (Unit Under Test)

conventional HP 3065 testing, the HP Bg04A power-up
self-check, and the ability of the board to pass the final
check at the end of the line.

Output Board Test
Testing the analog output board begins with conven-

tional HP 3065 in-circuit testing. Following in-circuit test-
ing, a special test fixture equipped with coaxial probes is
used on the HP 3065 to calibrate and verify the board under
test. The tests are designed to verify the ability of the output
board to convert any arbitrary stream of digital data into
an analog waveform. Thus, one set of tests verifies the
ability of the output board to reproduce all of the myriad
waveforms that the DWSIC can generate. The output board
test accomplishes this by measuring five primary charac-
teristics: level accuracy, flatness as a function of frequency,
amplitude linearity, noise and spurs, and delay distortion.
From these five characteristics, the abilitv of the outout
board to reproduce a waveform can be orudi"t"d.

The biggest difficulty in making these measurements was
to get the necessary accuracy. The test's measurement un-
certainty had to be only a few hundredths of a percent out
to 100 kHz for us to verify the amplitude flatness. At the
same time, the test had to be fast enough and fully auto-
mated to meet our cost goals. This was achieved by making
two-port transfer function measurements of amplitude and
delay flatness with a network analyzer, using a high-speed
reference DAC as a source driving the node between the
HP 8904A's DAC and track-and-hold gate. The measure-
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Fig. 2. HP 89044 output board
f/atness test block diaoram.

ment is calibrated against a reference two-port network and
a short length of 50-ohm coaxial cable, and gets its absolute
reference from one-port voltage measurements. A separate
two-port measurement is made to align the anti-aliasing
filter. Two analyzers are used, the HP 3562A for frequencies
below 100 kHz and the HP 3577 A for those above 100 kHz.
The test setup for the output board test is shown in Fig. 2.

Coaxial test probes and movable jumpers are designed
into the output board for these measurements. The test
station operator does not need to make any signal connec-
tions because the signals all come through the coaxial
probes. The jumpers serve to isolate sections of the circuit
and are moved according to prompts from the system. The
reference DAC mentioned above and a switch matrix are
built into the base of the output board test fixture.

Final Check
With the ability of the DWSIC to generate data confirmed

by the chip tests, the ability of the digital board to issue
the correct commands to the DWSIC verified by the HP
3065 test and the HP 89044 power-up self-check, and the
data conversion performance of the output board verified
by the special test fixture, what remains is to ensure that
these pieces are assembled correctly. This is the iob of final
check. Performing a few fast, simple measurements on the
outputs of the HP 8904A, this station provides us with a
final process control check.
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data.

Statistical Quality Control and Process Monitoring
One major advantage of using the HP 3065 test system

is the availability of the HP 1000 as the central processor

for the entire production line. The standard HP 3065 test

system automatically provides excellent process control
data through the built-in data base and statistical quality

control (SQCI package. The standard information is based

on parametric test data, and provides such information as
boards tested, boards fai led, f i rst-pass yields, test t imes,
and cycle times.

The missing link to total quality control in the standard
package is the ability to identify root causes through failure
data. Our production line developed utilities on the HP
1000 to provide this missing information. An HP 3065-com-
patible failure-data-collection system was developed to col-
lect failure data and symptoms from all printed circuit
board and instrument assembly operations. This utility was
appended to the standard HP 3065 test plan to allow the
oDerator to call the failure screens and enter defect informa-

tion and remarks when necessary. The utility also runs on

a stand-alone terminal to be used at all nonautomated pro-

cesses. Several of these terminals are distributed through-

out the HP 8904A production line.
To eliminate redundant data collection, the data col-

Iected is reformatted and uploaded to the division's failure

data base on a daily basis. This reformatting utility runs

automatically each night and is virtually invisible to the
production line. In addition to the reformatting process,

the utility also creates, for every board and instrument

assembly operation, a report containing information on

workmanship and process defects. This provides a t ight

feedback loop for each process concerning the nature

of the defect and where in the process the defect was dis-

covered.
A third utility was developed to provide SQC reports on

the failure data. This utility can be run at predetermined

intervals. The reports provide more exhaustive information

about each process step than the dai ly report (see Fig' 3).
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Assuring Reliability

The rel iabi l i ty of the HP 89044 Mult i lunction Synthesizer is
assured by design and testing. Some methods are applied once
during the design, while others continue into production.

tlesigning for Reliability
Each engineer is required to review the design to determine

the electrical stresses of voltage, current, and power on each
part. These stresses are entered into a computer data base
program developed by the quality and reliability engineering
department, The stresses are compared to the part specifica-
tions, base failure rates, and failure-rate-versus-stress curves.
Failure rates are then predicted for each part and assembly, and
for the whole instrument. Any parts with unusually high predicted
fai lure rates are f lagged for further analysis by the designer.
Part temperatures are measured by thermocouple and infrared
camera to confirm predicted temperature rises.

Integrating the digital waveform synthesis function into one lC
contributes greatly to the low failure rale. A discrete logic im-
plementation of this function would have a predicted failure rate
nearly eight times the predicted failure rate ol the DWSIC.

Reliability Verification
Class B is a standard HP environmental reliability verfication

process. Included are regulatory compliance testing and tests
that confirm operation to specifications over extremes of temper-
ature, humidrty, and vibration. This was done twice, first on pro-
totype units to find problems early, and then on preproduitiOn
units for ful l  veri f icat ion.

The second round of tests was done in record time. Ten units

were available so that tests could be done in parallel. Both the
envrronmental chambers and the test system were set for timed
control to run tests at night and on weekends without operator
lntervention. The test system checks all output specifications in
less than fifteen minutes.

Str i fe (stress + l i fe) tests weredone. Increasinglyextremetem-
perature limits, temperature slew rates, and vibration were applied
to the product to f ind any design weak points.

Failure Tracking
The quali ty and rel iabi l i ty engineering fai lure tracking system

was activated for the HP 89044 at the beginning of the project.
Failures of any sort (components, processes, damage in test,
etc.) are logged. An owner is assigned to the problem by quali ty
and rel iabi l i ty engineering, and the problem's progress is tracked
from its discovery until a solution is in place and verified. The
tracking system keeps problems from being forgotten or lost,
thus ensuring progress towards solutions. The process is trans-
ferred to production in a modified form for continuitv of the knowl-
edge gained.
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This program provides some of the information about the
nonautomated stations that already exists for the computer-
controlled stations through the HP 3065 SQC package. Ad-
ditional information includes process performance mea-
sures, total repair times, a Pareto diagram of contributions
from all processes, a Pareto diagram of where defects are
reported, top failures by reference designators, top failures
by part number, and a Pareto diagram of the types of defects
being reported. In addition, a detail report can be prepared
upon request

Finally, analysis teams have been assembled to analyze
the defects and the corresponding processes involved to
determine the root causes for. the recurring defects. This

team then submits a proposal of possible solutions to man-
agement for consideration, approval, and implementation.

This entire process has provided unprecedented process
control at Spokane Division. Much of the process was im-
plemented without additional costs using routines already
in place. Continuing support costs are minimized by a pa-
perless reporting scheme that eliminates filling out forms
or retyping reports.
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